OPERATIONS (OPS) COMMITTEE OF THE SCHOOL BOARD
BOARD SPECIAL
MEETING
September 16, 2010, 4:00p – 6:00p
School Board Office Conference Room
Operations Committee
John Stanford Center, 2445 Third Avenue South, Seattle, WA 98134
2445 – 3rd Avenue South, Seattle WA 98124

Thursday, April 21, 2016, 4:30-6:30 pm
Stanford Center, Board Conference Room
Agenda
1. Call to Order (Blanford)

4:30p

a. Approval of agenda
b. Approval of minutes (March 17 and March 31, 2016)

2. Monthly Capital Financial Report
3. Board Action Reports
a. Microsoft Licensing Agreement renewal (Jim Young)
b. BTA III: Program underspend transfer to the Leschi reroof project budget (Richard Best)
c. BEX IV & BTA IV: Award Architectural & Engineering Services Contract P1436 to Bassetti
Architects, for modernization of Lincoln High School (Richard Best)
d. BEX IV: Final Acceptance for Public Works Contract P5045 with Iliad Construction, for
demolition work at Hazel Wolf K8 at Pinehurst Phase I (Richard Best)

4. Board Policy Action Reports
a. Policy 3208 Annual Report (Clover Codd on behalf of Superintendent Nyland)

5. Committee Updates, Discussion Items, and Work Plan Review
a. Bell times implementation update
6. Adjourn

6:30p

Next meeting: Tuesday, May 3, 2016, 4:30-6:30p, Capital projects items,
Board Conference Room
The Operations Committee is a working committee of the Board. Items on this agenda may change before introduction and action.

BOARD SPECIAL MEETING
OPERATIONS (OPS) COMMITTEE OF THE SCHOOL BOARD
OPERATIONS
COMMITTEE
September 16, 2010, 4:00p – 6:00p

School Board Office Conference Room
John Stanford Center, 2445 Third Avenue
South, Seattle, WA 98134
2445 – 3rd Avenue South, Seattle WA 98124

March 17, 2016
Stanford Center, Board Conference Room
Minutes
Director Stephan Blanford called the meeting to order at 4:30pm. Directors Jill Geary and Scott Pinkham
were also in attendance. Associate Superintendent Flip Herndon and Capital Projects Director Richard
Best staffed the meeting.
The agenda and minutes of the February 25, 2016 meeting were approved.
Monthly capital financial report for December 2015: Melissa Coan reviewed the report, saying also that
as of March 11, 2016, the capital projects fund was 74% committed with a $77 million balance. In
response to questions, she explained the tax collection cycle of essentially twice a year, noting that BTA
IV will start being reflected on financial reports in September 2016.
BEX III, Award public works contract K5064 for re-roofing at Leschi Elementary School: Richard Best
reported that bids were opened on this project and have come in over budget. The committee moved
this item forward to the full board for consideration.
BEX IV, Award public works contract P5072 for Jane Addams Middle School Phase III: Richard Best
reported that bids were opened on this project yesterday and came in $140,000 below budget. The Jane
Addams project was separated into four phases to occur over summertime; Phase III will include
classroom improvements and will start literally the day after school is out. The committee moved this
item forward to the full board for consideration.
BTA III-BEX IV, final acceptance of contract P5061 with CDK Construction Services at Eckstein Middle
School: This was phase 1 of the work that was completed last summer; the second phase will be
completed this year, with the same contractor doing the work. The committee moved this item forward
to the full board with a recommendation for approval.
Bell times implementation update: Flip Herndon reported that the task force will be discussing the
impact of bell time changes on athletics and the joint use agreement (JUA) with the City of Seattle. He
noted that the change in bell times fundamentally changes the structure of the JUA and the need to
ensure that the agreement is advantageous to Seattle Public Schools. SPS books approximately 200,000
events a year; the City has been booking tens of thousands of events per year for the last ten years of
the JUA that has been in existence for 30 years. Concerns from the public will be when they have access
to fields and how much it will cost and multi-use spaces in elementary schools for before- and afterschool care. He discussed the transportation issues with athletics and bell times changes and the timing
complications for C teams and junior varsity competition; varsity athletics generally occur in the
evenings. He is working with high school principals to identify all issues. Committee members
appreciated the articulation of the complexity of the implementation of bell times changes.
The meeting adjourned at 5:00pm.

OPERATIONS (OPS) COMMITTEE OF THE SCHOOL BOARD
BOARD SPECIAL
MEETING
September 16, 2010, 4:00p – 6:00p
Operations Committee
School Board Office Conference Room

John Stanford Center, 2445 Third Avenue South, Seattle, WA 98134
2445 – 3rd Avenue South, Seattle WA 98124

Thursday, March 31, 4:30-6:30 pm
Stanford Center, Board Conference Room
Minutes
Director Blanford called the meeting to order at 4:31pm. Director Scott Pinkham was also in attendance.
Assistant Superintendent of Operations Pegi McEvoy and Director of Capital Projects & Planning Richard Best
staffed the meeting. The agenda of the March 31, 2016 meeting was approved.

Board Action Reports
BTA III: Final Acceptance of Contract P5064, Western Ventures Construction, Inc., for the Bagley Elementary
School Seismic Upgrades, Re-roofing and Interior Waterline Modernization project
Richard Best provided an overview of this item, noting this project was implemented by Project Manager Earl
Edwards last summer for seismic improvements to the roof diaphragm and the masonry chimney for the
boiler. Director Blanford questioned why the boiler chimney was lowered and Mr. Best noted the chimney
was both lowered and reinforced with steel and mortar to prevent collapse in case of a seismic event.
The Committee moved this item forward to the full board with a recommendation for approval.
BEX III: Final Acceptance for Contract P5011, with Absher Construction, for Renovations at Nathan Hale
High School Project 2
Richard Best provided an overview of this item, noting this was a BEX III project, completed in 2011, however
a claim was filed by the electrical subcontractor, and the claim was not pursued for an extended period of
time delaying Final Acceptance. Mr. Best noted there was a mediation settlement in August with the
contractor and electrical subcontractor. Mr. Best spoke about the importance of tying final acceptance to the
warrantee period to incentivize project completion. He indicated that this would be one of the changes
implemented in future construction contracts to prioritize getting these types of matters resolved. Mr. Best
indicated this item is a final acceptance for the project and that this particular warrantee period is one year
from substantial completion, substantial completion date was dated September 7, 2011, making September 7,
2012 the end of the warrantee period.
The Committee moved this item forward to the full board with a recommendation for approval.
BTA III: Award Construction Contract K5068 to ________ for the Laurelhurst Elementary School Upgrades
project
Richard Best provided an overview of this item, noting the bids for this project will open on April 6, and
includes interior work of the administration area, a new entrance ramp to this school, some minor paving
upgrades, some selective roof drain installations, and miscellaneous ventilation improvements. Director
Blanford noted that Director Geary would want to hear about this project since it is one of her schools.
The Committee moved this item forward to the full board for consideration.

BTA III & BEX IV: Award Construction Contract K5069 to _______ for Seismic Upgrades at Salmon Bay
School and Decatur School project
Richard Best provided an overview of this item, noting how this is a multiphase project. Director Blanford
asked why there are two schools listed in this item and Mr. Best explained that the work is similar and could
easily be completed by one contractor reducing mobilization costs, hence the reason why two schools are
listed on one Board Action Report.
The Committee moved this item forward to the full board for consideration.
BTA III and BEX IV: Award Contract No. P1448 for Purchase and Installation of Portable Classroom Modules
Richard Best provided an overview of this item, noting this item came to the Operations Committee once
before in December 2015. Mr. Best spoke about how Capital Planning staff has identified a need at this time
for 63 new homerooms to accommodate District enrollment and student capacity needs for the 2016-17
school year, noting this contract amount is to purchase and install 16 new portable classroom modules.
Mr. Best noted there are 4 portables located at Loyal Heights that do not have a gold label on them,
explaining that a portable without a gold label attached to it cannot be moved in a public right away nor can it
be removed from the property. Mr. Best noted that the 4 portables at Loyal Heights will be demolished.
Directors asked whether these particular portables were assembled on site and Director Best noted these
portables are very old. Directors asked if rehabilitation can be done to get the gold labels for these portables.
Mr. Best noted it would not be cost effective for portables built prior to the 1970’s. Directors asked whether it
was possible to use these portables within the same site in lieu of demolishing them. Mr. Best noted the
quality of this portable construction however they have reached the end of their useful life. Mr. Best
explained that portables are inexpensively built and typically a portable is purchased instead of fixing a
portable.
The Committee moved this item forward to the full board with a recommendation for approval.
The meeting adjourned at 4:51pm.

January FY 2015-16 Capital Programs
Monthly Summary Report

Life to Date Capital Program Fund Balance ($millions)
Intra
Fund Inter Fund Current Fund
(1-31-16)
Revenue
Balance
FY09
- FY13Expenditures
YTD Date thruTransfers
(9/30/12) Transfers
434.7
436.0
1.9
0.0
0.7
182.0
162.6
(2.4 )
(9.9 )
7.1
478.4
472.1
(2.2 )
1.2
5.4
241.9
146.6
0.0
(32.7 )
62.6
38.3
11.7
0.5
(13.0 )
14.1
651198
36.0
32.6
0.0
0.0
3.3
232.3
171.6
0.0
(12.3 )
48.4
Life To Date

BEX II
BTA II
BEX III
BTA III
CEP
Grant
BEX IV

154.2

BTA I

139.6

(6.0 )

(8.7 )

(0.0 )
141.6

Capital Fund Balance on 1/31/16
* Tra ns fer deta i l s on a tta ched s heets for ea ch progra m

Capital Program Fiscal Year-To-Date ($millions)
FY 2015-16
FY 2015-16
FY 2015-16 % Budget
Adopted Budget Current Budget Committed * Committed Balance
0.0
0.0
0.0
0%
0.0
9.0
9.0
7.7
85%
1.3
3.5
4.0
1.3
33%
2.7
55.3
55.4
21.6
39%
33.8
0.5
1.0
0.5
53%
0.5
199.5
222.6
211.2
95%
11.4
26.8
2.5
0.0
0%
2.5
294.5
294.5
242.3
82% 52.2

Current Fiscal Year Program
BEX II
BTA II includes grants
BEX III includes grants
BTA III includes grants
CEP includes grants
BEX IV includes grants
Capital Capacity Reserve
Total Capital Program

FY 2015-16 adopted budget,
commitments and balance.

* Committed includes actual expenditures and encumbrances as of 4/15/16

Current Estimated Ending Fund Balance by Program ($millions)
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

Jan

Feb

Mar April May June

July

Aug Sept

Oct

Nov

Dec

Jan

BEX II

0.6

0.6

0.6

0.6

0.6

0.6

0.7

0.7

0.7

0.7

0.7

0.7

BEX III

0.08 0.08 0.08 0.09 0.09

0.6

0.1

0.1

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.2

BEX IV

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

BTA II

0.3

0.3

0.3

0.3

0.3

0.3

0.3

0.3

0.3

0.3

0.3

0.4

0.4

BTA III

1.1

1.1

1.1

1.1

1.2

1.3

1.3

1.4

1.4

1.4

1.4

1.4

1.5

CEP/CS 3.6

3.6

3.6

3.6

3.6

3.6

3.6

3.6

3.6

3.6

3.6

3.6

3.6

TOTAL 5.68 5.68 5.68 5.69 5.79

5.9

5.9

6.2

6.2

6.2

6.2

6.3

6.4

Note: Numbers presented may not add up precisely to the totals due to rounding
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Attached individual
program sheets
indicate information
on any change to
each program's
estimated ending
fund balance.
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BUILDING EXCELLENCE II CAPITAL PROGRAM
(Amounts in $ Millions)

Original
Program
Budget

Current
Program
Budget

Life To
Date
(1-31-16)

Remaining Change
Program LTD from
Budget
12/31/15

373.5
10.3
24.0
0.0

369.1
11.6
29.2
0.5

369.1
11.6
29.2
0.5

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

24.5
0.7
0.0
433.0

25.8
(1.5 )
0.0
434.7

25.8
(1.5 )
0.0
434.7

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0

1.9

1.9

0.0

0.0

Construction
Technology
Total Expenditure Plan

396.2
26.0
422.2

410.2
25.7
436.0

410.2
25.7
436.0

0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0

Current Fund Balance

10.8

0.7

0.7

Revenue
Construction
Levy collections
Investment Earnings
State Match
Other
Technology
Levy collections
Investment Earnings
Other
Total Revenue Plan

Transfers
Construction
From CEP (Garfield)

Expenditures

Estimated Ending Fund Balance (Sept. 1, 2016)
Numbers presented may not add up precisely to the totals due to rounding

Prior Month Change to Ending Fund Balance:
- No Change
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BUILDING EXCELLENCE III CAPITAL PROGRAM
(Amounts in $ Millions)

Original
Program
Budget

Current
Program
Budget

Life To
Date
(1-31-16)

Remaining Change LTD
Program
from
Budget
12/31/15

481.0

419.1
30.3
26.3
2.3
1.8
479.9

420.0
30.3
26.3
2.3
1.8
480.7

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.1
0.1

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

1.5
(2.2 )
(0.3 )
(1.0 )

1.5
(2.2 )
(0.3 )
(1.0 )

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

393.0
26.0
42.0
0.0
20.0
481.0

415.0
17.5
41.8
2.3
2.0
478.6

413.8
16.8
41.5
2.2
0.0
474.3

1.3
0.7
0.3
0.1
2.0
4.4

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

Revenue
Combined Program
Bond Sale
Investment Earnings
State Match
Grant
Other
Total Revenue Plan

481.0

Transfers
Construction
From Debt Service (Sealth)
To CEP (Garfield)
To GF (Tech Salaries)
Total Transfers Plan

Expenditures
Construction
Infrastructure
Technology
Grant
Program Reserve
Total Expenditure Plan

Current Fund Balance

0.0
239204.0
Current fund balance excluding Grant
Current fund balance of Grant

5.5
5.4
0.1

Estimated Ending Fund Balance (Sept. 1, 2016)
Numbers presented may not add up precisely to the totals due to rounding
Current Ending Fund Balance by Program ($millions)

Prior Month Change to Ending Fund Balance:
- No Change

Notes:
1. 09/30/11 - estimated program ending fund balance change due to project savings reported.
2. As a result of additional project savings that were identified, FY13 Recommended Capital Budget is included
in current program budget for BEX IV Design Reserve and Intermediate Term Capacity Management Plan.
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BUILDING EXCELLENCE IV CAPITAL PROGRAM
(Amounts in $ Millions)

Original
Program
Budget

Current
Program
Budget

Life To Date
(1-31-16)

Remaining Change LTD
Program
from
Budget
12/31/15

688.0
0.6
35.1
0.0
723.7

688.0
0.6
36.3
9.6
734.6

229.2
0.6
2.5
9.6
241.9

458.8
0.0
33.9
0.0
492.7

0.2
0.1
0.0
0.5
0.8

(18.0 )
(18.0 )

(18.0 )
(8.1 )
(26.1 )

(4.2 )
(8.1 )
(12.3 )

(13.8 )
0.0
(13.8 )

0.0
0.0
0.0

530.8
92.4
53.8
28.7
0.0
705.6

551.3
92.4
45.7
9.5
9.6
708.4

140.6
16.3
14.7
0.0
6.4
178.0

410.7
76.1
31.0
9.5
3.2
530.4

11.4
0.1
3.0
0.0
0.0
14.5

Revenue
Combined Program
Levy collections*
Investment Earnings
State Assistance
Grant
Total Revenue Plan

Transfers
To GF (Maintenance)
To GF (Tech Reimbursable)
Total Transfers Plan

Expenditures
Construction
Infrastructure
Technology
Pending Program Reserve
Grant
Total Expenditure Plan

Current Fund Balance
Current fund balance excluding Grant
Current fund balance of Grant

51.6
48.4
3.2

Estimated Ending Fund Balance (Sept. 1, 2020)
Numbers presented may not add up precisely to the totals due to rounding
Current
Fund Balance by Program ($millions)
Prior Month Change to Ending
Fund Ending
Balance:
- No Change

Notes:
* Reduced by 1% Est. Uncollectable Revenue
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BUILDINGS, TECHNOLOGY, and ACADEMICS II CAPITAL PROGRAM
(Amounts in $ Millions)

Original
Program
Budget

Current
Program
Budget

Life To
Date
(1-31-16)

Remaining
Program
Budget

Change
LTD from
12/31/15

177.3
0.0
1.0
0.0
0.0
178.4

176.7
5.3
2.0
3.1
0.4
187.4

176.4
5.3
2.0
3.1
0.4
187.2

0.2
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.2

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

(1.1 )
(6.0 )
(8.9 )
3.6
(12.3 )

(1.1 )
(6.0 )
(8.9 )
3.6
(12.3 )

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

95.5
39.8
0.0
42.8

100.7
33.4
5.3
35.3

95.9
31.4
5.3
35.3

4.8
2.1
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

178.0

174.7

167.8

6.9

0.0

0.4

0.4

7.1

Revenue
Combined Program
Levy
Grant
Investment Earnings
QZAB Loan
Other
Total Revenue Plan

Transfers
To Debt Service (QZAB)
To BEX I (Close Out)
To GF (Software Licenses)
From CEP (Seattle WS Loan)
Total Transfer Plan

Expenditures
Buildings
Academics
Grant
Technology
Total Expenditure Plan

Current Fund Balance

Current fund balance excluding Grant

7.1

Current fund balance of Grant

0.0

Estimated Ending Fund Balance (Sept. 1, 2016)
Numbers presented may not add up precisely to the totals due to rounding

Prior Month Change to Ending Fund Balance:
- No Change
Notes:
1. The Current Program Budget includes $6M reserve for World School commitment.
2. All committed and approved projects are either completed or on schedule.
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BUILDINGS, TECHNOLOGY, and ACADEMICS III CAPITAL PROGRAM
(Amounts in $ Millions)

Original
Program
Budget

Current
Program
Budget

Life To
Date
(1-31-16)

Remaining
Program
Budget

Change
LTD from
12/31/15

266.6
0.0
1.4
0.0
0.0
0.0
268.1

267.8
17.7
1.0
17.5
(17.5 )
0.6
287.0

222.9
17.7
1.0
17.5
(5.8 )
0.6
253.8

44.9
0.0
0.0
0.0
(11.7 )
0.0
33.2

0.1
0.0
0.1
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.2

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

7.1
(7.0 )
(17.5 )
(10.2 )
(1.9 )
(7.1 )
(0.2 )
(36.8 )

7.1
(1.2 )
(13.4 )
(10.2 )
(1.9 )
(7.1 )
(0.0 )
(26.8 )

0.0
(7.0 )
(4.1 )
0.0
0.0
0.0
(0.1 )
(11.2 )

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

Buildings
Academics
Grant
Technology
Total Expenditure Plan

126.6
94.6
0.0
34.9
256.1

106.8
97.1
17.7
27.1
248.7

46.8
76.3
17.7
23.4
164.3

60.0
20.8
0.0
3.6
84.4

0.8
0.2
0.0
0.1
1.0

Current Fund Balance

11.9

1.5

62.6

Revenue
Combined Program
Levy
Grant
Investment Earnings
QSCB Loan *
QSCB Loan *
Other
Total Revenue Plan

Transfers
From CEP (BTA III)
To Debt Service
To GF (Maintenance)
To GF (Tech/Computer Map)
To GF (Software)
To CEP (BTA III)
To Debt Service (QSCB Interest)
Total Transfers Plan

Expenditures

Current fund balance excluding Grant

62.6

Current fund balance of Grant

0.0

Estimated Ending Fund Balance (Sept. 1, 2018)

1.5

* QSCB Loan $17.5M paid back in full by 2017; First of three payments began FY15

Numbers presented may not add up precisely to the totals due to rounding

Prior Month Change to Ending Fund Balance:
- Fund Balance increased due to Investment Earnings
Notes:
1. 09/30/11 - estimated program ending fund balance change due to project savings reported.
2. Construction escalation reduced from 4% to 2%.
3. All committed and approved projects are either completed or on schedule.
4. FY13 Recommended Capital Budget plus Intermediate Term Capacity Management plan included in Current
Program Budget.
5. $7M of JSCEE Series A Bond Principal payments between FY15 - FY17 moved from CEP to BTA III program
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CAPITAL ELIGIBLE PROGRAM ("Other Capital")
(Amounts in $ Millions)

19 Year
Budget *

Beginning Balance

FY09 - FY16
Life To Date
Chg From
YTD Date thru
(1-31-16) Previous Month
(1/31/16)

1.8

Revenue
Community Schools Sales
Property Sales
Surplus Prop. Rentals
Investment Earnings
Other
Total Revenue Plan

22.2
4.7
22.9
6.6
1.6
59.7

22.2
3.4
8.0
1.0
3.7
38.3

0.0
1.3
14.9
5.5
0.0
21.3

0.0
0.0
0.1
0.1
0.0
0.2

7.1
(7.1 )
2.2
(0.3 )
(42.9 )
(0.0 )
2.0
(3.6 )
3.6
(39.1 )

7.1
(7.1 )
2.2
(0.3 )
(12.7 )
(0.0 )
2.0
(3.6 )
0.0
(12.5 )

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
(30.2 )
0.0
0.0
0.0
3.6
(26.6 )

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

17.0

6.6
5.2
11.7

5.3

0.0
0.0
0.0

Transfers
From BTA III
To Capital Fund (BTA III)
From BEX III (Garfield)
To General Fund (Technology)
To Debt Service (JSCEE Series A)
To Debt Service (QSCB Interest)
From BTA I (Close out)
To Seattle World School Loan (BTA II)
From BTA II (World School)
Total Transfer Plan

Expenditures
CEP Expenditures
Eligible Community Schools Expenditures
CEP Expenditure Plan 1.

Current Fund Balance

3.6
14.1
Estimated Ending Fund Balance Community Schools (Sept. 1, 2027)
Estimated Ending Fund Balance CEP (Sept. 1, 2027) 2.

Estimated Ending Fund Balance (Sept. 1, 2027)

17.0
(13.5 )
3.6

CEP is the continuation of previous "Other Capital" programs
Numbers presented may not add up precisely to the totals due to rounding
* Assumes: 19 years Series A Bond on John Stanford Center is funded by CEP/BTA III; all property sales revenue and rental/lease income fund CEP
and Community Schools.

Prior Month Change to Ending Fund Balance:
- No Change
Notes:
1. The 19 Year Budget includes $2M reserve for World School commitment.
2. Assumes Debt Service payment for the JSCEE Series A Bond: FY12 - FY14.
3. $7M of JSCEE Series A Bond Principal payments between FY15 - FY17 moved to BTA III program underspend. Emergency
and Unplanned Capital Eligible Projects rescheduled due to capacity.
4. BTA I closeout and BEX III Payback for Garfield have been moved from Revenue to Transfer Category in April, 2015
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School Board Briefing/Proposed Action Report
Informational (no action required by Board)
DATE:
FROM:
LEAD STAFF:

I.

Action Report (Board will be required to take action)

March 29, 2016
Larry Nyland, Superintendent
James Young, IT Manager, jyoung@seattleschools.org
David Oestreicher,
Director of Technology Infrastructure, dsoestreiche@seattleschools.org
Carmen Rahm, Chief Information Officer, carahm@seattleschools.org

TITLE

1-year agreement extension with PCMG for Microsoft
Enrollment for Education Solutions.
II.

For Introduction:
For Action:

May 4, 2016
May 18, 2016

WHY BOARD ACTION IS NECESSARY

Per School Board Policy No. 6220, Procurement, Board action is required for the review and
approval of contracts where the total amount exceeds $250,000. This is a 1-year renewal of an
existing 3-year Microsoft software license agreement with software reseller PCMG in the amount
of $346.098.52. School Board approval is necessary due to the total cost of the licensing
agreement, which exceeds $250,000.
III. FISCAL IMPACT/REVENUE SOURCE
Total fiscal impact of this action will be $346.098.52 before taxes for the one-year agreement
extension. This will be payable in annual installments with a “Subject to Availability of Funds”
clause. The three-year total for this agreement was $1,091,722.31 of which $664,451.04 has been
paid. This year it is a $13,762.96 increase because of product licensing changes that needed to be
adjusted.
The revenue source for this motion has general funds designated for software renewal and
maintenance in the current Department of Technology Services budget.
Expenditure:

One-time

Annual

Other Source

IV. POLICY IMPLICATION
Per Policy No. 6220, Procurement, any contract over $250,000 must be brought before the Board
for approval.
V.

RECOMMENDED MOTION

I move the Board of Directors to authorize the Superintendent to execute a 1-year contract
agreement extension with PCMG, to provide Microsoft Enrollment for Education Solutions from
June 1st 2016 to May 31st 2017, in the amount of $346.098.52, plus Washington State Sales Tax,
in the form of the Purchase Order dated June 25, 2014, and presented to the School Board, with

any minor additions, deletions, and modifications deemed necessary by the Superintendent, and
to take any necessary actions to implement the contract.
VI. BOARD COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATION
The Operations committee met on April 21, 2016. At that meeting, the committee recommended
_________________________________.
VII. BACKGROUND INFORMATION
Subsequent to a Request for Quote, on June 25, 2014, the District entered into an agreement with
PCMG for the renewal of the Microsoft Enrollment for Education Solutions. SPS has been
renewing the Microsoft Agreement each year with Board approval for over 10 years. The
agreement with PCMG is for a 1-year term with two possible 1-year extensions subject to annual
budget availability. The first term of the agreement with PCMG was approved by the Board on
June 18, 2014.
This renewal will:








Ensure that all SPS District staff and students have access to the most current software
applications and operating system from Microsoft and have maintenance support for the
products. This agreement covers approximately 8,000 staff/instructors and 52,000
students.
Provide Systems Operations with enterprise software for managing Data Center servers
and enterprise software such as Exchange (Microsoft Outlook).
Enable testing and development of new tools for productivity and instructional needs.
Enable the SPS District to take advantage of Microsoft educational initiatives such as
DreamSpark, Live EDU, Kinect for Education, Unified Communications, etc.
Offer District Staff the opportunity to purchase the most current version of Microsoft
Office at greatly reduced pricing and take advantage of Microsoft’s on-line training
resources.
Enable Students to install Microsoft Office on up to 15 devices via Office 365.

VIII. STATEMENT OF ISSUE
Renewal ensures a uniform Microsoft acquisition program for the District which provides for
continual upgrades to the most current versions of software for schools, administrative offices
and home use.
IX. ALTERNATIVES
There are no credible alternatives to the renewal of this software license. If we do not renew this
licensing agreement the following would happen:


No longer provide upgrades of Microsoft applications and operating systems for students
and staff. This is not recommended because the SPS District will have an unsupported
operating system, Windows XP.



X.

No further development for new technical initiatives such as communication tools, instant
messenger for collaboration or new processes for imaging computers.
No new application development using the Microsoft stack of technical tools, so no
enhancements to existing software.
RESEARCH AND DATA SOURCES / BENCHMARKS

Not Applicable.
XI. TIMELINE FOR IMPLEMENTATION / NEXT STEPS
Upon approval of this motion, the 1-year extension will be executed with PCMG.
XII. ATTACHMENTS





List of software to be purchased
Purchase Order No. 7100012429
Campus and School Agreement
Enrollment for Education Solutions (EES)

QUOTE TABULATION
QUOTE NUMBER
RFQ02443 TABULATION
QUOTE DESCRIPTION
MICROSOFT EES 2014-2017
QUOTE DEADLINE
28 MARCH 2014 10:00 AM PDT
PURCHASING CONTACT PERSON

Bidder #1

Craig Murphy/Purchasing Services

Bidder #2
PCMG

Bidder #3
SHI

Bidder #4

ZONES

DELL

Base Quote year 1 (pre-tax)

$

332,335.56

$

351,259.56

$

351,321.60

$

362,115.92

Base Quote year 2 (pre-tax)

$

332,335.56

$

351,259.56

$

351,321.60

$

362,115.92

Base Quote year 3 (pre-tax)

$

332,335.56

$

351,259.56

$

351,321.60

$

362,115.92

Total years 1,2 and 3 (pre-tax)
Freight, shipping, handling,
processing etc.

$

997,006.68

$

1,053,778.68

$

1,053,964.80

$

1,086,347.76

Tax at 9.5%

$

Taxed total FOB SSD#1

$

$

SSD TERMS/COND ACCEPTED

94,715.63

$

1,091,722.31

$

YES

-

$
$

4,589,252.22
1,147,313.06

Average quote - low quote
Percentage of savings

$

55,590.74

$

-

$

-

100,108.97

$

100,126.66

$

103,203.04

1,153,887.65

$

1,154,091.46

$

1,189,550.80

YES

Total of all quotes
Average of all quotes

5%

$

Savings
Savings

YES

NO

ATTACHMENT 3

INFORMAL REQUEST FOR QUOTE FORM
FILE NAME: RFQ02443 REQUEST FOR QUOTE FORM MICROSOFT EES 2014 THRU 2017
SCHOOL/DEPT REQUESTING QUOTE: PURCHASING
CONTACT PERSON : CRAIG MURPHY
BRAND NAME/MAKER/SELLER OF ITEMS REQUESTED: MICROSOFT
VENDOR, PLEASE INDICATE COMPANY NAME AND CONTACT INFORMATION IN YELLOW FIELD BELOW:
PCMG SANDEEP KAPOOR SANDEEP.KAPOOR@PCMG.COM
VENDOR PLEASE INDICATE HERE, YOUR FIRM'S ACCEPTANCE OF SSD#1 STANDARD TERMS & CONDITIONS

MARK WITH EITHER "YES" YOU AGREE OR "NO" YOU DO NOT AGREE HERE:
AUTHORIZED VENDOR SIGNATURE HERE:
QUANTITY

PART#

5,700 2UJ‐00003
6 395‐02412
6 312‐02177
3 6PH‐00298
5 H04‐00232
27 T6L‐00237
200 T9L‐00222
17 77D‐00110
27 P71‐07280
200 P73‐05897
1 R39‐00374

YES

DESCRIPTION

NET UNIT PRICE EXTENDED PRICE

Microsoft® Desktop Education All Lng License/Software Assurance Pack
Microsoft Volume License 1 License ECAL
Microsoft® Exchange Server Enterprise All Languages License/Software
Assurance Pack Microsoft Volume License
Microsoft® Exchange Server Standard All Languages License/Software
Assurance Pack Microsoft Volume License
Microsoft® Lync
y Server Ent All Lngg License/Software
/
Assurance Pack Microsoft
Volume License 1 License
Microsoft® SharePoint Server All Lng License/Software Assurance Pack
Microsoft Volume License 1 License
SysCtrDatactr ALNG LicSAPk MVL 2Proc
SysCtrStd ALNG LicSAPk MVL 2Proc
Microsoft® Visual Studio Pro w/MSDN All Lng License/Software Assurance Pack
Microsoft Volume License 1 License
WinSvrDataCtr ALNG LicSAPk MVL 2Proc
WinSvrStd ALNG LicSAPk MVL 2Proc
Microsoft® Windows® Server External Connector All Languages
License/Software Assurance Pack Microsoft Volume License

1 of 2

$

50.79

$

289,503.00

$

327.60

$

1,965.60

$

57.24

$

343.44

$

294.84

$

884.52

$

438.12

$

2,190.60

$

194.52

$

5,252.04

$

71.40

$

14,280.00

$

53.04

$

901.68

$

256.68

$

6,930.36

$

42.48

$

8,496.00

$

163.32

$

163.32

5,700 WSB‐00068 Microsoft® Desktop Optimization Pack for SA All Lng Monthly Subscriptions‐
VolumeLicense Microsoft Volume License Per Device for Windows SA
$

60,000 M6K‐00001‐
student
10,000 M6K‐00001‐
faculty
60,000 5XS‐00002

Microsoft® Office 365 Plan A2 Shared All Lng Monthly Subscriptions‐
VolumeLicense Microsoft Volume License 1 License Per User
Microsoft® Office 365 Plan A2 Shared All Lng Monthly Subscriptions‐
VolumeLicense Microsoft Volume License 1 License Per User
Microsoft Office 365 Student Advantage License 1 License Per User

0.25

$

1,425.00

$

-

$

-

$

-

$

-

$

-

$

-

IF PRODUCTS/PRICES YOU ARE OFFERING ARE BASED ON ANY
EXISTING, LOCAL, CITY, COUNTY, STATE, REGIONAL OR NATIONAL
GOVERNMENT CONTRACT THAT IS AVAILABLE TO OTHER COOPERATING GOVERNMENT AGENCIES, PLEASE IDENTIFY THAT
CONTRACT'S LEAD AGENCY, CONTRACT NAME, CONTRACT NUMBER
AND DATE RANGE THAT THE CONTRACT IS AVAILABLE TO BE USED
BY OTHER COOPERATING GOVERNMENT AGENCIES LIKE SEATTLE
SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. 1
INDICATE COOPERATING CONTRACT DETAILS HERE
No contract available. Open market bid
Lync Server part number change to 5HU-00215

PLEASE ADVISE WORST CASE NUMBER OF
BUSINESS DAYS DELIVERY TIME FOR THE ABOVE
INDICATE NUMBER OF DELIVERY DAYS HERE:
3-7 days
TOTAL PRE-TAX DELIVERED VALUE FOR GOODS AND SERVICES FOR YEAR 1 $

332,335.56

ESTIMATED FRT CHARGES IF ANY (TO BE INCLUDED WITHIN ABOVE UNIT/EXTENDED PRICES)
ESTIMATED PROCESSING/HANDLING CHARGES IF ANY (TO BE INCLUDED WITHIN ABOVE UNIT/EXTENDED PRICES)
TOTAL PRE-TAX DELIVERED VALUE FOR GOODS AND SERVICES FOR YEAR 2 (JUNE 2015-MAY 2016)
TOTAL PRE-TAX DELIVERED VALUE FOR GOODS AND SERVICES FOR YEAR 3 (JUNE 2016-MAY 2017)

SALES TAX 9.5% NOMINAL FOR YEARS 1, 2 AND 3
TOTAL TAXED DELIVERED VALUE OF GOODS AND SERVICES FOB SSD#1 SEATTLE FOR YEARS 1, 2 AND 3

2 of 2

$
$
$
$

332,335.56
332,335.56
997,006.68

Seattle School District No. 1 ‐ EES Pricing
Part #
6QK‐00001
54R‐00098
2UJ‐00003
MX3‐00115
312‐02177
M6K‐00001
M6K‐00001
5XS‐00002
H04‐00232
T6L‐00237
T9L‐00222
77D‐00110
P71‐07280
R39‐00374
P73‐05897
7NQ‐00302
5XS‐00002
6MV‐00003
965‐00002
965‐00002

Item Name
AzureMonetaryCommit ShrdSvr ALNG SubsVL MVL Commit
MSImgnAcdmy ALNG SubsVL MVL Srvcs
DsktpEdu ALNG LicSAPk MVL ECAL
VSEntwMSDN ALNG LicSAPk MVL
ExchgSvrStd ALNG LicSAPk MVL
O365Edu ShrdSvr ALNG SubsVL MVL PerUsr
O365Edu ShrdSvr ALNG SubsVL MVL PerUsr
O365ProPlusEdu ShrdSvr ALNG SubsVL MVL PerUsr w/Faculty
SharePointSvr ALNG LicSAPk MVL
SysCtrDatactr ALNG LicSAPk MVL 2Proc
SysCtrStd ALNG LicSAPk MVL 2Proc
VSProwMSDN ALNG LicSAPk MVL
WinSvrDataCtr ALNG LicSAPk MVL 2Proc
WinSvrExtConn ALNG LicSAPk MVL
WinSvrStd ALNG LicSAPk MVL 2Proc
SQLSvrStdCore ALNG LicSAPk MVL 2Lic CoreLic
O365ProPlusEdu ShrdSvr ALNG SubsVL MVL PerUsr w/Faculty
ExchgEntCALSrvcsforEdu ALNG SubsVL MVL PerUsr
AzureActiveDrctryBsc ShrdSvr ALNG SubsVL MVL PerUsr
AzureActiveDrctryBsc ShrdSvr ALNG SubsVL MVL PerUsr

Level

Product Type

Non‐Specific

Monthly Subscriptions‐VolumeLicense

Non‐Specific

Monthly Subscriptions‐VolumeLicense

B

License/Software Assurance Pack

Non‐Specific

License/Software Assurance Pack

Non‐Specific

License/Software Assurance Pack

Non‐Specific

Monthly Subscriptions‐VolumeLicense

Non‐Specific

Monthly Subscriptions‐VolumeLicense

Non‐Specific

Monthly Subscriptions‐VolumeLicense

Non‐Specific

License/Software Assurance Pack

Non‐Specific

License/Software Assurance Pack

Non‐Specific

License/Software Assurance Pack

Non‐Specific

License/Software Assurance Pack

Non‐Specific

License/Software Assurance Pack

Non‐Specific

License/Software Assurance Pack

Non‐Specific

License/Software Assurance Pack

Non‐Specific

License/Software Assurance Pack

Stuent

Monthly Subscriptions‐VolumeLicense

Add pRod

Monthly Subscriptions‐VolumeLicense

Student

Monthly Subscriptions‐VolumeLicense

add Product

Monthly Subscriptions‐VolumeLicense

Qty
12
1
5,706
1
1
10,000
60,000
60,000
1
28
90
17
28
1
90
100
60,000
5,706
60,000
10,000

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

Price
103.00
1,299.96
50.79
312.36
57.24
‐
‐
‐
438.12
194.52
71.40
53.04
256.68
163.62
42.48
289.92
‐
‐
‐
‐

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

Extended
1,236.00
1,299.96
289,807.74
312.36
57.24
1.00
1.00
1.00
438.12
5,446.56
6,426.00
901.68
7,187.04
163.62
3,823.20
28,992.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

$ 346,098.52
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Seattle School District No. 1
Purchasing Services
Mail Stop 23-376
PO Box 34165
Seattle, WA 98124-1165
Vendor

PCMG
1940 E MARIPOSA AVE
EL SEGUNDO, CA 90245
Fax: 310 630 5090
Tel: 800 625 5468

2

Purchase Order
P.O. Number

7100012429

P.O. Date

09/10/2015

Ship Via

Surface, Prepay & Add

Deliver By

08/31/2016

Contact

Craig Murphy

Ph: 206 252-0570

Fax: 206-252-0505

Email: cemurphy@seattleschools.org
Deliver Items To:

Stanford Center
Department:DOTS/JAMES YOUNG
Mail Stop:
Cubicle/Room No:
2445 3rd Ave S.
Seattle WA 98124-1165
P.O. Number: 7100012429
Item Material/Description

Send Invoice To:

Seattle School District No 1.
Accounts Payable
Mail Stop 33-343
PO Box 34165
Seattle, WA 98124-1165
Email:accountspayable@seattleschools.org
Quantity UM

Unit Price

Total

Terms: Net 30 days, Currency USD
PLEASE PROCESS THIS ORDER ASAP, ADVISING
US IF INDICATED PRICING, DELIVERY, TERMS
CANNOT BE MET.

CONSISTING OF THE FOLLOWING "YEAR ONE"
PRODUCTS/SERVICES
.
YEAR TWO TERM COVERS FROM JUNE 2015 THRU
MAY 2016 WITH NO PENALTY/GAP IN COVERAGE
DURING RENEWAL PROCESS
.
SEE ATTACHED "PCMG" RFQ QUOTE FORM FOR
ADDITIONAL DETAILS, TERMS AND CONDITIONS
AGREEMENT, DELIVERY DAYS TO IMPLEMENT,
ETC.
.
Customer Name: Seattle School District
No. 1
Agreement Number: 7730345
Master Agreement Number: 01C35655
Document type: EES
Effective Date of Previous Agreement:
June 2013 thru May 2014
Previous vendor was DELL COMPUTER
Previous PO# was 720034158

Purchase order number must appear on all invoices, shipping labels, packing lists and correspondence.
This purchase order is subject to Seattle School District No. 1 standard terms and conditions.
These can be referenced by clicking on the "Terms and Conditions" link at www.seattleschools.org/procurement
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Seattle School District No. 1
Purchasing Services
Mail Stop 23-376
PO Box 34165
Seattle, WA 98124-1165
Vendor

PCMG
1940 E MARIPOSA AVE
EL SEGUNDO, CA 90245
Fax: 310 630 5090
Tel: 800 625 5468

2

Purchase Order
P.O. Number

7100012429

P.O. Date

09/10/2015

Ship Via

Surface, Prepay & Add

Deliver By

08/31/2016

Contact

Craig Murphy

Ph: 206 252-0570

Fax: 206-252-0505

Email: cemurphy@seattleschools.org
Deliver Items To:

Send Invoice To:

Stanford Center

Seattle School District No 1.

Department:DOTS/JAMES YOUNG
Mail Stop:
Cubicle/Room No:
2445 3rd Ave S.
Seattle WA 98124-1165
P.O. Number: 7100012429

Accounts Payable
Mail Stop 33-343
PO Box 34165
Seattle, WA 98124-1165
Email:accountspayable@seattleschools.org

Number 01C35655 Anniversary date
2014-05-31
Effective Date(s) for first and possible
future Agreement(s): June 2014 thru May
2017*
*Year 1/initial term is June 2014 thru
May 2015.
*Two possible 1 year extensions (subject
to annual budget availability)
*Year 3 (if funded) term is June 2016
thru May 2017

Item

Material/Description

Quantity UM

Unit Price

Total

00010 OPEN PO - MICROSOFT EES LICENSE SUBSCRIP
1
Total net value excl. tax:
Wash.St.Sales Tax:
Freight:
Total:

EA

380,000.00

380,000.00
380,000.00
0.00
0.00
380,000.00

Purchase order number must appear on all invoices, shipping labels, packing lists and correspondence.
This purchase order is subject to Seattle School District No. 1 standard terms and conditions.
These can be referenced by clicking on the "Terms and Conditions" link at www.seattleschools.org/procurement
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This Agreement is entered into between the Institution and Microsoft on the date identified on the
signature form.
Effective Date. The effective date of this agreement will be the date it is accepted by Microsoft;
however, if the first Enrollment entered into under this agreement is given a Licensed Period with a
starting date that is earlier than the date this agreement is accepted by Microsoft, the effective date of this
agreement will be that earlier date.
This agreement consists of (1) these terms and conditions and the signature form, (2) the Product List, (3)
the Product use rights applicable to Products licensed under this agreement, (4) any Enrollment entered
into under this agreement, (5) any order submitted under this agreement, and (6) the eligibility criteria for
Campus and School License program at http://microsoft.com/licensing/contracts as of the effective date of
this agreement.

Terms and Conditions
A Note on Section Summaries: Some sections of this agreement have a summary at the beginning.
These summaries are intended for ease of reference and are not part of the agreement. If any
summary conflicts with the section it is summarizing, the section of the agreement, and not the
summary, controls.

Campus and School 3.5 Agreement
(North America)United States(English) March 1, 2009

Page 1 of 17
Document X20-00397

1.

Definitions.

In this agreement, the following definitions apply:
“Affiliate” means
a. with regard to Institution,
(i) for a non-public entity, any qualified educational user identified at
http://microsoft.com/licensing/contracts that Institution owns and/or control, that owns
and/or controls Institution, or that is under common ownership and/or control with
Institution; “ownership” means, for purposes of the definition, more than 50% ownership,
and
(ii) for a state or local government entity,


any
other
qualified
educational
user
identified
at
http://microsoft.com/licensing/contracts as of the effective date of this agreement that
is an agency, department, office, bureau, division, or other entity of the state or local
government, and



any other qualified educational user expressly authorized by the laws of the state to
purchase under state education contracts;

provided that the state and its Affiliates shall not, for purposes of this definition, be considered
to be Affiliates of the federal government and its Affiliates; and
b. with regard to Microsoft, any legal entity that Microsoft owns, that owns Microsoft, or that is
under common ownership with Microsoft;
“available” means, with respect to a Product, that Microsoft has made Licenses for that Product available
for ordering under a particular licensing program;
“Enrollment(s)” means the form that Institution submits under this agreement to sign up for this program;
“Fix(es)” means Product fixes, modifications or enhancements or their derivatives that Microsoft either
releases generally (such as Product service packs) or that Microsoft provides to Institution when
performing service(s) (such as workarounds, patches, bug fixes, beta fixes and beta builds);
“Institution” means the entity that is a qualified educational
user identified at
http://microsoft.com/licensing/contracts as of the effective date of this agreement that has entered into
this agreement with Microsoft or the Institution’s Affiliate that has entered into an Enrollment under this
agreement. If Institution is a school district, “Institution” also includes all participating schools in the same
district;
“License” means any one of those offerings identified in the Product List (including standard licenses, and
upgrades for desktop operating systems) that provides the right to run the version of the Product ordered;
“Licensed Period” means the period of time beginning on the effective date specified in Institution’s
Enrollment and continuing for the period of time specified in Institution’s Enrollment (either 12 or 36
calendar months);
“Microsoft” means the Microsoft entity that has entered into this agreement or an Enrollment and its
Affiliates;
“run” means to copy, install, use, access, display, run or otherwise interact with;
“Products” means any product Microsoft makes available for license for a fee, including online services
and other web based services;
“Product List” means, with respect to the Campus and School License program, the statement published
by Microsoft from time to time on the World Wide Web at http://microsoft.com/licensing/contracts or at a
successor site that Microsoft identifies, which identifies the Products that are or may be made available to

Campus and School 3.5 Agreement
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qualified educational users (which availability may vary by region) and any Product-specific conditions or
limitations on the acquisition of Licenses for the Product;
“Software Assurance” means an annuity offering that provides benefits for Products that can include new
version rights, spread payments, deployment planning services, training, support and access to
differentiated technologies; and
“Users” means Institution, faculty, staff, and students designated on the Enrollment to run the Products
and members of the public who access PCs located in Institution’s open access labs or libraries. Users
must be qualified educational users as defined at http://microsoft.com/licensing/contracts as of the
effective date of this agreement in order to be eligible for the Campus or School Agreement programs.

2.

How the Campus and School program works.

This agreement allows Institution to license Products on a subscription basis for a one-year Licensed
Period or a three-year Licensed Period.
The Campus and School Agreement allows Institution to license one or more Products on a subscription
basis. To license Products on a subscription basis means that the right to run the Product is nonperpetual and continues only during the Licensed Period.
Institution can participate in this program by submitting an Enrollment. This program allows a one-year
Licensed Period or a three-year Licensed Period. The choice is indicated in the Enrollment.
One-year Licensed Period. An order must be submitted to indicate the Products Institution chooses to
run. Thereafter, extension orders are submitted to continue the subscription each year. If an extension
order is not received, the Enrollment will expire.
Three-year Licensed Period. An order must be submitted to indicate the Products Institution chooses to
run. Thereafter, Institution must submit anniversary orders on the first and second anniversaries of the
effective date of its Enrollment.
Online services. The terms and conditions of this agreement apply to online services subscriptions
throughout the entire term of the online services subscription, except as provided here and in the Product
List at http://microsoft.com/licensing/contracts. Online services are provided as subscription services and
may carry terms that are independent of the agreement terms. Billing terms for online services
subscriptions may also differ from the terms of this agreement.

3.

Subscription price.

If Institution chooses the one-year Licensed Period and submits an extension order prior to expiration of
the subscription, Microsoft will not increase the License prices for an annual extension by more than
10%. If Institution chooses the three-year Licensed Period and meets ordering requirements, the price
Microsoft charges the distributor on each anniversary order will be the same as the price for the
Products when they are first ordered.
This provision shall not apply to Products licensed to Institution at special promotion prices.
One-year Licensed Period. Microsoft will not increase the License prices charged to the Distributor for
an annual extension order by more than ten percent (10%) (as determined with reference to U.S. funds,
regardless of the currency in which amounts are invoiced or payment is made) over the License prices
charged for the immediately preceding 12-month Licensed Period if (i) Institution submits an extension
order prior to the expiration of the Enrollment and (ii) such order is confirmed for the same Products in the
same quantities as ordered in the expiring Licensed Period.
Three-year Licensed Period. If Institution chooses this option and complies with the ordering
requirements within the agreement, for any Products ordered during the Licensed Period, the price

Campus and School 3.5 Agreement
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Microsoft charges the Distributor on each anniversary order will be the same as the price for the Products
when they are first ordered except for step-ups.

4.

License grant — what Institution and its Users are licensed to run.

On the date of confirmation of Microsoft’s acceptance of the Enrollment, Institution is temporarily
licensed to have its Users run the Products as permitted in the Product use rights. There are a number
of restrictions that apply generally to Institution’s and its Users’ use of Products Microsoft provides to
Institution (e.g. prohibitions on renting the Products, on reverse engineering it, etc.).
On the date of Microsoft’s letter to Institution confirming Microsoft’s acceptance of the Enrollment,
Institution is temporarily licensed to have Users run the Products as specifically permitted in the Product
use rights located at http://microsoft.com/licensing/contracts. If Institution is unable to access the Product
use rights from the web location listed above, please contact Microsoft to request a copy.
The Institution’s right to have it’s Users run the Products and Fixes is expressly limited to the rights
described in this agreement, including the following limitations:
a. Neither Institution nor its Users may separate the components of Products made up of
multiple components by running them on different computers by upgrading or downgrading
them at different times or by transferring them separately except as otherwise provided in the
Product use rights.
b. Neither Institution nor its Users may rent, lease, commercially host or lend any copy of the
Products or Fixes, except where agreed by separate agreement.
c. Neither Institution nor its Users may reverse engineer, decompile or disassemble the
Products or Fixes except to the extent expressly permitted by applicable law despite this
limitation.
d. Neither Institution nor its Users may make copies of the Products or Fixes and distribute them
on media to student Users.
e. The components of the Products may vary by platform. Institution may run only the
components of the Products that are included on the platform Institution chooses to deploy.
Neither Institution nor its Users will be entitled to free telephone support for the Products, except as
specified in writing in connection with Software Assurance membership or other Software Assurance
offerings.
These rights apply to the Licenses obtained under an Enrollment and are not related to any order or
fulfillment of media. The ability to run current or later versions of a Product licensed under this agreement
could be affected by minimum system requirements or other factors (e.g. hardware or other Products).
The right to run any Product under this agreement is temporary unless Institution elects to obtain
perpetual Licenses under the buy-out option. This agreement, the applicable Enrollment, and Institution’s
order confirmation, together with proof of payment, will be Institution’s evidence of all Licenses obtained
under its Enrollment as described in this agreement.

5.

How to know what Product use rights apply.

Generally, the use rights in effect at the time Institution signs the Enrollment will apply. Any changes
Microsoft makes to the use rights for existing versions after Institution signs the Enrollment will not
apply to Institution. For versions that were not yet released at the time of signing, the use rights in
effect when that version is first released will apply. Generally, even if Institution chooses to run an
earlier version of a Product than the one Institution is licensing, the use rights for the latest version
Institution is licensed to use will still apply.
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a. Product use rights. Microsoft publishes Product use rights for each Product and each new
version of a Product. The use rights in effect for a Product and version on the effective date
of this agreement or extension will apply to Institution’s use of the Product and version
except:
(i) earlier versions
If Institution runs an earlier version of a Product that pre-dates either the Enrollment or
the extension effective date and the current version of the Product as of that date, then
the Product use rights for the version licensed apply. If the earlier version includes
different components, any use rights for those components in the Product use rights that
otherwise apply to the earlier version apply to Institution‘s use of them.
(ii) versions of Products for which Microsoft revises Product use rights
If Microsoft revises the Product use rights for a particular version after an Enrollment or
extension effective date, the Product use rights applicable to that version without those
revisions apply.
(iii) later versions of Products Microsoft makes available after the Enrollment or
extension effective date
If a new version of a Product is made available during the term of the Enrollment or
extension term, the use rights in effect on the date that new version is first released will
apply.
b.

Use rights for different language version. If Institution is using any different language
version of any Product licensed under its agreement, Institution’s use of the different language
version will be governed by the Product use rights for the version licensed under this
agreement.

c. Fixes. Use of any Fixes is defined by the Product use rights for the affected Products or, if
the Fix is not provided for specific Products, any other use terms Microsoft provides. All
Fixes are licensed, not sold.

6.

How to order Products.

Initial order for Products must be submitted within 30 days of the effective date of the Enrollment.
Institution can add new Products not previously ordered by submitting additional orders or run more
copies of Products previously ordered by reporting the increase to Microsoft.
a. Placing the initial order. Orders must be submitted for Products within 30 days of the
effective date of the Enrollment.
b. Price and payment terms. Price and payment terms for all Licenses ordered will be
determined by agreement between Institution and its chosen reseller.
c. Adding new Products not previously ordered. Orders can be submitted for Products that
were not part of the initial order. The order must be placed in the month in which those
copies are first run. The Licensed Period for additional orders will be the same as the
Enrollment Licensed Period.
Microsoft will invoice the distributor for the Products ordered on a pro-rated basis
corresponding to the number of full calendar months remaining in the Licensed Period to a
minimum of 6 months. Microsoft will use the price list in effect on the date of the invoice to
charge Institution’s distributor for the additional Licenses.
d. Adding more copies of Products previously ordered
(i)

Products, other than servers, are licensed on an Institution-wide basis. Institution does
not need to submit orders to increase the number of copies run. However, increases
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must be reported at each anniversary of the effective date of the Enrollment.
(ii) Server Products are licensed based on the number of Licenses. At any time during the
Licensed Period (including any extension), Institution may run additional copies of any
previously ordered server Products, provided it submits orders for such copies. The
order must be placed in the month in which those copies are first run.
e. Placing subsequent annual orders. Institution must submit orders based on the following:
(i) One-year Licensed Period. An extension order must be submitted to extend the
Enrollment for another Licensed Period. The order must be received by Microsoft prior to
the expiration of the Licensed Period. The Products selection and quantity ordered can
be changed at each extension order; provided, the selection and quantity are no less
than the previous order.
(ii) Three-year Licensed Period. An anniversary order must be submitted on or before each
anniversary of the effective date of the three-year Licensed Period. Each of the
anniversary orders must at a minimum be for the same Products selection and quantity of
all Products ordered during the first year of the Licensed Period, except for step-ups. At
the end of the three-year Licensed Period, a new Enrollment is required to continue the
subscription.
f.

How to confirm orders. Microsoft will publish information about orders placed by Institution,
including an electronic confirmation of each order on a password-protected site on the World
Wide Web at https://licensing.microsoft.com or a successor site.
Upon Microsoft’s
acceptance of this agreement and Enrollments entered into under this agreement, the contact
identified for this purpose will be provided access to this site.

g. Step up to a higher Product edition. If a previously ordered Product has multiple editions,
Institution may migrate to the higher edition by stepping up (e.g. from Core CAL to Enterprise
CAL or from SQL Server Standard Edition to SQL Server Enterprise Edition.) The Institution
may step-up at the anniversary when placing the next anniversary or extension order by
replacing the previously ordered edition with the higher edition. The upsize order quantity
needs to be the same or higher quantity as the previous order.

7.

Making copies of Products and re-imaging rights.

Institution can make as many copies as it needs. The copies must be complete and made from
copies obtained from an authorized source. If Institution uses third parties to make copies,
Institution is responsible for them. Institution can make a specified number of complimentary
copies for evaluation. In certain circumstances, Institution has re-imaging rights.
a. Copies necessary for internal deployment. Institution may make as many copies of the
Products licensed as necessary to distribute the Products to its Users. All copies of any
Product must be true and complete copies (including copyright and trademark notices) and
be made from media or a network source acquired from or made available by a Microsoft
approved fulfillment source for that Product. Institution may also have a third party make or
distribute copies in its place but Institution is responsible for third-party actions to the same
extent Institution would be responsible if the third party were its employee. Institution must
make reasonable efforts to make employees, agents, and other individuals running a Product
aware that the Product is licensed from Microsoft and may only be run or transferred subject
to the terms of this agreement.
b. Copies for evaluation. During the term of its Enrollment, Institution may run up to 10
complimentary copies of any Product for a 60-day evaluation period.
c. Re-imaging rights. Re-imaging is permitted using the Product media on the following
conditions. If the Microsoft Product(s) is licensed (i) from an original equipment manufacturer
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(OEM), or (ii) as a full packaged Product through a retail source, then media provided under
this agreement may be used to create images for those licensed machines in place of media
provided through that separate source. This right is conditioned upon the following:
(i) A separate License must be owned from the separate source for each re-image.
(ii) The Product, language, version, and components licensed under the Enrollment must be
identical to the Product, language, version, and components licensed from the separate
source.
(iii) The Product type (e.g. upgrade or full License) must be identical to the Product type from
the separate source.
Re-images made under this subsection remain subject to the terms and use rights provided
with the License from the separate source. This subsection does not create or extend any
warranty or support obligation.

8.

Work at home rights.

Institution’s faculty and staff Users who are licensed to use a particular Product have the right to run
one copy of that Product on their home PC during the Licensed Period.
During the Licensed Period, faculty and staff Users who are licensed to use the particular Product, have
the right to run one copy of that Product on a home PC that they own or lease (or, for work at home rights
for a Client Access License, to access the server Product(s) from a home PC that they own or lease), for
work-related purposes only; provided that in the case of work at home rights for any Product under a
Enrollment, the total number of faculty and staff Users may not exceed the total number of eligible PCs
(for a School Enrollment) or full time equivalent (for a Campus Enrollment) included in that Enrollment.
As Microsoft offers both work at home rights and applicable home use program under Software
Assurance, the Institution will only be entitled for one benefit. Institution’s Users can choose to use either
work at home rights or applicable home use program rights for a particular Product as Microsoft offers
both work at home rights and applicable home use program rights.

9.

Distributing media.

To distribute Products to its faculty and staff, Institution must acquire the Products media from a
Microsoft-approved source for that Product or copy volume licensing media acquired from a Microsoftapproved fulfillment source for distribution to faculty and staff Users only.
a. To the faculty and staff. Institution may acquire the quantity of media as necessary to
distribute the Products to faculty and staff for use in accordance with the agreement. All
media for a particular Product must be acquired from a Microsoft-approved fulfillment source
for that Product. Institution may also copy volume licensing media acquired from a Microsoftapproved fulfillment source for distribution to faculty and staff Users only. All copies must be
true and complete copies (including copyright and trademark notices). Replication guidelines
are posted at http://selectug.mslicense.com/. Institution must maintain the security of any
volume licensing keys provided with volume licensing media in accordance with applicable
Product use rights and other restrictions and may disclose them only to employees
authorized to engage in the installation and support of the Products. Institution may not
disclose volume licensing keys to faculty and staff work-at-home or students or to any other
unauthorized third party.
b. To faculty and staff work at home Users and to student full time equivalent (FTE)
option Users. If Institution chooses faculty and staff work at home rights for selected
Products or selects the Student Option in an Enrollment, access to media by faculty and staff
for work at home purposes and by students must be restricted and regulated by Institution.
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All media for Products distributed to faculty and staff for work at home purposes and to
students must be acquired from a Microsoft approved fulfillment source, and such Products
may be distributed to such Users only in the following ways:
(i) if individual student-media CD-ROM or disk sets (collectively, “student media”) is
purchased for a particular Product, Institution may distribute one copy of such student
media directly to each authorized work at home or students (student media may contain
Product activation features that limit the number of installations); the reseller can identify
media and Products that contains Product activation features. Details on ordering and
distributing student media, including a list of the Products for which student media is
currently available, is at http://www.microsoft.com/education/StudentMedia.mspx); or
(ii) using volume licensing media acquired pursuant to this agreement, via (1) controlled
download from a secure network server(s) or other storage device(s), (2) manual
installation at a central location that Institution controls, or (3) a system of controlled
short-term checkout of applicable volume licensing media solely for purposes of
individual user installation, provided that this option (3) is available only for Products for
which a volume licensing key is not required.
c. To students. Institution may order media to distribute the Products to students for use in
accordance with this agreement. Institution’s order for media must specify version number
and country of usage. Institution may only use the media received under its Enrollment to
transfer Products to eligible student Users. Products may only be transferred in the same
media format that Institution receives under its Enrollment. Orders must be placed with the
reseller named on the Enrollment. Institution may use a third party to complete and process
eligible student Users’ orders for media under its Enrollment and to distribute media to
eligible student Users. Institution remains responsible for the third party’s actions to the
same extent Institution would be if the third party was its employee. Price and payment terms
for media ordered are determined by agreement with Institution’s designated reseller.
Institution’s designated reseller is authorized to purchase media Products from the Microsoft
authorized replicator identified by Microsoft from time to time (the “Microsoft Authorized
Replicator(s)”) solely for the purpose of fulfilling orders placed under the Enrollment.
Institution’s designated reseller may purchase from the Microsoft Authorized Replicators
media and documentation only for those Products available under the Enrollment.

10.

Redistribution of software updates to students.

Institution has limited rights to distribute software updates to its students. If it does so, it must use one
of the distribution methods and comply with the limitations described below. Institution has obligations
with regard to tracking and replacement of software updates that it distributes\. Microsoft disclaims all
warranties and limits its liabilities arising out of software updates. No support is provided for software
updates under this agreement.
a. License Grant. From time to time, Microsoft may make available to the general public
additional or replacement code of any portion of Microsoft’s licensed Products without a fee
(“software updates”). Microsoft grants Institution a limited, non-exclusive, royalty-free, nonassignable, non-transferable, revocable License to distribute the software updates to
Institution’s students in accordance with the terms of this section. Institution’s students must
use the software updates solely for their personal benefit in accordance with the end-user
License Agreement with Microsoft (“EULA”) included with each software update.
b. Redistribution of software updates. Institution may redistribute software updates to its
students (1) by electronic means provided that Institution’s method of electronic distribution is
adequately licensed and incorporates access control and security measures designed to
prevent modification of the software updates and access by the general public or (2) through
acquiring authorized copies on fixed media from a fulfillment source approved by Microsoft.
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c. Limitations. Institution may not (1) produce or replicate software updates on to CDs or other
distributable storage media, (2) combine the software updates with other non-Microsoft
software, (3) distribute any software updates as a stand-alone component via email
attachment, (4) charge for the software updates, other than to recover any reasonable costs
incurred in providing the updates to its students; (5) remove, modify, or interfere with the
EULA or the EULA acceptance functionality included by Microsoft with any software update;
or (6) alter the software updates in any way. Microsoft is not responsible for any cost related
to the acquisition, distribution, or recall of the software updates.
d. Tracking and recall, replacement software updates. Institution must track the quantity
and method of distribution of the software updates by means that will allow it to provide notice
of a recall and offer replacements as provided in this subsection. Institution agrees to stop
redistributing software updates within 10 days of receipt of a notice of recall from Microsoft
and within 30 days of that notice Institution agrees to (1) return to Microsoft or destroy all
copies of software updates in Institution’s possession and (2) notify Institution’s students of
the recall by the same or similar means in which they were notified of the availability of the
software updates.
If Microsoft makes available to Institution a replacement software update, Institution agrees to
make the replacement available to its students, within 10 days of receipt in the same quantity
and method of distribution as Institution made the original software update available. The
distribution of replacement software updates is subject to the same conditions and
restrictions as software updates under this section.
e. No warranties, exclusion of indirect, special, incidental, consequential, and certain
other damages. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in this agreement, and to the
extent permitted by law, software updates that Institution redistributes to its students are
provided “as is” without any warranties. Institution acknowledges that the provisions of this
paragraph with regard to the software updates are reasonable having regard to, among other
things, the fact that they are complex computer Products, and their performance will vary
depending upon hardware, platform and Products interactions, and configurations.
TO THE MAXIMUM EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, IN NO EVENT SHALL
MICROSOFT BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, INDIRECT, PUNITIVE,
CONSEQUENTIAL, OR INDIRECT DAMAGES THAT ARISE OUT OF OR ARE IN ANY
WAY RELATED TO INSTITUTION’S REDISTRIBUTION OF THE SOFTWARE UPDATES
TO ITS STUDENTS. FURTHERMORE, IN NO EVENT SHALL MICROSOFT BE LIABLE
FOR ANY SUCH DAMAGES BASED DIRECTLY OR INDIRECTLY UPON THE PROVISION
OF SOFTWARE UPDATES OR UNAVAILABILITY OF SOFTWARE UPDATES —
INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES DUE TO BUSINESS INTERRUPTION,
LOSS OF PROFITS, REVENUE OR BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY, LOSS OF DATA AND
THE LIKE, FAILURE TO MEET ANY DUTY, OR NEGLIGENCE.
f.

Limitation of liability. With respect to Institution’s redistribution of the software updates, the
limitation of liability provisions in this agreement shall apply in those situations in which
Institution or its Users have a right to claim damages or payment from Microsoft.

g. No support. Software updates that Institution redistributes to its students are provided
without any support obligation by Microsoft, including any benefits accruing from Software
Assurance.
h. Applicability. The provisions of this section shall not apply to distribution of Fixes to
students so long as (1) those students are licensed under Student Option, and (2) the Fix
provided to those students is for Products licensed to them under Student Option. All other
redistribution to students of additional or replacement code is subject to the provisions of this
section.
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11.

Transfer and reassigning Licenses.

Institution must obtain a perpetual License through the buy-out option before it can transfer licenses to
an Affiliate, or to third parties in connection with a divestiture, merger, or consolidation. Institution is
required to provide notice to Microsoft for such a transfer. Institution cannot transfer licenses to third
parties under other circumstances without Microsoft’s prior consent. Transferees must agree to be
bound by applicable terms. License transfers must be permanent and operating system licenses must
stay with the computer system on which they were first installed.
Institution may not transfer any licenses acquired under this agreement except by obtaining perpetual
licenses through the buy-out option described in the section titled “Options upon completion of a License
period” and transferring them in accordance with the procedures described in this section.
a. How to transfer perpetual licenses. Institution may transfer perpetual licenses ordered
under an Enrollment to an Affiliate or unaffiliated third party in connection with a divestiture or
privatization of an operating division, a merger, or a consolidation, as long as it provides
Microsoft with prior written and signed notice, on a form that Microsoft provides, that includes:
(1) the applicable Enrollment number; (2) the quantity of licenses being transferred by
Product and version; (3) the name, address and contact information of the transferee; and (4)
any other information that Microsoft may reasonably request.
For all other transfers of licenses, Microsoft’s written consent is required. Microsoft will not
withhold its consent unreasonably. No License transfer will be valid unless Institution
provides to the transferee, and the transferee accepts in writing, the applicable Product use
rights, use restrictions, limitations of liability, and the transfer restrictions in this section. Any
transfer made in violation of the requirements or restrictions of this section will be void. The
resale of licenses is expressly prohibited.
b. When transfers of perpetual licenses are not permitted. Institution may not transfer (1)
licenses on a short-term basis (either to third parties or by reassignment to different Users or
devices internally), or (2) upgrade Licenses for a desktop operating system Product
separately from the underlying desktop operating system License or from the computer
system on which the Product is first installed.

12.

Confidentiality.

Each party agrees not to use or disclose the other’s confidential information except as necessary to
further the purposes of this agreement. Each party agrees that if either party gives the other party
feedback about the other’s products or services, that feedback is not confidential.
Microsoft may use any technical information it derives from providing services related to Microsoft’s
Products for problem resolution, troubleshooting, product functionality enhancements, and Fixes for
Microsoft’s knowledge base. Microsoft agrees not to identify or disclose any confidential information in
any item in the knowledge base. Microsoft is not obligated to restrict the future work assignments of
people who have had access to Institution’s confidential information. In addition, the parties and these
people are free to use the information that these people remember related to information technology,
including ideas, concepts, know-how, or techniques so long as confidential information of the other party
is not disclosed in the course of such use.
To the extent permitted by applicable law, the terms and conditions of this agreement are confidential.
Neither party will disclose such terms and conditions, or the substance of any discussions that led to
them, to any third party other than Affiliates or agents, or to designated or prospective resellers who: (1)
have a need to know such information in order to assist in carrying out this agreement; and (2) have been
instructed by either party that all such information is to be handled in strict confidence.
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13.

Options upon completion of a Licensed Period.

Prior to completion of a Licensed Period, Institution will have the option to extend the Enrollment under
the Licensed Period; obtain perpetual Licenses for Products licensed under the Enrollment; or allow
the subscription to expire.
Microsoft will provide prior written notice of expiration of the Enrollment. The notice will advise Institution
of the option to: (1) extend the Enrollment under the one-year Licensed Period, (2) submit a new
Enrollment under the three-year Licensed Period, (3) exercise the buy-out option, or (4) allow the
Enrollment to expire. Microsoft will not unreasonably reject any extension order or Enrollment. However,
Microsoft may make a change to this program that will make it necessary for Institution to first enter into
new agreements and Enrollments. Each Licensed Period will start the day following the expiration of the
prior Licensed Period:
a. One-year Licensed Period. Institution may elect to extend its one-year Licensed Period for
12 calendar months by submitting an extension order.
b. Three-year Licensed Period. Institution may elect to extend its three-year Licensed Period
by completing a new Enrollment.
c. Buy-out option. An Institution may elect to obtain perpetual Licenses for Products licensed
under its Enrollment of one-year Licensed Period or three-year Licensed Period. The buy-out
pricing will depend on Institution’s selected and fulfilled Licensed Period.
The minimum buy-out quantity must be no less than the total number of covered devices for
Campus Enrollment or PCs for School Enrollment for:
(i) the Institution-wide Campus and School Desktop Platform Products or its components
defined in the Product List that are licensed under the initial Enrollment or extension term
through the date of its buy-out order; and
(ii) any copies of any new or additional Campus and School Desktop Platform Products or its
components Products added during the term of the initial Enrollment.
d. License confirmation. The order confirmation for the buy-out and any documentation
evidencing transfers of Licenses, together with proof of payment, will be evidence of a
perpetual License to run the latest version then available (or any prior version) for the copies
of Products covered by the buy-out order.
e. Allow the Enrollment to expire. Institution may allow the Enrollment to expire. If the
Enrollment expires, all Products must be deleted as provided in section titled “Term and
termination.”
Because all Licenses acquired under this agreement are temporary, Institution will not be eligible to
obtain Software Assurance for those Licenses under any other Microsoft volume licensing program
without first acquiring a perpetual License or License and Software Assurance (L&SA).

14.

Term and termination

This agreement stays in place until terminated. The term of each Enrollment is stated in the
Enrollment. Either party can terminate the agreement on notice, which will not affect any existing
Enrollments. Existing Enrollments may be terminated if either party breaches the agreement and does
not cure the breach in the time allotted.
a. Term. This agreement will remain in effect until terminated by either party as allowed. These
general terms and conditions apply to all Enrollments submitted. The terms of any
Enrollment(s) will be for the Licensed Period as specified in such Enrollment(s).
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b. Termination of the agreement. Either party may terminate this agreement for any reason
upon 60 days written notice.
Such termination will merely terminate either party’s ability to enter into new Enrollments
under this agreement. Such termination will not affect any Enrollments not otherwise
terminated, and any terms of this agreement applicable to any Enrollments not otherwise
terminated will continue in effect with respect to that Enrollment.
c. Termination of an Enrollment. Either party may terminate any Enrollment(s) if the other
party is in material breach or default of any obligation, which breach or default is not cured
within 30 days written notice of such breach. Microsoft may terminate this agreement and
any Enrollment(s) immediately if Institution fails to continue to qualify as a qualified
educational user as identified at http://microsoft.com/licensing/contracts. If no orders are
received under an Enrollment, the Enrollment will be terminated 13 months after the effective
date of this Enrollment.
d. Effect of termination and Licensed Period expiration. Users may only run the Products
and Fixes according to the terms of this agreement. Users are only licensed to run the
Products and Fixes during the Licensed Period. If this agreement is terminated, or if no
extension or anniversary order is submitted prior to the expiration of the Licensed Period or
the purchase of perpetual Licenses for the Products, then all Products and Fixes that run as a
result of this agreement must be deleted when the Licensed Period expires or is otherwise
earlier terminated.
Similarly, if Institution stops ordering any Products or Product quantities decrease upon an
extension of a Licensed Period, it must delete those Products prior to the beginning of the
extended Licensed Period. Institution must make reasonable efforts to ensure that faculty
and staff Users (1) delete and remove Products and Fixes copies from the temporary ram
(RAM) and permanent memory (e.g., hard disk) of their home PCs, and (2) disconnect
access to any server Products at the end of the Licensed Period.

15.

Warranties.

Microsoft warrants that its Products will work substantially as described in the accompanying
documentation, subject to certain limitations. If not, Microsoft will provide replacement Product or a
refund. Microsoft disclaims all other warranties.
a. Limited Product warranty. Microsoft warrants that each version of a Product licensed by
Institution will perform substantially as described in the applicable Microsoft user
documentation. This warranty is subject to the following limitations:
(i) the warranty applies for one year from the date Institution first runs a copy of the Product;
(ii) any implied warranties, guarantees or conditions last only during the term of the limited
warranty except where applicable law does not permit such a limitation;
(iii) the warranty does not cover problems caused by accident, abuse, or use of the Products
in a manner inconsistent with this agreement or the Product use rights, or resulting from
events beyond Microsoft’s reasonable control;
(iv) the warranty does not apply to components of Products that Institution is permitted to
redistribute; and
(v) the warranty does not apply to problems caused by the failure to meet minimum system
requirements.
b. Remedies for breach of limited Product warranty. If Institution notifies Microsoft within the
warranty period that a Product does not meet the limited warranty, then Microsoft will, at its
option, either (1) return the price paid for the Product, or (2) repair or replace the Product.
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These are Institution’s only remedies for breach of the limited warranty unless other remedies
are required to be provided under applicable law.
c. DISCLAIMER OF OTHER WARRANTIES. OTHER THAN THIS LIMITED WARRANTY,
MICROSOFT PROVIDES NO OTHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES.
MICROSOFT DISCLAIMS ANY IMPLIED REPRESENTATIONS, WARRANTIES OR
CONDITIONS, INCLUDING WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A
PARTICULAR PURPOSE, SATISFACTORY QUALITY, TITLE OR NON-INFRINGEMENT.
THESE DISCLAIMERS WILL APPLY UNLESS APPLICABLE LAW DOES NOT PERMIT
THEM.

16.

Defense of infringement and misappropriation claims.

Microsoft agrees to defend Institution against claims that Microsoft Product infringes someone else’s
intellectual property rights, and pay any damages awarded by a court or in a settlement. There are a
number of exceptions which limit Microsoft’s obligations in cases where Institution has contributed in
some way to the claim. If something Institution has done has caused the claim and Microsoft is
damaged, Institution must reimburse Microsoft.
If Microsoft believes that it is necessary to avoid an infringement claim, Microsoft may replace or
modify the Products Institution is using. If someone enjoins Institution’s use of a Product, Microsoft
will, at its option, replace the Product, modify it to make it non-infringing, obtain the rights Institution
needs to keep using it, or refund Institution’s money.
a. Agreement to Protect. Microsoft will defend Institution against any claims made by an
unaffiliated third party that any Product or Fix infringes its patent, copyright or trademark or makes
intentional unlawful use of its trade secret or undisclosed information. Microsoft will also pay the
amount of any resulting adverse final judgment (or settlement to which Microsoft consents).
This section provides Institution’s exclusive remedy for these claims. The term “undisclosed
information” is used in accordance with Article 39.2 of the TRIPs agreement.
b. What the Institution must do. Microsoft must be notified promptly in writing of the claim and
given sole control over its defense or settlement. Institution agrees to provide Microsoft with
reasonable assistance in defending the claim, and Microsoft will reimburse Institution for
reasonable out of pocket expenses incurred in providing that assistance.
c. Limitations on defense obligation. Microsoft’s obligations will not apply to the extent that the
claim or adverse final judgment is based on:
(i) running of the Product or Fix after notice to discontinue running due to such a claim;
(ii) combining the Product or Fix with a non-Microsoft product, data or business process;
(iii) damages attributable to the value of the use of a non-Microsoft product, data or business
process;
(iv) altering the Product or Fix;
(v) distribution of the Product or Fix to or its use for the benefit of, any third party;
(vi) use of Microsoft trademark(s) without express written consent to do so; or
(vii)any trade secret or undisclosed information claim, acquiring the trade secret or undisclosed
information (1) through improper means; (2) under circumstances giving rise to a duty to
maintain its secrecy or limit its use; or (3) from a person (other than Microsoft or its Affiliates)
who owed to the party asserting the claim a duty to maintain the secrecy or limit the use of
the trade secret or undisclosed information.
Institution will reimburse Microsoft for any costs or damages that result from these actions.
d. Specific rights and remedies in case of infringement.
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(i) Microsoft’s rights in addressing possible infringement. If Microsoft receives information
concerning an infringement claim related to the Product or a Fix, Microsoft may, at its
expense and without obligation to do so, either


procure the right to continue to run the allegedly infringing Product or Fix, or



modify the Product or Fix or replace it with a functional equivalent, to make it noninfringing, in which case running the allegedly infringing Product or Fix must be stopped
immediately.

(ii) Institution’s specific remedy in case of injunction. If, as a result of an infringement claim,
the use of the Product or a Fix is enjoined by a court of competent jurisdiction, Microsoft will,
at its option, either


procure the right to continue its use, or



replace it with a functional equivalent, modify it to make it non-infringing, or



refund the amount paid and terminate the License for the infringing Product or Fix.

If any other type of third party claim is brought regarding Microsoft’s intellectual property, Institution
must notify Microsoft promptly in writing. Microsoft may, at its option, choose to treat these claims as
being covered by this section. This section provides the exclusive remedy for third party infringement
and trade secret misappropriation claims.

17.

Limitation of liability.

Microsoft limits its and its contractors’ liability to Institution to the amount of money paid under this
agreement to Microsoft for the Product or service giving rise to the claim. This limit does not apply,
however, to Microsoft’s obligations under the section titled “Defense of infringement and
misappropriation claims,” or to damages Institution incurs because of Microsoft’s breach of its
confidentiality obligations or because of Microsoft’s gross negligence or willful misconduct.
Each party agrees that it will not be liable to the other for consequential, indirect, punitive, or special
damages, except those that result from a breach of confidentiality or from one party violating the
other’s intellectual property rights.
a. Limitation on liability. Except as otherwise provided in this section, to the extent permitted
by applicable law, Microsoft’s liability and that of Microsoft’s contractors to Institution arising
under this agreement shall be limited to direct damages up to the amount paid under this
agreement for the Product or services giving rise to that liability. In the case of free product,
services provided free of charge, or code that Institution is authorized to redistribute to third
parties without separate payment to Microsoft, Microsoft’s liability is limited to U.S. $5,000.
These limitations apply regardless of whether the liability is based on breach of contract, tort
(including negligence), strict liability, breach of warranties, or any other legal theory.
However, these limitations will not apply to:
(i) Microsoft’s obligations under the section titled “Defense of infringement and
misappropriation claims;” or
(ii) liability for damages for gross negligence or willful misconduct caused by Microsoft or its
agents and awarded by a court of final adjudication; or
(iii) liabilities arising out of any breach by Microsoft of its obligations under section titled
“Confidentiality”; or
(iv) liability for personal injury or death caused by Microsoft’s negligence or that of its
employees or agents or for fraudulent misrepresentation.
b. EXCLUSION OF CERTAIN DAMAGES. TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE
LAW, WHATEVER THE LEGAL BASIS FOR THE CLAIM, NEITHER PARTY, NOR ANY OF
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ITS AFFILIATES OR SUPPLIERS, WILL BE LIABLE FOR ANY INDIRECT DAMAGES
(INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, CONSEQUENTIAL, SPECIAL OR INCIDENTAL
DAMAGES, DAMAGES FOR LOST PROFITS OR REVENUES, BUSINESS
INTERRUPTION, OR LOSS OF BUSINESS INFORMATION) ARISING IN CONNECTION
WITH THIS AGREEMENT, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH
DAMAGES OR IF SUCH POSSIBILITY WAS REASONABLY FORESEEABLE.
HOWEVER, THIS EXCLUSION DOES NOT APPLY TO EITHER PARTY’S LIABILITY TO
THE OTHER FOR VIOLATION OF ITS CONFIDENTIALITY OBLIGATIONS OR OF THE
OTHER PARTY’S INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS.

18.

Verifying compliance.

Generally, Microsoft has the right to review Institution’s records or conduct an onsite audit through an
independent auditor. Microsoft will pay for the costs of the audit unless it reveals a material
noncompliance.
a. Right to verify compliance. Institution must keep records relating to the Products it and its
Affiliates use under any license agreement. Microsoft has the right to verify compliance with
the agreement, at Microsoft’s expense during the term of the applicable Enrollment and for a
period of one year thereafter.
b. Verification process and limitations. To verify compliance, Microsoft will engage an
independent accountant from an internationally recognized public accounting firm, which will
be subject to a confidentiality obligation. Verification will take place upon not fewer than 30
days notice, during normal business hours, and in a manner that does not interfere
unreasonably with Institution’s operations. As an alternative, Microsoft will have the option to
require Institution to complete Microsoft’s self-audit questionnaire relating to the Products
Institution and any of its Affiliates use under this agreement.
If Microsoft undertakes verification and does not find material unlicensed use (License
shortage of 5 percent or more), Microsoft will not undertake another verification of the same
entity for at least one year. Microsoft and Microsoft’s auditors will use the information
obtained in compliance verification only to enforce Microsoft’s rights and to determine
whether Institution is in compliance with the terms of this agreement. By invoking the rights
and procedures described above, Microsoft does not waive its rights to enforce this
agreement or to protect its intellectual property by any other means permitted by law.
c. Remedies for noncompliance. If verification or self-audit reveals any unlicensed use,
Institution must promptly order sufficient Licenses to cover its use. If material unlicensed use
is found, Institution must reimburse Microsoft for the costs Microsoft has incurred in
verification and acquire the necessary additional Licenses as single retail Licenses within 30
days.
d. Additionally, Institution must use reasonable efforts to make Users aware of the terms and
conditions upon which they are allowed to run the Products. Accordingly, Institution must:
(i) Notify all Users in advance of running the Products that:


their use of the Products is subject to the terms of this agreement, including but not
limited to limitations on liability, disclaimer of warranties and exclusion of remedies;



they are allowed to run the Products only during the Licensed Period;



if this agreement is terminated, or Institution does not submit an Enrollment or
extension order prior to the expiration of the Licensed Period or purchase perpetual
Licenses for the Products, then all Products run under this agreement must be
deleted when the Licensed Period expires or is otherwise earlier terminated,
whichever is first;
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(ii) Periodically publish in an Institution wide publication and applicable web sites a reference
to the location (either physical or on a computer network) where they can view the
Product List and Product use rights. Microsoft publishes a copy of the Product List and
Product use rights at http://microsoft.com/licensing/;
(iii) Notify Microsoft immediately if Institution becomes aware of any actual or potential
violation of this agreement; and
(iv) Provide all reasonable assistance and cooperation as requested by Microsoft to
investigate and remedy any unauthorized use of the Products by Users.
If Institution complies with this section, Institution will not be responsible for student Users’
failure to comply with the terms of this agreement.

19.

Miscellaneous.
a. Notices to Microsoft. Notices, authorizations, and requests in connection with this
agreement must be sent by regular or overnight mail, express courier, fax, or email to the
addresses and numbers listed on the signature form and in this agreement. Notices will be
treated as delivered on the date shown on the return receipt or on the courier, fax, or email
confirmation of delivery.
Copies should be sent to:
Microsoft Corporation
Law and Corporate Affairs
Volume Licensing Group
One Microsoft Way
Redmond, WA 98052
USA
Via Facsimile:(425) 936-7329

b. No transfer of ownership. Microsoft does not transfer any ownership rights in any licensed
Product. Microsoft reserves all rights not specifically granted. The Products are protected by
copyright and other intellectual property rights laws and international treaties.
c. Severability. If a court holds any provision of this agreement to be illegal, invalid or
unenforceable, the rest of the document will remain in full force and effect and this agreement
will be amended to give effect to the portion of the agreement that was eliminated to the
maximum extent possible. However, this agreement will be voidable by Microsoft at its option
if provisions of this agreement regarding warranty disclaimers, damages disclaimers,
limitations of liability, compliance verification, or obligations on termination are found to be
invalid or unenforceable.
d. Waiver. A waiver of any breach of this agreement is not a waiver of any other breach. Any
waiver must be in writing and signed by an authorized representative of the waiving party.
e. Resellers and other third parties cannot bind Microsoft. Resellers and other third parties
do not have authority to bind or impose any obligation or liability on Microsoft.
f.

This agreement is not exclusive. Institution is free to enter into agreements to license, use
or promote non-Microsoft products or services.

g.

Entire agreement. The documents identified on the cover page of this agreement constitute
the entire agreement concerning the subject matter, and supersede any prior or
contemporaneous communications. In the case of a conflict between any documents
identified in the first page that is not resolved expressly in the documents, their terms will
control in the following order: (1) these terms and conditions and the signature form; (2) the
Product List; (3) the Product use rights; and (4) all other Enrollments under this agreement.
The terms of any purchase order or any general terms and conditions Institution or its Users
maintain do not apply. This agreement (except the Product use rights, the Product List and
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the terms of any credit extending under any Enrollment) can be changed only by an
amendment signed by both parties.
h.

Assignment. Assignment or transfer of this agreement or the rights or obligations, must
have Microsoft’s prior written approval. Microsoft may transfer this agreement or its rights
and obligations to one of Microsoft’s Affiliates.

i.

Survival. Provisions regarding Product use rights, restrictions on use, transfer of Licenses,
warranties, defense of infringement and misappropriation claims, limitations of liability,
confidentiality, compliance verification, and obligations on termination or expiration will
survive termination or expiration of this agreement or any Enrollment.

j.

Advisor fee. Microsoft, or its Affiliates, sometimes pays fees to software advisors or other
third parties authorized by Microsoft or one of its Affiliates. The fees are in exchange for their
advisory services. The payment of fees depends upon several factors, including the type of
agreement under which Institution orders Licenses, which Licenses are ordered, and whether
Institution chooses to use an advisor. The fee amounts increase with the size of the orders
placed under this agreement.

k. Applicable law, venue, and jurisdiction. This agreement is governed by the laws of the
state where Institution is organized or formed. Both parties agree that the federal courts have
exclusive jurisdiction over disputes under this agreement and the resolution. Any legal
actions relating to this agreement must be brought in a court of competent jurisdiction within
federal courts located in the jurisdiction of the state where Institution is organized, and the
parties agree that jurisdiction and venue in such courts is appropriate.
l.

Institution’s export obligations. U.S. export laws and regulations apply to Products and
Fixes. Institution must obey all domestic and international export laws and regulations that
apply to Products and Fixes. These laws include restrictions on destinations, end users and
end use. For additional information, go to http://microsoft.com/exporting/.

m. Institution's rights to privacy. Microsoft and Institution will comply with all applicable
privacy and data protection laws and regulations. Institution will not give any data to
Microsoft containing personal information unless the owner of the data has specifically
authorized Institution to do so for use as contemplated in the last sentence of this subsection.
Institution agrees to allow Microsoft to use the contact information Institution gave to
Microsoft to allow Microsoft and other parties to help Institution comply with this agreement.
Any personal information Institution provides in connection with this agreement will be used
and protected according to the privacy statement available at https://licensing.microsoft.com.
n. Natural disaster. In the event of a “natural disaster,” Institution may have special rights,
please go to http://www.microsoft.com.
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Introduction
This guide can help you understand the Microsoft Volume Licensing Enrollment for Education Solutions (EES) subscription
offering. It is provided for informational purposes only. Your use is governed by the terms of your Microsoft Volume
Licensing Agreement and Enrollment if applicable. The Microsoft Licensing Product Use Rights (PUR) document, which is
updated regularly, has additional details regarding use rights for specific Microsoft licensed products acquired through
Volume Licensing programs.
The Microsoft Volume Licensing Enrollment for Education Solutions offering provides qualified academic customers, of all
sizes, a simplified way to acquire Microsoft software and services under a single, subscription agreement. EES provides
assured coverage for desktop platform products through one annual count of employees, the ability to add Additional
Products as needed, student licensing options, and the benefits of Microsoft Software Assurance.
You can obtain EES subscription licenses one of two ways, depending on the size of your organization.


Customers with as few as five (5) full-time equivalent (FTE) employees or students can license through an
Authorized Education Reseller (AER) by signing the simplified Open Value Subscription Agreement for Education
Solutions (OVS-ES), online e-agreement.



Larger customers with a minimum of 1,000 FTE employees or students can also license through a Licensing Solution
Provider (LSP) (formerly referred to as Large Account Reseller [LAR]) by signing the Campus and School Agreement
and the Enrollment for Education Solutions (CASA+EES).

For more information about these purchasing options, please see the How to Buy section in this document.

Content Specific to Individual Contract Options
Some of the content included in this document applies only to one of the above options, and we have noted such sections in
one of two ways:
1.

Marked the section title with “(CASA+EES Only)” or “(OVS-ES Only)”, for example:

2.

Separated the relevant content for each contract option into a two column table, for example:
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Academic Volume Licensing Overview
For education customers who license software in greater quantity and manage software across multiple devices, Microsoft
Volume Licensing programs can provide the most cost-effective way to acquire licenses.
Microsoft offers both “subscription” and “perpetual” Volume Licensing programs for education customers. This guide covers
the subscription licensing. For information on perpetual offerings, please refer to Select Plus for Academic and Open License
for Academic volume licensing programs at Microsoft.com/licensing.

Subscription Licensing
With subscription licensing programs, you have the right to run a selection of products, and any upgrades or downgrades of
those products, for a designated term. A subset of products, including specific application, system, and Client Access License
(CAL) products, designated by Microsoft as “desktop platform products,” are licensed on an organization-wide basis. For
these “desktop platform products,” you place an order for a quantity that is equal to the number of FTE employees in your
organization once per year. This way even if the number of devices or users grows, you remain fully licensed throughout the
designated term, and you only need to report an increase in the number of your FTE employees on your annual order.
The Enrollment for Education Solutions (EES) provides subscription licensing for primary/secondary and higher education
institutions of all sizes. EES offers the simplicity of licensing desktop platform products organization-wide through an annual
count of people instead of PCs/devices and the flexibility to add additional products in any quantity.
The Enrollment for Education Solutions offering is explained in detail in this guide.
Note: The School Enrollment for primary/secondary schools also offers subscription licensing based on counting PCs.

Enrollment for Education Solutions (EES) Introduction
Enrollment for Education Solutions is an easy, cost-effective offer that provides qualified academic customers a simplified
way to acquire Microsoft software and services under a single, subscription agreement. It offers benefits such as assured
coverage for desktop platform products with one annual count of employees, the ability to easily add Additional Products in
any quantity, self-service tools for simplified asset management, and immediate access to benefits such as product upgrades
through Microsoft Software Assurance so that you can boost the productivity of your faculty and staff and optimize the
return on your technology investments. EES offers participating institutions the benefits of the following:


Easy Compliance: Through the simplicity and predictability of counting FTE employees just once per year, you can
be confident you are fully covered for the desktop platform products you selected regardless of yearly fluctuations
in employees or devices.



Customized Solutions: Easily add Additional Products either organization-wide, department-wide, or for individual
licenses at any time during your subscription term so that you can deliver the right mix of technology and services
to your faculty, staff, and students.
o

A broad selection of Microsoft software products, such as Microsoft Visio drawing and diagramming
software, Microsoft Project, Office 365, the Windows Server operating system, and Microsoft Exchange
Server are available as Additional Products through EES.

o

Student Licensing options are also available and provide a convenient and cost-effective way for you to
license software and services for your students so that they can collaborate easily and access the software
they need.



Simplified Asset Management: Self-service tools such as the Microsoft Volume Licensing Service Center (VLSC)
enable you to easily track and manage your software assets and Software Assurance benefits from one convenient,
online location.



Cloud on Your Terms: Free* access to Office 365 Education A2, plus the ability to subscribe to additional Microsoft
Online Services through your EES means you have the flexibility to move users back and forth between on-premises
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software and cloud services, match and adjust online service plans to meet your users’ needs, and add and adjust
Online Services as needed so you can transition to the cloud on at your pace.
*No license fee; doesn’t include deployment or support costs associated with the service.



Low Administration: Subscription licensing eliminates the need to track licenses for the selected desktop platform
products on every PC, which enables your IT staff to be more productive because they no longer have to track
multiple licenses across the organization.



Lower Total Cost of Ownership (TCO): Realize the maximum value from your licensing investment with included
benefits such as access to current technology, Work at Home Rights (WAH) for faculty and staff, product evaluation
rights, Software Assurance for Microsoft Volume Licensing, and Microsoft Office 365 Education A2.



Student Advantage Benefit: When you license Office 365 ProPlus or Office Professional Plus organization-wide for
all of your faculty and staff employees, you qualify for no-cost Office 365 ProPlus subscription licenses for your
students through the EES Student Option.

Acquiring EES Coverage
Depending on the size of your organization, you can acquire EES subscription licenses through:


A Microsoft Authorized Education Reseller (AER) (for organizations with five or more FTE employees or students)



A Microsoft Licensing Solution Provider (LSP) (for organizations with 1,000 or more FTE employees or students and
organizations ordering at least one Platform Online Service for 1,000 or more users)

These resellers are authorized to sell Microsoft academic edition products and volume licenses to qualified education users.
To participate in EES or any of our other academic Volume Licensing programs, or to obtain current pricing, please contact
an AER or LSP.


Find an AER or LSP in the United States or Canada



For other regions, visit your regional Microsoft Volume Licensing website

EES Features
Easy Compliance and Administration
Although you report a faculty/staff FTE employee count when submitting your annual order for on-premises software, all
institution-owned or leased devices are licensed to run all products you choose to license organization-wide, during the
subscription year. Any new faculty or staff members added to the participating organization during the year are licensed to
use the devices running the licensed products.
Your students can also use the licensed product on institution-owned or leased devices located in classrooms or open access
labs within your defined organization. To license your students to run products on a device the student either personally
owns or is institution-owned and is assigned to an individual student for their exclusive use, you can enroll in the Student
Option (see The Student Option).

Flexibility for On-Premises, Cloud, and Hybrid IT Environments
EES makes it easy to transition to the cloud on your terms and at your pace. By participating in EES, you are eligible to order
Office 365 Education A2 at no license charge for you faculty/staff employees and students. You also have the option to order
other Office 365 Education Plans at academic discounts either through your EES or the Microsoft Online Subscription
Program. Get plan details.
For a current list of the available plans, refer to the Microsoft Volume Licensing Product List.
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Software Assurance
Software Assurance is a comprehensive maintenance offering that offers a broad range of benefits to help you get the most
out of your software license purchases. These benefits are available throughout the software management life cycle, so you
can access them when you need them. Software Assurance benefits contribute to the return on your technology investment
by helping you with budget predictability, minimized downtime, and improved productivity. Software Assurance can help you
lower the operating expenses for employee development, deployment, and support costs. This program also offers other
advantages, depending on how you activate and use the benefits.
Software Assurance benefits are included with your subscription, which not only gives you access to Windows Enterprise, but
also now enables flexible work styles by providing access to Windows instances in a variety of ways across devices. With
access to the unique offerings and use rights listed below, Software Assurance for Windows provides the maximum value for
your investment.
Below is a list of Software Assurance benefits that you may be eligible for based on your EES purchases.

New Products

Deployment



New Product
Versions



License Mobility Through
Software Assurance



Step-Up Licensing
Availability



Windows Virtual Desktop
Access (VDA) Rights



Microsoft Desktop
Optimization Pack
(MDOP)



Windows Companion
Subscription License



Windows RT Companion
VDA Rights



Windows To Go Use Rights



Windows Roaming Use
Rights



Windows Thin PC



Office Roaming Use Rights



TechNet Benefits



Microsoft Office MultiLanguage Pack

Training


E-Learning



Home Use Program

Specialized


Cold Backups for
Disaster Recovery



Spread Payments

With EES, Software Assurance is included with your software licenses.
For further details, refer to the following:


Academic Software Assurance Benefits Chart (PDF)



Software Assurance website



Microsoft Volume Licensing Product List (most current information on the benefits for which you qualify)

Licensing Software Products for On-Premises Deployment
The typical way to get started with EES is by licensing software for on-premises deployment. To do so, you must first meet
the minimum order requirement. You then have the option to acquire additional software and services for your faculty/staff
employees and students.
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Minimum Requirements
To qualify for EES by purchasing licenses for on-premises software, you must meet the following minimum requirements:
1.

Meet the minimum number of FTE employees.*
If licensing through an AER (OVS-ES contract option), you must have an organization-wide count of five (5) or more
FTE employees. If licensing through an LSP (CASA+EES options), you must have an organization-wide count of 1,000
or more FTE employees. (See below to learn how to calculate your FTE employee count.)
*There are two alternative ways to meet this minimum requirement: through a qualifying Student Option order or a
qualifying Platform Online Services order. See The Student Option and Licensing Online Services for details.

2.

License at least one desktop platform product.
You must license at least one desktop platform product for the organization-wide FTE employee count defined in
your enrollment or agreement.

You can define your “organization” as:


Your entire institution, including all of its affiliates, departments, and school locations.



Your institution only, including all of its departments and school locations, but not including any affiliates.



Your institution plus named affiliates, departments, school locations, and/or clearly defined user groups.



A selected list of departments, school locations, and/or clearly defined user groups, if your institution is a school
without departments or school locations.

Refer to your contract documents for legal definitions for defining your organization.

Qualifying for EES through on-premises software

EES Desktop Platform Products
EES offers you access to the most recent releases of the EES desktop platform products 1. One way to participate in EES, you
start by choosing at least one of the following desktop platform products that you will license organization-wide. The EES
desktop platform products are as follows:


Windows Enterprise Upgrade



Microsoft Office Professional Plus and Office for Mac



Office Professional Plus Subscription2
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Microsoft Core CAL Suite3 (Includes Windows Server CAL, SharePoint Server Standard CAL, Exchange Server
Standard CAL, System Center Configuration Manager Client Management License, System Center Endpoint
Protection, and Lync Server Standard CAL.)



Microsoft Enterprise CAL Suite3 (Includes all Core CAL Suite components plus Exchange Server Enterprise CAL with
Services [includes Data Loss Prevention and Exchange Online Protection], Exchange Online Archiving, SharePoint
Server Enterprise CAL, Lync Server Enterprise CAL, Windows Server Active Directory Rights Management Services
CAL, and System Center Client Management Suite)



Education Desktop with Core CAL Suite



Education Desktop with Enterprise CAL Suite

The products listed can be replaced by successor products, which in turn will also be considered desktop platform products.
You must order User Subscription Licenses (USLs) for each employee in the organization on a 1:1 basis.
3
Individual CAL Suite components must be ordered organization-wide but are not desktop platform products.
1
2

You can select individual EES desktop platform products to license organization-wide or you can license an EES Education
Desktop Platform Suite, which combines your Windows upgrade, Microsoft Office, and CAL Suite licenses into one
convenient stock-keeping unit (SKU). The Education Desktop Platform Suites offer savings when compared to the cost of
licensing each of the included products individually.
The EES Education Desktop platform suites include the following:
EDUCATION DESKTOP WITH CORE CAL SUITE

EDUCATION DESKTOP WITH ENTERPRISE CAL SUITE

Windows Enterprise Upgrade

Windows Enterprise Upgrade

Microsoft Office Professional Plus and Office for Mac

Microsoft Office Professional Plus and Office for Mac

Microsoft Core CAL Suite

Microsoft Enterprise CAL Suite

Note: You cannot substitute Office 365 ProPlus Subscription for Microsoft Office Professional Plus and Office for Mac in the desktop suites.

As with all software products licensed through the EES subscription offering, you can access the most recent releases and
choose to deploy downgrade versions (previous versions) in place of the current licensed version. For instance, you can
choose to deploy the Windows 7 Enterprise operating system instead of the Windows 8.1 Enterprise operating system.
For desktop platform products and certain additional products available to be licensed organization-wide, when a product is
licensed organization-wide (in a quantity equal to the FTE count), all devices and all users within the organization are fully
licensed to use that product in accordance with the Product Use Rights.

Additional Software Products
For on-premises deployment, a broad selection of software is available as additional products under your EES. They provide
the same License & Software Assurance coverage as desktop platform products. With the exception of Core CAL Suite or
Enterprise CAL Suite component CALs (which must be licensed organization-wide based on your FTE employee count), the
organization can license additional products for any quantity specified, ranging from one license to the entire FTE employee
count.
Examples of software products available as additional products include Microsoft Office Visio, Microsoft Project, Windows
Server, and Exchange Server. Examples of CALs available as additional products include the Microsoft SQL Server database
software CALs and Microsoft Dynamics CRM CALs. Examples of Online Services include Microsoft Office Live Meeting and
Microsoft Forefront Protection for Exchange. You can see a complete list of additional products on the Microsoft Volume
Licensing Product List.
When you license additional products organization-wide, the software can be deployed on any institution-owned or leased
device, including the institution’s labs, and can be used by any faculty, staff, or student belonging to the institution. (Not
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covered by the organization-wide count are student-owned devices and organization-owned devices that are assigned to an
individual student.)
If you choose to license a specific number of copies of the software:


Desktop application licenses are device-based, meaning for each license you acquire, you can only run the
software on one device in accordance with the PUR for the specific product.



CALs are device- or user-based, meaning you can choose whether to license a device (which can be used by
multiple users under a single CAL), or a user (who can use multiple devices under a single CAL).*

CALs Licensed Organization-Wide
CALs licensed organization-wide may be assigned as User and/or Device CALs. For each CAL licensed organization-wide, you
may assign it as Device CAL to each institution Qualified Desktop and as a User CAL to each faculty and staff member. All
CALs that are included in the Core CAL Suite or in the Enterprise CAL Suite (for example, Windows Server CAL, SharePoint
CAL, Exchange CAL, etc.) must be licensed organization-wide and therefore may be assigned to a user and/or a device.
CALs Licensed Non-Organization-Wide
CALs that are not licensed organization-wide (for example, SQL Server CAL, Microsoft Dynamics CRM CAL, etc.) may be
assigned as either a Device CAL or a User CAL, in accordance with the PUR. Each Device CAL permits one device, used by any
user, to access instances of the server software on your licensed servers. Each User CAL permits one user, using any device, to
access instances of the server software on your licensed servers. You may use a combination of Device and User CALs.
Server Products
When you license server products, you license a specific number of copies and you can use the software in accordance with
the PUR for the specific product.

Licensing Windows Upgrades through EES
When you license a desktop operating system through this Microsoft Volume Licensing offering, it is important to
understand that only upgrade licenses for Windows are available—full operating system licenses are not offered. Prior to
licensing a Windows upgrade license through your EES desktop platform, you need to have a full underlying license for a
qualifying operating system for each PC. Qualifying operating systems are listed in the Microsoft Volume Licensing Product
List.
Typically, customers purchase the full Windows operating system license in the following two ways:


For newly manufactured PCs, the best way to acquire a full Windows license is to have the original equipment
manufacturer (OEM) preinstall Windows on the PC.



If the OEM has not preinstalled Windows on the PC, you can purchase a full Windows license through retail fullpackaged product (FPP).

If you discover that you have existing PCs that lack the necessary full license for a qualifying operating system, talk to your
Microsoft reseller about the Get Genuine Windows Agreement for Academic (GGWA-A). GGWA-A provides a simple, costeffective way for you to acquire full licenses for Windows 8.1. These licenses fulfill the requirement for a full qualifying
operating system and may only be purchased to fulfill the underlying license requirement for the Windows Pro Upgrade or
the Education Desktop licenses. Once you have acquired the full operating system license, you are then eligible to license
those PCs for Windows Pro Upgrade through EES. Learn more.

Counting Desktop Platform Product Licenses
EES offers the convenience of licensing desktop software products and CALs based on the number of faculty/staff (FTE)
employees in the organization. Licenses for the desktop platform products and certain additional products require
organization-wide coverage.
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You can define your “organization” as:


Your entire institution, including all of its affiliates, departments, and school locations.



Your institution only, including all of its departments and school locations, but not including any affiliates.



Your institution plus named affiliates, departments, school locations, and/or clearly defined user groups.



A selected list of departments, school locations, and/or clearly defined user groups, if your institution is a school
without departments or school locations.

Counting Faculty/Staff Full-Time Equivalent (FTE) Employees
Use the formula below to determine the number of faculty/staff FTE employees you have. You will use this calculation when
licensing desktop software and CALs.
Note: Employees such as maintenance, grounds keeping, and cafeteria staff can be excluded from the faculty/staff FTE employee
count if they do not use institutional devices.

For example, you have 2,000 full-time faculty, 3,000 part-time faculty, 1,000 full-time staff, and 1,000 part-time staff. The FTE
employee count is calculated as follows:
2,000 + (3,000 ÷ 3) + 1,000 + (1,000 ÷ 2) = 4,500 FTE employees
In this case, your desktop platform product licenses would be based on 4,500 FTE employees.
Note: If you are outside the United States, the method for counting FTE employees may differ. Contact your local reseller for details.

Licensing Microsoft Online Services
If you are purchasing through an LSP, you can order any of the available Microsoft Online Services through your EES.
If you are purchasing through an AER, you can order Office 356 Education A3 or Office 365 ProPlus through your EES. You
can order additional Online Services (such as Microsoft Dynamics CRM Online and Windows Intune) separately through the
Microsoft Online Subscription Program.
Note: Refer to the Microsoft Volume Licensing Product List to confirm currently-available products and services.

EES Platform Online Services (CASA+EES Only)
Platform Online Services must be ordered for a minimum of 1,000 users. If you have not already met the minimum
requirement for participating in EES through an order for on-premises software, you can use your order for one or more
Platform Online Services to fulfill the requirement.
The EES Platform Online Services are as follows:


Office 365 Education A3 (includes Exchange Online Plan 2, SharePoint Online Plan 2, Lync Online Plan 2, Office
Professional Plus, and Office Web Apps)



Office 365 Education A4 (includes everything in Plan 3 and Lync Online Plus voice)
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Note: If you choose the Student Option, enrolling 1,000 or more students in at least one Platform Online Service also fulfills this minimum
requirement. See The Student Option for more information.

Qualifying for EES through Online Services for Faculty/Staff Employees

Additional Online Services
You may also order additional Microsoft Online Services (beyond Office 365 Education Plans) through your EES. All Microsoft
Online Services licensed through the EES have the same expiration date as the EES. When adding Online Services midterm,
the User Subscription License (USL) is prorated to the month. The minimum term length for the services is one month.

Purchasing Office 365 Through an AER (OVS-ES Only)
If you are purchasing through an AER and you have met the minimum requirement of ordering at least one desktop platform
product organization-wide (for a minimum of 5 FTE employees), you can order user subscription licenses (USLs) for the
offerings listed below in any quantity. USLs are user-based (not FTE-based), so you order the number of USLs equal to the
number of individuals who will use the service. You can order additional USLs at any time.


Office 365 Education A3



Project Pro for Office 365



Office 365 ProPlus



Project Online



A3 Add-on from Office Professional Plus



Project Online with Project Pro for Office 365



Exchange Online Plan 2



Visio Pro for Office 365

Office 365 Add-ons
If you have licensed Office Professional Plus and/or the Core CAL Suite or Enterprise CAL Suite for on-premises deployment
and you want to take advantage of the additional functionality provided by Office 365, you may do so by adding an Office
365 Add-on. In essence, these Add-ons give you credit for your existing Office Professional Plus and/or CAL Suite
investments by allowing you to subscribe to Plan A3 or Plan A4 (if purchasing through an LSP) at a discounted price. The
available Add-ons are as follows:


A3 Add-on from Core CAL/Enterprise CAL + Office
Professional Plus



A4 Add-on from Core CAL/Enterprise CAL + Office
Professional Plus*



A3 Add-on from Core CAL/Enterprise CAL



A4 Add-on from Core CAL/Enterprise CAL*



A3 Add-on from Office Professional Plus



A4 Add-on from Office Professional Plus*

*Available only when purchasing through an LSP.
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Special Use Rights
Work at Home Rights
Your institution can offer limited Work at Home (WAH) rights to your faculty and staff members only with no additional
license charge. These limited rights permit using application, system, and CAL products on a personally owned device for
work-related purposes only. You can choose to extend these rights to your faculty and staff members only for licensed
products for which you have institutional licenses through your EES.
If you extend WAH rights, your institution accepts responsibility for communicating the terms and conditions to your faculty
and staff members. This includes keeping accurate records of licensed product use and distribution and ensuring that your
faculty and staff agree to the stated terms and conditions.
For your convenience, we have provided a Faculty/Staff Acceptance Form that you may want to have your users sign when
granting WAH rights to them.
Employees who do not use institutional devices, such as maintenance, grounds keeping, and cafeteria staff are excluded from
WAH rights if they were not included in the FTE employee count when placing your order.
*The school may incur some costs for obtaining and distributing the WAH media.

Distributing Media for Work at Home Use
Electronic software distribution services are offered by Microsoft’s authorized Digital Distribution Service Provider (DDSP).
The DDSP sets up a web store for you or your reseller to facilitate delivering software and any keys necessary for activating
individual products to your faculty/staff for Work at Home. (You can also use this facility to distribute software to eligible
students under the Student Option.) For more information, contact your reseller.
If you do not use this electronic software distribution service, you may distribute software to licensed users in the following
ways:
For All Products (Including Those That Require Activation):
Purchase and distribute one copy of each applicable CD-ROM or disk set to each authorized user. You must purchase these
CDs or disk sets (known as “student media”) from your reseller in minimum quantities of five (5) per title up to the number of
licensed users. You cannot replicate media for Work at Home use.
Note: Most products, including Windows and Microsoft Office suites, require activation. For those products, you can use the option above
which use non-Volume Licensing media and activation keys. You CANNOT distribute Volume Licensing media and Volume License Keys
(VLKs) for products that require activation to users for WAH use. See a complete list of products that require activation.

For Products That Do Not Require Activation:


Have users bring in their devices for manual installation by you at a central location that you control using
Volume Licensing media acquired from a Microsoft-approved fulfillment source.



Use a system of controlled short-term checkout of applicable Volume Licensing media (acquired from a
Microsoft-approved fulfillment source) solely for the purposes of individual user installation.

Home Use Program
In addition to WAH rights, EES also provides your faculty and staff members access to the Microsoft Office system desktop
PC programs to use on their personally owned PC through the Home Use Program (HUP). This is a benefit of Microsoft
Software Assurance. With HUP, your faculty and staff members can get the Microsoft Office system programs to use on their
home PC for both work and personal use at a nominal cost. Providing the HUP licensed product is easy for the institution,
because the institution does not have to handle distributing the software. After your Software Assurance benefits
administrator activates the benefit, individual faculty and staff members can order and pay for shipping of their licensed
product online.
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Note: Though Microsoft may offer both WAH and HUP rights under Software Assurance for a Product, you must choose either WAH or HUP
rights for such Product.

HUP and WAH availability by product pool:
PRODUCT POOL

HUP

WAH

X*

X*

Applications
Systems

X*

Servers

X*

*You cannot provide licensed product for the same title to your faculty and staff using both HUP and WAH.

Get information about HUP.

Multi-Language Rights
During the term of the subscription, you are granted the right to run the licensed product in any available language. This
includes the right to run the Multi-Language version of Microsoft Office and its corresponding features, such as a global
interface and multi-language proofing tools.

Upgrade/Downgrade Rights
You are allowed to run any new versions of the licensed products included in your subscription coverage that are released
during the licensed term. Additionally, you can run any previous version of the licensed product in place of the current
version. These upgrade and downgrade rights also apply to the individual components of the licensed product.

Product Evaluation Rights
During the term of your subscription, you can also download products for trial purposes. The evaluation bits for certain
software products are available for download from the Volume Licensing Service Center . After you receive the product bits,
you will have 60 days to evaluate the product, after which you can place a license order or uninstall the software.
Online Services can be evaluated for a 30-day trial via the Microsoft Online Subscription Program portal.
Note: To transfer account information from your trial to a paid subscription, you must use the same Windows Live ID for the trial account as
the subscription account.

Additional Benefits
DreamSpark
With an EES subscription, your institution is eligible to receive an organization-wide, free online subscription of DreamSpark
Standard for instructional use by your teachers and students in your classrooms and labs. DreamSpark enables you to outfit
your labs with the latest Microsoft developer, design, and server tools to support personal or in-class learning for your
students and educators. With a DreamSpark Standard membership, students get the professional-level developer and
designer tools they would use to build real sites, apps, and games for Xbox Live/360, Kinect, Windows Phone, and more.
DreamSpark enables students to get a head start on a career or do better in class.
DreamSpark Premium is also available for departments that teach Science, Technology, Engineering, or Math (STEM
Departments). DreamSpark Premium makes available additional premium design, development, and server tools software as
well as additional Microsoft Office applications and Windows client solely for instructional use inside the STEM Departments.
DreamSpark Premium is not available for use institution-wide and additional terms and restrictions apply that are found in
DreamSpark Premium use rights.
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Software acquired through the DreamSpark Standard subscriptions may be used for instructional purposes only and may not
be used for commercial purposes or for institution’s production use. See the complete terms and conditions.
Information about how to activate your free DreamSpark memberships will be included in your EES welcome letter, which
you will receive when your enrollment is processed. Get more information about DreamSpark,
While we provide the complimentary membership to customers with an EES subscription, the DreamSpark Standard and
DreamSpark Premium membership is completely separate from the EES subscription. The software licenses provided through
the DreamSpark membership carry certain restrictions that EES subscription licenses do not. You can use DreamSpark
licensed product only for instructional and not-for-profit research purposes within your organization. You cannot use the
licensed product to run the infrastructure of your department or institution.

Microsoft IT Academy
The Microsoft IT Academy Program is an annual subscription-based program designed for accredited academic institutions
worldwide. It empowers academic institutions to help students realize their skills and career potential through relevant, highquality and latest technology training resources. With these resources, educators can prepare their students to enter the
workforce with skills that are in demand by employers. The Microsoft IT Academy Program resources are flexible, and easy to
integrate into new or existing curricula. And, with today’s tighter budgets, they help schools keep pace with technology and
save money.
The IT Academy membership is available through the EES offering as a Services Subscription License (SSL). Rather than
counting FTE employees, the SSL can be acquired to license the entire institution or department.

License Term
The IT Academy membership has the same expiration date as the EES subscription under which it is licensed. When adding IT
Academy mid-term, the SSL is pro-rated to the month.
Get more information about Microsoft IT Academy.

How to Buy
You can participate in the EES offering in two ways. The best contract option for your organization depends primarily on
whether you have five (5) or more FTE employees (Microsoft Open Value Subscription Agreement for Education Solutions
[OVS-ES] contract) or 1,000 or more FTE employees (Campus and School Agreement plus Enrollment for Education Solutions
[CASA+EES] contracts).
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How to buy depending on organization size
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OVS-ES CONTRACT OPTION

CASA+EES CONTRACTS OPTION

(FOR ORGANIZATIONS WITH FIVE OR

(FOR ORGANIZATIONS WITH 1,000 OR

MORE FTE EMPLOYEES)

MORE FTE EMPLOYEES OR STUDENTS, OR 1,000 USERS
LICENSE FOR A PLATFORM ONLINE SERVICE)

If your organization has five (5) FTE employees or
more*, you can subscribe to the EES offer through a
Microsoft Authorized Education Reseller by signing an
electronic agreement (e-Agreement) called the
Microsoft Open Value Subscription Agreement for
Education Solutions (OVS-ES). The agreement contains
general terms and conditions, program terms and
definitions, and is used to provide contact information,
define your organization, and enroll in the Student
Option. This document also specifies the licensed
period (one or three years) and the total FTE count
that you will cover in the first annual order. The OVSES agreement is designed for smaller academic
customers to provide a simplified purchasing
experience. The OVS-ES subscription offers
comparable benefits to the enrollment under the
Campus and School Agreement. The primary
difference in the programs is that Office 365 Education
A3 and Office 365 ProPlus are the only Online Service
available through OVS-ES. Other You can, however,
order other Online Services through the Microsoft
Online Subscription Program.
*An FTE student count (if you elect the Student Option)
of five or more also fulfills this minimum requirement.
See The Student Option for more information.
Find an AER in the United States or Canada, or refer to
your regional Microsoft Volume Licensing website for
other regions.
Note: You will be an “Open Value Subscription”
customer and will be referred to and identified as such
in communications to you from Microsoft and in
Microsoft tools to which you have access.

If your organization has 1,000 or more FTE employees*
(or you are licensing at least one Platform Online
Service for at least 1,000 users), you can instead
subscribe to the EES offer through a Microsoft
Licensing Solution Provider (LSP).
*An FTE student count (if you include the Student
Option) of 1,000 or more also fulfills this minimum
requirement. See The Student Option for more
information.
Working with your LSP, you will complete and sign the
following documents:
Campus and School Agreement (CASA)
For organizations with 1,000 or more FTE employees,
the EES is an enrollment under the Campus and School
Agreement. This agreement contains an overview of
the program and general terms and conditions, plus
details on such topics as distributing software to
licensed users and Work at Home rights. The Campus
and School Agreement has no expiration date. After
this agreement is in place, you do not have to sign
another one when renewing your annual coverage. If
your organization has a current Campus Enrollment or
School Enrollment under a Campus and School
Agreement, you do not need to sign a new CASA; you
only need to sign the EES form, which will replace your
previous Campus Enrollment or School Enrollment.
Enrollment for Education Solutions
The Enrollment for Education Solutions form provides
an overview of enrollment, includes additional
program terms and definitions, and is used to provide
contact information, define your organization, and
enroll in the Student Option. This document also
specifies the licensed period (one or three years) and
the total FTE count (for on-premises products) that you
will cover in the first annual order.
Find an LSP in the United States or Canada, or refer to
your regional Microsoft Volume Licensing website for
other regions.
Note: You will be a “Campus” program customer and
will be referred to and identified as such in
communications to you from Microsoft and in Microsoft
tools to which you have access.
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Additional Orders
Whether you choose the one-year or three-year option, you can place licensed product orders with your reseller at any time
during the year after your initial order.
Note (CASA+EES Only): When you place an additional order for on-premises software through your LSP (CASA+EES contract option), you
will be charged a prorated price based on the number of months remaining in the annual term, with a minimum price of 50 percent of the
full annual per-product price. For instance, if you order a product at month three, you will pay for nine months (.75 x the annual per-product
price). If you order a product at month nine, you will pay for six months (.5 x the annual per-product price). Proration is not available under
the OVS-ES contract, therefore, customers with the OVS-ES contract will be charged the full annual per-product price when placing an
additional order midterm.

When placing an additional order for Online Services through your LSP (CASA+EES contract option), you will be charged a
prorated price based on the number of months remaining in your EES term, with a minimum price of one month's
subscription.

Extending or Renewing Your EES Coverage
OVS-ES CONTRACT OPTION

CASA+EES CONTRACT OPTION

(FOR ORGANIZATIONS WITH FIVE OR

(FOR ORGANIZATIONS WITH 1,000 OR

MORE FTE EMPLOYEES)

MORE FTE EMPLOYEES OR STUDENTS, OR 1,000 USERS
LICENSED FOR A PLATFORM ONLINE SERVICE)

Extending Your Coverage

Extending Your Coverage

Your institution can extend the temporary
licenses after your initial term for one
additional three-year term, after which you
must complete a new OVS-ES agreement
to continue with the program.

If you have a one-year subscription, your institution can extend the
temporary licenses after the first year for an additional one year at a
time (up to five times) or for one three-year term, after which you
must complete a new EES to continue with the program.

With your extension order, you include an
updated FTE employee count, any changes
to your product selections, and a new FTE
student count (if you chose the Student
Option on your OVS-ES contract).
If you choose to extend the agreement,
the price level will be reset at the start of
the extension term based on your
organization-wide count at the time that
the extension order is placed. Extension
orders are subject to the five FTE
minimum.
Renewing Your Coverage
If you have already extended your
coverage for one three-year term, or you
want to add coverage for only one year
(instead of using the three-year extension),
you can do so by submitting a new OVSES agreement through your reseller.
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With your extension order, you include an updated FTE employee
count, any changes to your product selections, and a new FTE
student count (if you chose the Student Option on your EES).
If you have a three-year subscription, your institution submits an
anniversary order at the end of year one and year two. At the end of
year three, you can extend your EES coverage for an additional one
year at a time (up to three times) or once for an additional three-year
term by submitting an extension order through your reseller before
the expiration of your initial EES subscription term. With your
extension order, you can change orders to reflect a new FTE count,
product selection, and/or new FTE student count (if you chose the
Student Option on your EES). Extension orders are subject to the
same EES minimum requirements as your initial EES.
If you choose to extend the enrollment, the price level will be reset at
the start of the extension term based on your organization-wide
count at the time that the extension order is placed.
Renewing Your Coverage
If you have reached the maximum number of EES extensions and you
want to continue your coverage, you can do so by submitting a new
one-year or three-year enrollment.
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Discontinuing Your Coverage
If you choose not to extend or renew your EES subscription, you have the following options at the end of your licensed
period:
1.

Purchase perpetual licenses using the Buy-out Option.

If you had three years or more of coverage, you can purchase perpetual licenses for the products and quantities you want to
continue using by acquiring discounted “buy-out” licenses offered under the program.
When exercising the Buy-out Option, the following limitations apply:

2.



You can purchase perpetual licenses for your on-premises software through the Buy-out Option only for the
product(s) covered under your EES enrollment or OVS-ES agreement.



The Buy-out Option is not available for products licensed under the Student Option or for Online Services.



Devices that were not covered by the subscription cannot be included. For example, if the corresponding
subscription is limited to a particular department, perpetual licenses cannot be purchased through the Buy-out
Option for devices outside of that department.



You can only exercise the Buy-out Option prior to the expiration of your subscription term.



For products licensed organization-wide, the buy-out quantity shall be at least equal to the organization-wide
count, but shall not exceed the total quantity of devices covered by EES on the date of the buy-out order. For
example, during the subscription term, if you have ordered licenses for 1,000 FTEs and have run software on 1,100
devices, during the buy-out, you must purchase at least 1,000 but no more than 1,100 perpetual licenses per
applicable product through the Buy-out Option.



For additional products that you have licensed non-organization wide, you must acquire perpetual licenses in the
lowest total quantity of copies ordered during any of the three 12-month periods immediately preceding expiration
of the enrollment or agreement.



If you have fewer than three years of EES coverage and want to migrate to perpetual licenses, you can acquire the
licenses you need through the Microsoft Volume Licensing Open for Academic or Select Plus for Academic
programs.

Remove the software.

If you do not submit an extension order (after a one-year term) or anniversary order (during a three-year term), and do not
sign a new EES or OVS-ES, or exercise the Buy-out Option, you are required to remove all products from every device, and
your institution must revert to using the product that you had licenses for prior to the start of your EES coverage.
3.

Choose a combination.

You can choose a combination of the choices listed above.
For example, you want an additional 12 months of EES coverage for Windows Pro Upgrade, perpetual licenses for Visual
Studio, and you no longer want to use any of the other products covered under your current enrollment. To obtain this, you
can submit a new order for Windows upgrade, purchase perpetual licenses for Visual Studio using the Buy-out Option, and
remove the remaining products from all devices.
Online Service Expiration or Termination
Upon expiration or termination of your online service subscription, you may contact Microsoft and tell whether to do one of
the following with your data:
1.

Disable your account and then delete the customer data; or

2.

Retain your customer data stored in the online service in a limited function account for at least 90 days after expiration
or termination of your subscription (the “retention period”) so that you may extract the data.
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If you indicate (1), you will not be able to extract the customer data from your account. If you do not indicate (1) or (2), we
will retain the customer data in accordance with (2).
Following the expiration of the retention period, we will disable your account and then delete your customer data. Cached or
back-up copies will be purged within 30 days of the end of the retention period.
The online service may not support retention or extraction of software provided by you to run in the online service.

Deploying Your EES Licensed Software
Agreement and Order Confirmation
When your enrollment has been processed and activated, you will receive an acceptance letter from Microsoft.
Note: You will be referred to and identified as an “Open Value Subscription” (OVS-ES Option) or “Campus” (CASA+EES Option) customer in
all communications from Microsoft.) The acceptance letter will include the effective start and end dates of your licensed period, confirmation
of your distributor and reseller, and the promotion code for activating your complimentary DreamSpark membership.

With your acceptance letter, you will also receive your Open Value Subscription for Education Solutions Agreement Number
(OVS-ES Option) or your Campus and School Agreement and Enrollment for Education Solutions numbers (CASA+EES
Option). These numbers are very important because they are required to place orders for CDs with your reseller. You must
place all CD orders with the reseller listed on your acceptance letter. If you want to change your reseller, see Changing Your
Reseller in this guide.
Once an order has been processed, you will receive a letter confirming your order with details such as products ordered and
agreement details in a summary table, and Microsoft will publish order confirmation information to the Microsoft Volume
Licensing Service Center (VLSC). The VLSC is the single location for Microsoft Volume Licensing customers to view their
licensing information, download licensed software, find the appropriate product keys, and view a Software Assurance
summary. In the VLSC, customers can also view or manage Microsoft Subscriptions, including MSDN Subscriptions, TechNet
Subscriptions, and Expression Subscriptions from the VLSC.
You will need a Windows Live ID to access the VLSC.
Note: When you access tools such as VLSC, your EES information will be listed under the “Open Value Subscription” program (OVS-ES
Option) or “Campus” program (CASA+EES Option).

When you accept your EES subscription order, the contact you identified will have access to the VLSC. Your order
confirmation will also include any required Volume License Product Keys, part numbers for your licensed products, product
descriptions, and quantities for the products you have ordered.

Receiving Your Software
The default method for receiving your licensed software is by accessing the software digitally through the VLSC. This aligns
to Microsoft's efforts to reduce our carbon footprint by eliminating the need to produce, package, and store discs.
Digital by Choice
Through the Digital by Choice initiative, customers have the option to access your licensed software digitally, instead of
receiving physical media. By choosing this option, you help Microsoft in our efforts to reduce our carbon footprint by
eliminating the need for discs, packaging, and shipping.

Product System Requirements
You can find detailed product information, including system requirements, in the Microsoft Volume Licensing Product List.
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Activating Your Products
Windows product activation is a set of technologies enabling customers to confirm that their copy of Windows is properly
licensed. Volume Activation allows enterprise customers to automate the activation process and make it transparent to users.
Volume Activation applies to computers that are covered under a Volume Licensing program, and for customers using
Volume Licensing media that were first introduced with Windows Vista and have since been enhanced. It is used strictly as a
tool for activation, and it is not tied to license invoicing or billing.

Activation Through Key Management Service and Multiple Activation Key
Key Management Service (KMS) allows organizations to activate computers within customer environment through an
internally hosted service (KMS), and Multiple Activation Key (MAK) activates computers on a one-time basis by using the
hosted activation services provided by Microsoft. Customers can use either or both key types to activate computers in their
environments.
Note: You may not provide unsecured access to your KMS machines over an uncontrolled network such as the Internet. Microsoft may
prevent further activations, deactivate, or otherwise block the key from activation or validation in the case of unauthorized use or disclosure
of MAK or KMS keys. Refer to the “PROPER USE OF KMS” and “UNAUTHORIZED USE OF MAK OR KMS KEYS” sections in the Microsoft
Volume Licensing PUR for specifics.

Activation Through Microsoft Active Directory
During Active Directory-based activation, any computers connected to the domain and running Windows 8 or Windows
Server 2012 (or later versions) will activate automatically during computer setup. These clients stay activated as long as they
remain members of the domain and maintain periodic contact with a domain controller.
Learn more about volume activation at www.technet.com/volumeactivation.

Online Services
The activation process for online services depends on the online service and the program under which those online services
are purchased.
How to activate your Online Services purchased through EES Agreement (CASA+EES Only):
You must first activate a service before you can use it. You can activate the service by using the link provided in your
Activation email. Please make sure to choose the right option:
1.

Sign In: If you have used Microsoft Online Services before and know your Microsoft Online Services ID, choose this
option if you wish to retain your previous settings.

2.

Sign Up: If you haven’t used Microsoft Online Services before, select Sign Up.

How to activate your Online Services purchased through OVS-ES Agreement (OVS-ES Only):
1.

2.

Please obtain your Product Key from VLSC. The Online Service Activation (OSA) Keys can be found at either of the
following locations from the VLSC Home page:


Download & Keys > find the Product/Service name > click Key



Licenses > Relationship Summary > Click the License Number > Product Key

Copy the Keys and activate Office 365 at http://www.office.com/setup/365.

If you are already an Office 365 customer, choose the Sign In option to apply your product key to your existing account. If
you have not used Office 365, get started with Office 365 at http://www.office.com/setup/365.
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Distributing Media to Faculty and Staff
Institutions that purchase subscription licenses using the EES offering can distribute the licensed product to faculty and staff
for installation on covered institution devices using the methods below. You must acquire all installation media from a
Microsoft-approved fulfillment source.
1.

Load the licensed product on a secured site and have eligible faculty and staff download the licensed product to
covered institution devices that they manage.

2.

Have faculty and staff bring the licensed devices that they manage to a central location designated by the university
and download from the campus network or CDs.

3.

Set up a library checkout system for CDs for faculty and staff.

4.

Replicate CDs for faculty and staff. (See Replication Rights below.)

5.

Purchase individual CDs to distribute to your faculty and staff. You can obtain CD pricing information from your
reseller.

For information on distributing media to faculty and staff members for Work at Home use, see the Special Use Rights section
of this guide.

Replication Rights
Your EES subscription allows you to acquire the quantity of media necessary to distribute the licensed product to your users
for installation on covered institution devices. This includes the right to replicate media acquired from a Microsoft-approved
fulfillment source. All such copies must be true and complete copies (including copyright and trademark notices).
You do not have the right to replicate media for the Student Option or WAH use. For information on acquiring and
distributing media to students under the Student Option and teachers and staff under WAH rights, see the Student Option
and Use Rights sections of this guide.
Authorized Replicator
We recommend that you contact a Microsoft Authorized Replicator for assistance. The following Microsoft Authorized
Replicator can assist you with CD replication:
Arvato Services Inc.
29011 Commerce Center Drive
Valencia, CA 91355
Tel: (866) 618-0020
Fax: (661) 702-2944

Administering Software Assurance Benefits
To get the most from Software Assurance, we recommend that you assign responsibility to a Benefits Administrator who will
manage your benefits and track benefits consumption at the VLSC. Information on how to access the VLSC and how to
receive these benefits is sent to all Software Assurance customers. You can designate a specific person as your Software
Assurance benefits administrator on your EES order.


Find additional information about Software Assurance.



If you need help using the VLSC, please contact the Support Center at 1-866-230-0560 or
mvlshelpa@msdirectservices.com (United States and Canada only). Worldwide VLSC Support Center contact
information is available on the VLSC site.
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Education Server Platform Licensing Option
If you are purchasing through the CASA+EES option, you have an additional option that simplifies server licensing. When you
license one or more of the CAL Products listed in the table below organization-wide for all your faculty, staff, and students,
and you license the corresponding Server Platform Product(s), you may run unlimited instances of the corresponding Server
Products. This option requires licensing a minimum of 1,000 FTE employees and 1,000 FTE students.
Server Platform Products licensed under this licensing option may only be used by your licensed faculty, staff and students
and by licensed external users using the Server Platform Products for the benefit of your institution.

CAL PRODUCT

CORRESPONDING SERVER
PLATFORM PRODUCT

CORRESPONDING SERVER PRODUCTS (FOR
UNLIMITED DEPLOYMENT)

SQL Server CAL

SQL Server Platform Academic

SQL Server Enterprise
SQL Server Standard
SQL Server Business Intelligence
Microsoft BizTalk Server (all editions)

Core CAL Suite

Core Server Platform
Academic

Windows Server (all editions)
Microsoft SharePoint Server (all editions)
Microsoft Exchange Server (all editions)
Microsoft Lync Server (all editions)
Windows Sever External Connector

Enterprise CAL Suite

Enterprise Server Platform
Academic

Microsoft System Center Datacenter
Windows RMS External Connector

Note: The products listed may be replaced from time to time by successor products.

The Student Option
The EES Student Option provides a convenient and cost-effective way for you to license selected software and services for
use by your students on a personally owned device or an institution-owned device assigned to the student’s exclusive use
(for example, a device checked out to a student for the school year). If you choose the three-year subscription, each
anniversary order must include at least the same number of student users as in the year 1 order.

Getting Started with the Student Option
To get started with EES Student Option, you license at least one desktop platform product or Platform Online Service for an
organization-wide FTE student count of five (5) or more.
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Qualifying for EES through software for students

Calculating FTE Students
Use the following formula to calculate the number of FTE students in the participating organization:

Notes:


If you are outside the United States, the method for counting FTE students may differ. Contact your local reseller for details.



The Student FTE calculation is used for licensing desktop software products and CALs organization-wide for use of the licensed
products on a personally owned device or an institution-owned device assigned to a student’s exclusive use. It is not used for
licensing Online Services. Online Services are licensed per user on a 1:1 basis.

Like with the faculty/staff subscription, you can define your “organization” for purposes of the Student Option as students
within:


Your entire institution, including all of its affiliates, departments, and school locations



Your institution only, including all of its departments and school locations, but not including any affiliates



Your institution plus named affiliates, departments, school locations, and/or clearly defined user groups



A selected list of departments, school locations, and/or clearly defined user groups if your institution is a school
without departments or school locations

Desktop and CAL Products for Students
Desktop Platform Products
As with your faculty and staff FTE employees, EES offers the convenience of licensing Student Option products based on the
number of FTE students in the organization. All Desktop Platform Products licensed through Student Option require
organization-wide coverage. EES offers you access to the most recent releases of the EES desktop platform products 4 for
students. The EES desktop platform products are as follows:
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4



Windows Enterprise Upgrade5



Microsoft Office Professional Plus and Office for Mac



Office 365 ProPlus Subscription



Microsoft Core CAL Suite6 (Includes Windows Server CAL, SharePoint Server Standard CAL, Exchange Server
Standard CAL, System Center Configuration Manager Client Management License, System Center Endpoint
Protection, and Lync Server Standard CAL.)



Microsoft Enterprise CAL Suite7 (Includes all Core CAL Suite components plus Exchange Server Enterprise CAL with
Services (includes Data Loss Prevention and Exchange Online Protection),, SharePoint Server Enterprise CAL, Lync
Server Enterprise CAL, Windows Server Active Directory Rights Management Services CAL, and System Center Client
Management Suite)



Education Desktop with Core CAL Suite



Education Desktop with Enterprise CAL Suite

The products listed can be replaced by successor products, which in turn will also be considered desktop platform products.

5

Windows Pro Upgrade and Education Desktop products purchased through Student Option exclude the right to install Volume Licensing media
and Windows Enterprise on students’ personally owned devices. See Obtaining and Distributing Student Media.

6

You must order User Subscription Licenses (USLs) for each employee in the organization on a 1:1 basis.

7

Individual CAL Suite components must be ordered organization-wide but are not desktop platform products.

You can select individual EES desktop platform products to license organization-wide for students, or you can license an EES
Education Desktop platform suite, which combines your Windows Upgrade, Microsoft Office, and CAL Suite licenses into one
convenient SKU at a price that offers savings when compared to the cost of licensing those products individually.
The EES Education Desktop platform suites include:
EDUCATION DESKTOP WITH CORE CAL SUITE

EDUCATION DESKTOP WITH ENTERPRISE CAL SUITE

Windows Enterprise Upgrade

Windows Enterprise Upgrade

Microsoft Office Professional Plus and Office for Mac

Microsoft Office Professional Plus and Office for Mac

Microsoft Core CAL Suite

Microsoft Enterprise CAL Suite

Note: You cannot substitute Office 365 ProPlus Subscription for Microsoft Office Professional Plus and Office for Mac in the desktop suites.

Price Levels
Tiered pricing is available for desktop platform products ordered under the CASA+EES contract option. These levels are as
follows:
STUDENT FTE COUNT

PRICE LEVEL

1,000

A

3,000

B

10,000

C

25,000

D

Notes:


There is a single price level under CASA+EES for Online Services



There is a single price level under the OVS-ES contract option, which is equivalent to CASA+EES Level A.
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Additional Desktop and CAL Products for Students
Several Additional Products are available under the Student Option. They provide the same License & Software Assurance
coverage as desktop platform products. All Additional Products licensed through Student Option (at student pricing) must be
licensed for the organization-wide Student FTE count. Please see the Product List for a list of products available through the
Student Option (denoted by an “ST” in the product table).
Note: Additional Products available at faculty/staff pricing (for example, those products that are not available at student pricing) can also be
licensed for students in any quantity and at the published price. Please refer to the Product List for a list of Additional Products.

Online Services for Students
You have following two options for Licensing Online services for students:
1.

Student Advantage Benefit
When you license Office 365 ProPlus or Office Professional Plus for all of your faculty/staff FTE employees
organization-wide, you are eligible to license Office 365 ProPlus for students within the same defined organization
at no additional charge. Order the no-cost Office 365 ProPlus A for Students under the Student Option to receive
this benefit.

2.

Paid Online Services
If you do not license Office 365 ProPlus or Office Professional Plus for all of your faculty/staff FTE employees
organization-wide, or you want to license students for Online Services other than Office 365 ProPlus, you have the
options detailed below.

Ordering Platform Online Services for Students (CASA+EES Only)
When you purchase through an LSP (CASA+EES contract option), you can order one or more of the following Platform Online
Services for a minimum of 1,000 students:


Office 365 Education A3 (includes Exchange Online Plan 2, SharePoint Online Plan 2, Lync Online Plan 2, Office
Professional Plus, and Office Web Apps)



Office 365 Education A4 (includes everything in Plan 3 and Lync Online Plus voice)

Note: An order of one or more Platform Online Services for students can be used to fulfill the minimum requirement for participating in EES.

Qualifying for EES through online services for students
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Ordering Office 365 Add-Ons
If you have licensed Office Professional Plus and/or the Core CAL Suite or Enterprise CAL Suite for students and you want to
take advantage of the additional functionality provided by Office 365, may do so by adding an Office 365 Add-on. In essence,
these Add-ons give you credit for your existing Office Professional Plus and/or CAL Suite investments by allowing you to
subscribe to Plan A3 or Plan A4 (through LSP only) at a discounted price. You may order Office 365 Add-ons in any quantity.
The available Add-ons are as follows:


A3 Add-on from Core CAL/Enterprise CAL + Office
Professional Plus



A4 Add-on from Core CAL/Enterprise CAL + Office
Professional Plus*



A3 Add-on from Core CAL/Enterprise CAL



A4 Add-on from Core CAL/Enterprise CAL*



A3 Add-on from Office Professional Plus



A4 Add-on from Office Professional Plus*

*Available only when purchasing through an LSP (CASA+EES contract option).

Ordering Office 365 for Students through OVS-ES
Under the OVS-ES contract option, you can order the following for students on a per-user basis:


Office 365 Education A3



Project Pro for Office 365



Office 365 ProPlus



Project Online



A3 Add-on from Office Professional Plus



Project Online with Project Pro for Office 365



Exchange Online Plan 2



Visio Pro for Office 365

Ordering Additional Online Services through CASA+EES
Beyond Office 365 Education Plans, you may also order additional Microsoft Online Services for students (such as Microsoft
Dynamics CRM Online and Windows Intune) through the CASA+EES contract option. All Microsoft Online Services licensed
through the CASA+EES have the same expiration date as the EES. When adding Online Services midterm, the User
Subscription License (USL) is prorated to the month. The minimum term length for the services is one month. You may order
these additional Online Services in any quantity.
Note: If you are purchasing through and AER (OVS-ES contract option), you can order additional Online Services for students separately
through the Microsoft Online Subscription Program.

How to Enroll in the Student Option
How you enroll in the Student Options depends upon which EES contract option you use:


OVS-ES Contract Option: Complete an OVS-ES e-agreement specifically for students. This is separate from your
OVS-ES e-agreement for faculty and staff.
Note: You may include your student and faculty/staff on a single OVS-ES agreement if you order the same desktop platform
products for students and faculty/staff.



CASA+EES Contract Option: Include Student Option on the same enrollment as your faculty and staff.

Note: You may qualify for the CASA+EES contract option with either a faculty/staff FTE employee count of 1,000 or more, a FTE student
count of 1,000 or more, or by subscribing to one or more Platform Online Services for at least 1,000 users. You may not combine your
faculty/staff and student counts to meet this minimum requirement.

Obtaining and Distributing Student Media
To help make it simple and cost effective to provide software for your students, Microsoft provides free electronic software
distribution services through an authorized Digital Distribution Service Provider (DDSP). The DDSP sets up a web store for
you or your reseller to facilitate delivering software and any keys necessary for activating individual products to your licensed
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students. Free phone- and email-based activation support is also provided to students by the DDSP. For more information,
contact your reseller.
If you choose to not take advantage of the free electronic software distribution service, you may distribute software to
licensed users in the following ways:
For All Products (Including Those That Require Activation):
Purchase and distribute one copy of each applicable CD-ROM or disk set to each authorized user. You must purchase these
CDs or disk sets (known as “student media”) from your reseller in minimum quantities of five (5) per title up to the number of
licensed users. You cannot replicate media for Work at Home use. For a list of products for which CDs or disk sets are
currently available, please contact your reseller.
Note: Most products, including Windows desktop operating system and Microsoft Office, require activation. For those products, you can use
the option above, which use non-Volume Licensing media and activation keys. You may not distribute Volume Licensing media and Volume
License Keys (VLKs) for products that require activation to Student users or for WAH use. Click here for a complete list of products that
require activation.

For Products That Do Not Require Activation:
1.

Have users bring in their devices for manual installation by you at a central location that you control using
Volume Licensing media acquired from a Microsoft-approved fulfillment source.

2.

Use a system of controlled short-term checkout of applicable Volume Licensing media (acquired from a
Microsoft-approved fulfillment source) solely for the purposes of individual user installation.

Student Use Rights
The terms of your license agreement governs your student licensed product use. The Microsoft Volume Licensing Product
Use Rights, which are published quarterly, provide additional details regarding current use rights for specific Microsoft
products acquired through Volume Licensing programs. For a copy of the current PUR, please go to
www.microsoft.com/licensing/about-licensing/product-licensing.aspx.
Students are only licensed to use the product during the subscription term. These licenses are non-perpetual (meaning the
student does not own the license). On leaving the school or expiration of the EES, students are required to remove the
licensed product (unless the student has graduated). Your institution is responsible for communicating the appropriate use
rights to students when distributing the licensed product.
Guidelines for facilitating compliance are outlined in the EES contracts’ subscription terms and conditions. Provided that your
institution follows these guidelines, you will not be held responsible for students’ failure to remove the licensed product.
Perpetual Use Rights for Graduating Students
On graduation, graduate students licensed under the Student Option can be granted perpetual use rights for the current
version of the licensed products as of graduation. “Graduate” means a student has completed (i) a grade or a level in a
school or an educational institution that qualifies the student for enrollment into college or university, or (ii) a diploma or
degree from college or university. To transfer perpetual use rights, you must provide each graduate with a license agreement
and must secure from the graduate his or her acceptance of the terms of the license agreement. On accepting the license
agreement, the graduate’s right to run the products identified in the license confirmation becomes perpetual. These rights do
not apply to access licenses, including CALs, or to Online Services.

Changing Your Reseller
If for some reason you want to change your reseller, you can select a new one. You are responsible as the customer to drive
the change of reseller process from start to finish. To do so, complete, sign, and submit a Change of Channel Partner form to
Microsoft. Detailed instructions are included on the form. You can download the form for your region and language.
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Redistribution of Software Updates to Students
From time to time, we can make available to the general public additional or replacement code of any portion of our licensed
products without a fee, which we refer to as “Software Updates.” To help academic Volume Licensing customers provide a
more secure technology environment, you are allowed to redistribute these Software Updates to your students even if you
have not included the Student Option. With these rights, you can better manage the electronic distribution of Software
Updates within your networks.
You can redistribute Software Updates to your students in the following ways:
1.

By electronic means provided that your method is adequately licensed and incorporates access control and
security measures designed to prevent modification of the Software Updates and prevent access by the general
public.

2.

By physical means provided that you acquire authorized copies on fixed media from a Microsoft-approved
fulfillment source.

Note: You cannot replicate the Software Updates onto CDs or other media for distribution to students.

Additional terms and limitations apply to the redistribution of Software Updates. For complete details, refer to your Campus
and School Agreement or OVS-ES Agreement.

Additional Resources
Locating an Authorized Education Reseller (AER)
To find an AER in the United States or Canada, use our search tool at www.microsoft.com/education/enus/buy/licensing/Pages/resellers.aspx.
Software Assurance
Learn more about the Software Assurance benefits you receive as an EES customer at
http://download.microsoft.com/download/0/0/3/0039F316-45CF-4083-AA6EC35DA9D25C1B/SA_Customer_Academic_Benefits_Chart.pdf.
Microsoft Volume Licensing Service Center (VLSC)
Track licenses, access Volume License Keys, download software, and administer Software Assurance benefits at
https://www.microsoft.com/licensing/servicecenter/.
Microsoft DreamSpark
Find information about the DreamSpark program at http://dreamspark.com.
TechNet
You can find a wealth of how-to details on evaluating, deploying, maintaining, and supporting Microsoft technology at
technet.microsoft.com.
Volume Licensing for Education Customers
For a complete list of licensing options for education customers, please visit our website at
http://www.microsoft.com/licensing/licensing-options/for-industries.aspx#tab=2 or contact a reseller.
Microsoft Online Subscription Program
Learn about Online Services, including Office 365, and start a trial subscription at www.microsoft.com/online.
Microsoft IT Academy
Find out more about the opportunities for students, faculty, and staff through Microsoft IT Academy at
www.microsoft.com/education/MSITAcademy/default.mspx.
Electronic Software Distribution
To sign up for ESD, contact your Channel Partner who can manage this on your behalf.
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Glossary
Academic Edition (AE)
Microsoft products available for purchase by Qualified Education Users.
Authorized Education Reseller (AER)
Reseller that is authorized to sell licenses for Microsoft Academic Edition products and Volume Licensing programs.
Buy-out Option
Option in EES by which customers can stop running products on a subscription basis on expiration of the enrollment and
purchase perpetual licenses for products they want to continue using.
CAL (Client Access License)
License permitting the user to access a Microsoft server.
Deploy
Install and use the licensed products as permitted in a license agreement.
Downgrade
Any version of a licensed product that was released prior to the most recent version (for example, Word 2007 is a downgrade
of Word 2010).
DreamSpark
Online subscription providing labs with the latest Microsoft developer, design, and server tools to support personal or inclass learning for your students and educators.
Fulfillment
Process by which media is obtained.
EES
The new subscription licensing offering from Microsoft available to qualified education customers with as few as five FTE.
Customers with five or more FTE can acquire the EES subscription through an AER by signing the OVS-ES agreement.
Customers with 1,000 or more FTE can acquire the EES subscription through an LSP by signing the CASA+EES contracts.
Full-time Equivalent (FTE)
Calculation of the population size that equates a combination of full- and part-time faculty/staff or students to the equivalent
number of full-time employees or students.
Licensing Solution Provider (LSP)
Reseller who is qualified to sell licenses through Microsoft Select Plus, Enterprise Agreement, and CASA+EES.
Media
Storage device (typically CD-ROM) that contains the files needed to install a software program.
Non-perpetual License
License granting the rights to run a software program for a limited period of time.
Open License for Academic
Specialized version of the Microsoft Open License program through which perpetual licenses can be purchased by academic
institutions of any size through a reseller.
Perpetual License
License granting the rights to run a specific version of a program for an unlimited period of time.
Product List
Document published monthly that provides information about Microsoft software and Online Services licensed through
Microsoft Volume Licensing programs, including product availability, point or unit values, migration paths, and Software
Assurance benefits.
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Product Use Rights (PUR)
Part of the Microsoft license agreements that outlines the rights the customer and its users have to deploy, use, and copy
specific Microsoft licensed products.
Qualified Education Users
Customers who are permitted to purchase academic Volume Licensing agreements or Academic Edition products by meeting
a set of criteria (see www.microsoft.com/education/en-us/buy/Pages/eligible.aspx for criteria in the United States).
Replication
Making a copy or copies of software media (for example, burning a CD).
Reseller
Third-party vendor that sells Microsoft licenses for Microsoft products, including licenses sold through Microsoft Volume
Licensing agreements.
Select Plus for Academic
Specialized version of Microsoft Select Plus through which perpetual licenses can be purchased by qualifying institutions
through a Licensing Solution Provider (LSP).
Software Assurance
Software Assurance is an offering for Microsoft Volume Licensing customers. It provides you with the ability to spread out
payments annually and gives you licensed product upgrades, support and tools, and training.
User Subscription License (USL)
Licenses a user to access Microsoft Online Service.
Student Employee
Student of an institution who is employed by the institution in a full- or part-time position.
Student Option
Option in EES by which an institution can license its students for use of a selection of licensed products on a personally
owned or leased device or an institution-owned or leased device designated for a student’s exclusive use.
Subscription Licensing
Licensing programs that grant the rights to use licensed products for a specified period of time (temporary licenses).
Temporary License
License granting the rights to run a software program for a limited period of time.
Update Subscription
Subscription service through which EES customers automatically receive CDs for new versions of the products included in the
Welcome CD Kit and new products.
Upgrade
A more recent version of a product (for example, Windows 8 is an upgrade of Windows 7).
User
The institution and the faculty, staff, and students of the institution or institutions that are designated on the OVS-ES
Agreement or EES enrollment form under the CASA agreement to run the licensed product. Users must also be Qualified
Education Users (see www.microsoft.com/education/en-us/buy/Pages/eligible.aspx for criteria in the United States).
Volume Licensing Service Center (VLSC)
Self-service tool where customers can access and manage their Microsoft software and services licenses, Software Assurance
benefits, subscriptions, and product downloads.
Work at Home Rights
Set of limited rights that academic institutions can offer to their faculty/staff granting permission to use certain Microsoft
products on a personally owned or leased device for work-related purposes only.
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© 2014 Microsoft Corporation. All rights reserved.
This document is for informational purposes only. MICROSOFT MAKES NO WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, IN THIS DOCUMENT. This information is
provided to help guide your authorized use of products you license; it is not your agreement. Your use of products licensed under your volume license
agreement is governed by the terms and conditions of that agreement. In the case of any conflict between this information and your agreement, the terms and
conditions of your agreement control. Prices for licenses acquired through Microsoft resellers are determined by the reseller.
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School Board Briefing/Proposed Action Report
Informational (no action required by Board)
DATE:
FROM:
LEAD STAFF:

I.

Action Report (Board will be required to take action)

March 29, 2016
Larry Nyland, Superintendent
James Young, IT Manager, jyoung@seattleschools.org
David Oestreicher,
Director of Technology Infrastructure, dsoestreiche@seattleschools.org
Carmen Rahm, Chief Information Officer, carahm@seattleschools.org

TITLE

1-year agreement extension with PCMG for Microsoft
Enrollment for Education Solutions.
II.

For Introduction:
For Action:

May 4, 2016
May 18, 2016

WHY BOARD ACTION IS NECESSARY

Per School Board Policy No. 6220, Procurement, Board action is required for the review and
approval of contracts where the total amount exceeds $250,000. This is a 1-year renewal of an
existing 3-year Microsoft software license agreement with software reseller PCMG in the amount
of $346.098.52. School Board approval is necessary due to the total cost of the licensing
agreement, which exceeds $250,000.
III. FISCAL IMPACT/REVENUE SOURCE
Total fiscal impact of this action will be $346.098.52 before taxes for the one-year agreement
extension. This will be payable in annual installments with a “Subject to Availability of Funds”
clause. The three-year total for this agreement was $1,091,722.31 of which $664,451.04 has been
paid. This year it is a $13,762.96 increase because of product licensing changes that needed to be
adjusted.
The revenue source for this motion has general funds designated for software renewal and
maintenance in the current Department of Technology Services budget.
Expenditure:

One-time

Annual

Other Source

IV. POLICY IMPLICATION
Per Policy No. 6220, Procurement, any contract over $250,000 must be brought before the Board
for approval.
V.

RECOMMENDED MOTION

I move the Board of Directors to authorize the Superintendent to execute a 1-year contract
agreement extension with PCMG, to provide Microsoft Enrollment for Education Solutions from
June 1st 2016 to May 31st 2017, in the amount of $346.098.52, plus Washington State Sales Tax,
in the form of the Purchase Order dated June 25, 2014, and presented to the School Board, with

any minor additions, deletions, and modifications deemed necessary by the Superintendent, and
to take any necessary actions to implement the contract.
VI. BOARD COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATION
The Operations committee met on April 21, 2016. At that meeting, the committee recommended
_________________________________.
VII. BACKGROUND INFORMATION
Subsequent to a Request for Quote, on June 25, 2014, the District entered into an agreement with
PCMG for the renewal of the Microsoft Enrollment for Education Solutions. SPS has been
renewing the Microsoft Agreement each year with Board approval for over 10 years. The
agreement with PCMG is for a 1-year term with two possible 1-year extensions subject to annual
budget availability. The first term of the agreement with PCMG was approved by the Board on
June 18, 2014.
This renewal will:








Ensure that all SPS District staff and students have access to the most current software
applications and operating system from Microsoft and have maintenance support for the
products. This agreement covers approximately 8,000 staff/instructors and 52,000
students.
Provide Systems Operations with enterprise software for managing Data Center servers
and enterprise software such as Exchange (Microsoft Outlook).
Enable testing and development of new tools for productivity and instructional needs.
Enable the SPS District to take advantage of Microsoft educational initiatives such as
DreamSpark, Live EDU, Kinect for Education, Unified Communications, etc.
Offer District Staff the opportunity to purchase the most current version of Microsoft
Office at greatly reduced pricing and take advantage of Microsoft’s on-line training
resources.
Enable Students to install Microsoft Office on up to 15 devices via Office 365.

VIII. STATEMENT OF ISSUE
Renewal ensures a uniform Microsoft acquisition program for the District which provides for
continual upgrades to the most current versions of software for schools, administrative offices
and home use.
IX. ALTERNATIVES
There are no credible alternatives to the renewal of this software license. If we do not renew this
licensing agreement the following would happen:


No longer provide upgrades of Microsoft applications and operating systems for students
and staff. This is not recommended because the SPS District will have an unsupported
operating system, Windows XP.



X.

No further development for new technical initiatives such as communication tools, instant
messenger for collaboration or new processes for imaging computers.
No new application development using the Microsoft stack of technical tools, so no
enhancements to existing software.
RESEARCH AND DATA SOURCES / BENCHMARKS

Not Applicable.
XI. TIMELINE FOR IMPLEMENTATION / NEXT STEPS
Upon approval of this motion, the 1-year extension will be executed with PCMG.
XII. ATTACHMENTS





List of software to be purchased
Purchase Order No. 7100012429
Campus and School Agreement
Enrollment for Education Solutions (EES)

QUOTE TABULATION
QUOTE NUMBER
RFQ02443 TABULATION
QUOTE DESCRIPTION
MICROSOFT EES 2014-2017
QUOTE DEADLINE
28 MARCH 2014 10:00 AM PDT
PURCHASING CONTACT PERSON

Bidder #1

Craig Murphy/Purchasing Services

Bidder #2
PCMG

Bidder #3
SHI

Bidder #4

ZONES

DELL

Base Quote year 1 (pre-tax)

$

332,335.56

$

351,259.56

$

351,321.60

$

362,115.92

Base Quote year 2 (pre-tax)

$

332,335.56

$

351,259.56

$

351,321.60

$

362,115.92

Base Quote year 3 (pre-tax)

$

332,335.56

$

351,259.56

$

351,321.60

$

362,115.92

Total years 1,2 and 3 (pre-tax)
Freight, shipping, handling,
processing etc.

$

997,006.68

$

1,053,778.68

$

1,053,964.80

$

1,086,347.76

Tax at 9.5%

$

Taxed total FOB SSD#1

$

$

SSD TERMS/COND ACCEPTED

94,715.63

$

1,091,722.31

$

YES

-

$
$

4,589,252.22
1,147,313.06

Average quote - low quote
Percentage of savings

$

55,590.74

$

-

$

-

100,108.97

$

100,126.66

$

103,203.04

1,153,887.65

$

1,154,091.46

$

1,189,550.80

YES

Total of all quotes
Average of all quotes

5%

$

Savings
Savings

YES

NO

ATTACHMENT 3

INFORMAL REQUEST FOR QUOTE FORM
FILE NAME: RFQ02443 REQUEST FOR QUOTE FORM MICROSOFT EES 2014 THRU 2017
SCHOOL/DEPT REQUESTING QUOTE: PURCHASING
CONTACT PERSON : CRAIG MURPHY
BRAND NAME/MAKER/SELLER OF ITEMS REQUESTED: MICROSOFT
VENDOR, PLEASE INDICATE COMPANY NAME AND CONTACT INFORMATION IN YELLOW FIELD BELOW:
PCMG SANDEEP KAPOOR SANDEEP.KAPOOR@PCMG.COM
VENDOR PLEASE INDICATE HERE, YOUR FIRM'S ACCEPTANCE OF SSD#1 STANDARD TERMS & CONDITIONS

MARK WITH EITHER "YES" YOU AGREE OR "NO" YOU DO NOT AGREE HERE:
AUTHORIZED VENDOR SIGNATURE HERE:
QUANTITY

PART#

5,700 2UJ‐00003
6 395‐02412
6 312‐02177
3 6PH‐00298
5 H04‐00232
27 T6L‐00237
200 T9L‐00222
17 77D‐00110
27 P71‐07280
200 P73‐05897
1 R39‐00374

YES

DESCRIPTION

NET UNIT PRICE EXTENDED PRICE

Microsoft® Desktop Education All Lng License/Software Assurance Pack
Microsoft Volume License 1 License ECAL
Microsoft® Exchange Server Enterprise All Languages License/Software
Assurance Pack Microsoft Volume License
Microsoft® Exchange Server Standard All Languages License/Software
Assurance Pack Microsoft Volume License
Microsoft® Lync
y Server Ent All Lngg License/Software
/
Assurance Pack Microsoft
Volume License 1 License
Microsoft® SharePoint Server All Lng License/Software Assurance Pack
Microsoft Volume License 1 License
SysCtrDatactr ALNG LicSAPk MVL 2Proc
SysCtrStd ALNG LicSAPk MVL 2Proc
Microsoft® Visual Studio Pro w/MSDN All Lng License/Software Assurance Pack
Microsoft Volume License 1 License
WinSvrDataCtr ALNG LicSAPk MVL 2Proc
WinSvrStd ALNG LicSAPk MVL 2Proc
Microsoft® Windows® Server External Connector All Languages
License/Software Assurance Pack Microsoft Volume License

1 of 2

$

50.79

$

289,503.00

$

327.60

$

1,965.60

$

57.24

$

343.44

$

294.84

$

884.52

$

438.12

$

2,190.60

$

194.52

$

5,252.04

$

71.40

$

14,280.00

$

53.04

$

901.68

$

256.68

$

6,930.36

$

42.48

$

8,496.00

$

163.32

$

163.32

5,700 WSB‐00068 Microsoft® Desktop Optimization Pack for SA All Lng Monthly Subscriptions‐
VolumeLicense Microsoft Volume License Per Device for Windows SA
$

60,000 M6K‐00001‐
student
10,000 M6K‐00001‐
faculty
60,000 5XS‐00002

Microsoft® Office 365 Plan A2 Shared All Lng Monthly Subscriptions‐
VolumeLicense Microsoft Volume License 1 License Per User
Microsoft® Office 365 Plan A2 Shared All Lng Monthly Subscriptions‐
VolumeLicense Microsoft Volume License 1 License Per User
Microsoft Office 365 Student Advantage License 1 License Per User

0.25

$

1,425.00

$

-

$

-

$

-

$

-

$

-

$

-

IF PRODUCTS/PRICES YOU ARE OFFERING ARE BASED ON ANY
EXISTING, LOCAL, CITY, COUNTY, STATE, REGIONAL OR NATIONAL
GOVERNMENT CONTRACT THAT IS AVAILABLE TO OTHER COOPERATING GOVERNMENT AGENCIES, PLEASE IDENTIFY THAT
CONTRACT'S LEAD AGENCY, CONTRACT NAME, CONTRACT NUMBER
AND DATE RANGE THAT THE CONTRACT IS AVAILABLE TO BE USED
BY OTHER COOPERATING GOVERNMENT AGENCIES LIKE SEATTLE
SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. 1
INDICATE COOPERATING CONTRACT DETAILS HERE
No contract available. Open market bid
Lync Server part number change to 5HU-00215

PLEASE ADVISE WORST CASE NUMBER OF
BUSINESS DAYS DELIVERY TIME FOR THE ABOVE
INDICATE NUMBER OF DELIVERY DAYS HERE:
3-7 days
TOTAL PRE-TAX DELIVERED VALUE FOR GOODS AND SERVICES FOR YEAR 1 $

332,335.56

ESTIMATED FRT CHARGES IF ANY (TO BE INCLUDED WITHIN ABOVE UNIT/EXTENDED PRICES)
ESTIMATED PROCESSING/HANDLING CHARGES IF ANY (TO BE INCLUDED WITHIN ABOVE UNIT/EXTENDED PRICES)
TOTAL PRE-TAX DELIVERED VALUE FOR GOODS AND SERVICES FOR YEAR 2 (JUNE 2015-MAY 2016)
TOTAL PRE-TAX DELIVERED VALUE FOR GOODS AND SERVICES FOR YEAR 3 (JUNE 2016-MAY 2017)

SALES TAX 9.5% NOMINAL FOR YEARS 1, 2 AND 3
TOTAL TAXED DELIVERED VALUE OF GOODS AND SERVICES FOB SSD#1 SEATTLE FOR YEARS 1, 2 AND 3
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$
$
$
$

332,335.56
332,335.56
997,006.68

Seattle School District No. 1 ‐ EES Pricing
Part #
6QK‐00001
54R‐00098
2UJ‐00003
MX3‐00115
312‐02177
M6K‐00001
M6K‐00001
5XS‐00002
H04‐00232
T6L‐00237
T9L‐00222
77D‐00110
P71‐07280
R39‐00374
P73‐05897
7NQ‐00302
5XS‐00002
6MV‐00003
965‐00002
965‐00002

Item Name
AzureMonetaryCommit ShrdSvr ALNG SubsVL MVL Commit
MSImgnAcdmy ALNG SubsVL MVL Srvcs
DsktpEdu ALNG LicSAPk MVL ECAL
VSEntwMSDN ALNG LicSAPk MVL
ExchgSvrStd ALNG LicSAPk MVL
O365Edu ShrdSvr ALNG SubsVL MVL PerUsr
O365Edu ShrdSvr ALNG SubsVL MVL PerUsr
O365ProPlusEdu ShrdSvr ALNG SubsVL MVL PerUsr w/Faculty
SharePointSvr ALNG LicSAPk MVL
SysCtrDatactr ALNG LicSAPk MVL 2Proc
SysCtrStd ALNG LicSAPk MVL 2Proc
VSProwMSDN ALNG LicSAPk MVL
WinSvrDataCtr ALNG LicSAPk MVL 2Proc
WinSvrExtConn ALNG LicSAPk MVL
WinSvrStd ALNG LicSAPk MVL 2Proc
SQLSvrStdCore ALNG LicSAPk MVL 2Lic CoreLic
O365ProPlusEdu ShrdSvr ALNG SubsVL MVL PerUsr w/Faculty
ExchgEntCALSrvcsforEdu ALNG SubsVL MVL PerUsr
AzureActiveDrctryBsc ShrdSvr ALNG SubsVL MVL PerUsr
AzureActiveDrctryBsc ShrdSvr ALNG SubsVL MVL PerUsr

Level

Product Type

Non‐Specific

Monthly Subscriptions‐VolumeLicense

Non‐Specific

Monthly Subscriptions‐VolumeLicense

B

License/Software Assurance Pack

Non‐Specific

License/Software Assurance Pack

Non‐Specific

License/Software Assurance Pack

Non‐Specific

Monthly Subscriptions‐VolumeLicense

Non‐Specific

Monthly Subscriptions‐VolumeLicense

Non‐Specific

Monthly Subscriptions‐VolumeLicense

Non‐Specific

License/Software Assurance Pack

Non‐Specific

License/Software Assurance Pack

Non‐Specific

License/Software Assurance Pack

Non‐Specific

License/Software Assurance Pack

Non‐Specific

License/Software Assurance Pack

Non‐Specific

License/Software Assurance Pack

Non‐Specific

License/Software Assurance Pack

Non‐Specific

License/Software Assurance Pack

Stuent

Monthly Subscriptions‐VolumeLicense

Add pRod

Monthly Subscriptions‐VolumeLicense

Student

Monthly Subscriptions‐VolumeLicense

add Product

Monthly Subscriptions‐VolumeLicense

Qty
12
1
5,706
1
1
10,000
60,000
60,000
1
28
90
17
28
1
90
100
60,000
5,706
60,000
10,000

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

Price
103.00
1,299.96
50.79
312.36
57.24
‐
‐
‐
438.12
194.52
71.40
53.04
256.68
163.62
42.48
289.92
‐
‐
‐
‐

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

Extended
1,236.00
1,299.96
289,807.74
312.36
57.24
1.00
1.00
1.00
438.12
5,446.56
6,426.00
901.68
7,187.04
163.62
3,823.20
28,992.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

$ 346,098.52
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Seattle School District No. 1
Purchasing Services
Mail Stop 23-376
PO Box 34165
Seattle, WA 98124-1165
Vendor

PCMG
1940 E MARIPOSA AVE
EL SEGUNDO, CA 90245
Fax: 310 630 5090
Tel: 800 625 5468

2

Purchase Order
P.O. Number

7100012429

P.O. Date

09/10/2015

Ship Via

Surface, Prepay & Add

Deliver By

08/31/2016

Contact

Craig Murphy

Ph: 206 252-0570

Fax: 206-252-0505

Email: cemurphy@seattleschools.org
Deliver Items To:

Stanford Center
Department:DOTS/JAMES YOUNG
Mail Stop:
Cubicle/Room No:
2445 3rd Ave S.
Seattle WA 98124-1165
P.O. Number: 7100012429
Item Material/Description

Send Invoice To:

Seattle School District No 1.
Accounts Payable
Mail Stop 33-343
PO Box 34165
Seattle, WA 98124-1165
Email:accountspayable@seattleschools.org
Quantity UM

Unit Price

Total

Terms: Net 30 days, Currency USD
PLEASE PROCESS THIS ORDER ASAP, ADVISING
US IF INDICATED PRICING, DELIVERY, TERMS
CANNOT BE MET.

CONSISTING OF THE FOLLOWING "YEAR ONE"
PRODUCTS/SERVICES
.
YEAR TWO TERM COVERS FROM JUNE 2015 THRU
MAY 2016 WITH NO PENALTY/GAP IN COVERAGE
DURING RENEWAL PROCESS
.
SEE ATTACHED "PCMG" RFQ QUOTE FORM FOR
ADDITIONAL DETAILS, TERMS AND CONDITIONS
AGREEMENT, DELIVERY DAYS TO IMPLEMENT,
ETC.
.
Customer Name: Seattle School District
No. 1
Agreement Number: 7730345
Master Agreement Number: 01C35655
Document type: EES
Effective Date of Previous Agreement:
June 2013 thru May 2014
Previous vendor was DELL COMPUTER
Previous PO# was 720034158

Purchase order number must appear on all invoices, shipping labels, packing lists and correspondence.
This purchase order is subject to Seattle School District No. 1 standard terms and conditions.
These can be referenced by clicking on the "Terms and Conditions" link at www.seattleschools.org/procurement
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Seattle School District No. 1
Purchasing Services
Mail Stop 23-376
PO Box 34165
Seattle, WA 98124-1165
Vendor

PCMG
1940 E MARIPOSA AVE
EL SEGUNDO, CA 90245
Fax: 310 630 5090
Tel: 800 625 5468

2

Purchase Order
P.O. Number

7100012429

P.O. Date

09/10/2015

Ship Via

Surface, Prepay & Add

Deliver By

08/31/2016

Contact

Craig Murphy

Ph: 206 252-0570

Fax: 206-252-0505

Email: cemurphy@seattleschools.org
Deliver Items To:

Send Invoice To:

Stanford Center

Seattle School District No 1.

Department:DOTS/JAMES YOUNG
Mail Stop:
Cubicle/Room No:
2445 3rd Ave S.
Seattle WA 98124-1165
P.O. Number: 7100012429

Accounts Payable
Mail Stop 33-343
PO Box 34165
Seattle, WA 98124-1165
Email:accountspayable@seattleschools.org

Number 01C35655 Anniversary date
2014-05-31
Effective Date(s) for first and possible
future Agreement(s): June 2014 thru May
2017*
*Year 1/initial term is June 2014 thru
May 2015.
*Two possible 1 year extensions (subject
to annual budget availability)
*Year 3 (if funded) term is June 2016
thru May 2017

Item

Material/Description

Quantity UM

Unit Price

Total

00010 OPEN PO - MICROSOFT EES LICENSE SUBSCRIP
1
Total net value excl. tax:
Wash.St.Sales Tax:
Freight:
Total:

EA

380,000.00

380,000.00
380,000.00
0.00
0.00
380,000.00

Purchase order number must appear on all invoices, shipping labels, packing lists and correspondence.
This purchase order is subject to Seattle School District No. 1 standard terms and conditions.
These can be referenced by clicking on the "Terms and Conditions" link at www.seattleschools.org/procurement
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This Agreement is entered into between the Institution and Microsoft on the date identified on the
signature form.
Effective Date. The effective date of this agreement will be the date it is accepted by Microsoft;
however, if the first Enrollment entered into under this agreement is given a Licensed Period with a
starting date that is earlier than the date this agreement is accepted by Microsoft, the effective date of this
agreement will be that earlier date.
This agreement consists of (1) these terms and conditions and the signature form, (2) the Product List, (3)
the Product use rights applicable to Products licensed under this agreement, (4) any Enrollment entered
into under this agreement, (5) any order submitted under this agreement, and (6) the eligibility criteria for
Campus and School License program at http://microsoft.com/licensing/contracts as of the effective date of
this agreement.

Terms and Conditions
A Note on Section Summaries: Some sections of this agreement have a summary at the beginning.
These summaries are intended for ease of reference and are not part of the agreement. If any
summary conflicts with the section it is summarizing, the section of the agreement, and not the
summary, controls.

Campus and School 3.5 Agreement
(North America)United States(English) March 1, 2009
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1.

Definitions.

In this agreement, the following definitions apply:
“Affiliate” means
a. with regard to Institution,
(i) for a non-public entity, any qualified educational user identified at
http://microsoft.com/licensing/contracts that Institution owns and/or control, that owns
and/or controls Institution, or that is under common ownership and/or control with
Institution; “ownership” means, for purposes of the definition, more than 50% ownership,
and
(ii) for a state or local government entity,


any
other
qualified
educational
user
identified
at
http://microsoft.com/licensing/contracts as of the effective date of this agreement that
is an agency, department, office, bureau, division, or other entity of the state or local
government, and



any other qualified educational user expressly authorized by the laws of the state to
purchase under state education contracts;

provided that the state and its Affiliates shall not, for purposes of this definition, be considered
to be Affiliates of the federal government and its Affiliates; and
b. with regard to Microsoft, any legal entity that Microsoft owns, that owns Microsoft, or that is
under common ownership with Microsoft;
“available” means, with respect to a Product, that Microsoft has made Licenses for that Product available
for ordering under a particular licensing program;
“Enrollment(s)” means the form that Institution submits under this agreement to sign up for this program;
“Fix(es)” means Product fixes, modifications or enhancements or their derivatives that Microsoft either
releases generally (such as Product service packs) or that Microsoft provides to Institution when
performing service(s) (such as workarounds, patches, bug fixes, beta fixes and beta builds);
“Institution” means the entity that is a qualified educational
user identified at
http://microsoft.com/licensing/contracts as of the effective date of this agreement that has entered into
this agreement with Microsoft or the Institution’s Affiliate that has entered into an Enrollment under this
agreement. If Institution is a school district, “Institution” also includes all participating schools in the same
district;
“License” means any one of those offerings identified in the Product List (including standard licenses, and
upgrades for desktop operating systems) that provides the right to run the version of the Product ordered;
“Licensed Period” means the period of time beginning on the effective date specified in Institution’s
Enrollment and continuing for the period of time specified in Institution’s Enrollment (either 12 or 36
calendar months);
“Microsoft” means the Microsoft entity that has entered into this agreement or an Enrollment and its
Affiliates;
“run” means to copy, install, use, access, display, run or otherwise interact with;
“Products” means any product Microsoft makes available for license for a fee, including online services
and other web based services;
“Product List” means, with respect to the Campus and School License program, the statement published
by Microsoft from time to time on the World Wide Web at http://microsoft.com/licensing/contracts or at a
successor site that Microsoft identifies, which identifies the Products that are or may be made available to
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qualified educational users (which availability may vary by region) and any Product-specific conditions or
limitations on the acquisition of Licenses for the Product;
“Software Assurance” means an annuity offering that provides benefits for Products that can include new
version rights, spread payments, deployment planning services, training, support and access to
differentiated technologies; and
“Users” means Institution, faculty, staff, and students designated on the Enrollment to run the Products
and members of the public who access PCs located in Institution’s open access labs or libraries. Users
must be qualified educational users as defined at http://microsoft.com/licensing/contracts as of the
effective date of this agreement in order to be eligible for the Campus or School Agreement programs.

2.

How the Campus and School program works.

This agreement allows Institution to license Products on a subscription basis for a one-year Licensed
Period or a three-year Licensed Period.
The Campus and School Agreement allows Institution to license one or more Products on a subscription
basis. To license Products on a subscription basis means that the right to run the Product is nonperpetual and continues only during the Licensed Period.
Institution can participate in this program by submitting an Enrollment. This program allows a one-year
Licensed Period or a three-year Licensed Period. The choice is indicated in the Enrollment.
One-year Licensed Period. An order must be submitted to indicate the Products Institution chooses to
run. Thereafter, extension orders are submitted to continue the subscription each year. If an extension
order is not received, the Enrollment will expire.
Three-year Licensed Period. An order must be submitted to indicate the Products Institution chooses to
run. Thereafter, Institution must submit anniversary orders on the first and second anniversaries of the
effective date of its Enrollment.
Online services. The terms and conditions of this agreement apply to online services subscriptions
throughout the entire term of the online services subscription, except as provided here and in the Product
List at http://microsoft.com/licensing/contracts. Online services are provided as subscription services and
may carry terms that are independent of the agreement terms. Billing terms for online services
subscriptions may also differ from the terms of this agreement.

3.

Subscription price.

If Institution chooses the one-year Licensed Period and submits an extension order prior to expiration of
the subscription, Microsoft will not increase the License prices for an annual extension by more than
10%. If Institution chooses the three-year Licensed Period and meets ordering requirements, the price
Microsoft charges the distributor on each anniversary order will be the same as the price for the
Products when they are first ordered.
This provision shall not apply to Products licensed to Institution at special promotion prices.
One-year Licensed Period. Microsoft will not increase the License prices charged to the Distributor for
an annual extension order by more than ten percent (10%) (as determined with reference to U.S. funds,
regardless of the currency in which amounts are invoiced or payment is made) over the License prices
charged for the immediately preceding 12-month Licensed Period if (i) Institution submits an extension
order prior to the expiration of the Enrollment and (ii) such order is confirmed for the same Products in the
same quantities as ordered in the expiring Licensed Period.
Three-year Licensed Period. If Institution chooses this option and complies with the ordering
requirements within the agreement, for any Products ordered during the Licensed Period, the price
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Microsoft charges the Distributor on each anniversary order will be the same as the price for the Products
when they are first ordered except for step-ups.

4.

License grant — what Institution and its Users are licensed to run.

On the date of confirmation of Microsoft’s acceptance of the Enrollment, Institution is temporarily
licensed to have its Users run the Products as permitted in the Product use rights. There are a number
of restrictions that apply generally to Institution’s and its Users’ use of Products Microsoft provides to
Institution (e.g. prohibitions on renting the Products, on reverse engineering it, etc.).
On the date of Microsoft’s letter to Institution confirming Microsoft’s acceptance of the Enrollment,
Institution is temporarily licensed to have Users run the Products as specifically permitted in the Product
use rights located at http://microsoft.com/licensing/contracts. If Institution is unable to access the Product
use rights from the web location listed above, please contact Microsoft to request a copy.
The Institution’s right to have it’s Users run the Products and Fixes is expressly limited to the rights
described in this agreement, including the following limitations:
a. Neither Institution nor its Users may separate the components of Products made up of
multiple components by running them on different computers by upgrading or downgrading
them at different times or by transferring them separately except as otherwise provided in the
Product use rights.
b. Neither Institution nor its Users may rent, lease, commercially host or lend any copy of the
Products or Fixes, except where agreed by separate agreement.
c. Neither Institution nor its Users may reverse engineer, decompile or disassemble the
Products or Fixes except to the extent expressly permitted by applicable law despite this
limitation.
d. Neither Institution nor its Users may make copies of the Products or Fixes and distribute them
on media to student Users.
e. The components of the Products may vary by platform. Institution may run only the
components of the Products that are included on the platform Institution chooses to deploy.
Neither Institution nor its Users will be entitled to free telephone support for the Products, except as
specified in writing in connection with Software Assurance membership or other Software Assurance
offerings.
These rights apply to the Licenses obtained under an Enrollment and are not related to any order or
fulfillment of media. The ability to run current or later versions of a Product licensed under this agreement
could be affected by minimum system requirements or other factors (e.g. hardware or other Products).
The right to run any Product under this agreement is temporary unless Institution elects to obtain
perpetual Licenses under the buy-out option. This agreement, the applicable Enrollment, and Institution’s
order confirmation, together with proof of payment, will be Institution’s evidence of all Licenses obtained
under its Enrollment as described in this agreement.

5.

How to know what Product use rights apply.

Generally, the use rights in effect at the time Institution signs the Enrollment will apply. Any changes
Microsoft makes to the use rights for existing versions after Institution signs the Enrollment will not
apply to Institution. For versions that were not yet released at the time of signing, the use rights in
effect when that version is first released will apply. Generally, even if Institution chooses to run an
earlier version of a Product than the one Institution is licensing, the use rights for the latest version
Institution is licensed to use will still apply.
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a. Product use rights. Microsoft publishes Product use rights for each Product and each new
version of a Product. The use rights in effect for a Product and version on the effective date
of this agreement or extension will apply to Institution’s use of the Product and version
except:
(i) earlier versions
If Institution runs an earlier version of a Product that pre-dates either the Enrollment or
the extension effective date and the current version of the Product as of that date, then
the Product use rights for the version licensed apply. If the earlier version includes
different components, any use rights for those components in the Product use rights that
otherwise apply to the earlier version apply to Institution‘s use of them.
(ii) versions of Products for which Microsoft revises Product use rights
If Microsoft revises the Product use rights for a particular version after an Enrollment or
extension effective date, the Product use rights applicable to that version without those
revisions apply.
(iii) later versions of Products Microsoft makes available after the Enrollment or
extension effective date
If a new version of a Product is made available during the term of the Enrollment or
extension term, the use rights in effect on the date that new version is first released will
apply.
b.

Use rights for different language version. If Institution is using any different language
version of any Product licensed under its agreement, Institution’s use of the different language
version will be governed by the Product use rights for the version licensed under this
agreement.

c. Fixes. Use of any Fixes is defined by the Product use rights for the affected Products or, if
the Fix is not provided for specific Products, any other use terms Microsoft provides. All
Fixes are licensed, not sold.

6.

How to order Products.

Initial order for Products must be submitted within 30 days of the effective date of the Enrollment.
Institution can add new Products not previously ordered by submitting additional orders or run more
copies of Products previously ordered by reporting the increase to Microsoft.
a. Placing the initial order. Orders must be submitted for Products within 30 days of the
effective date of the Enrollment.
b. Price and payment terms. Price and payment terms for all Licenses ordered will be
determined by agreement between Institution and its chosen reseller.
c. Adding new Products not previously ordered. Orders can be submitted for Products that
were not part of the initial order. The order must be placed in the month in which those
copies are first run. The Licensed Period for additional orders will be the same as the
Enrollment Licensed Period.
Microsoft will invoice the distributor for the Products ordered on a pro-rated basis
corresponding to the number of full calendar months remaining in the Licensed Period to a
minimum of 6 months. Microsoft will use the price list in effect on the date of the invoice to
charge Institution’s distributor for the additional Licenses.
d. Adding more copies of Products previously ordered
(i)

Products, other than servers, are licensed on an Institution-wide basis. Institution does
not need to submit orders to increase the number of copies run. However, increases
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must be reported at each anniversary of the effective date of the Enrollment.
(ii) Server Products are licensed based on the number of Licenses. At any time during the
Licensed Period (including any extension), Institution may run additional copies of any
previously ordered server Products, provided it submits orders for such copies. The
order must be placed in the month in which those copies are first run.
e. Placing subsequent annual orders. Institution must submit orders based on the following:
(i) One-year Licensed Period. An extension order must be submitted to extend the
Enrollment for another Licensed Period. The order must be received by Microsoft prior to
the expiration of the Licensed Period. The Products selection and quantity ordered can
be changed at each extension order; provided, the selection and quantity are no less
than the previous order.
(ii) Three-year Licensed Period. An anniversary order must be submitted on or before each
anniversary of the effective date of the three-year Licensed Period. Each of the
anniversary orders must at a minimum be for the same Products selection and quantity of
all Products ordered during the first year of the Licensed Period, except for step-ups. At
the end of the three-year Licensed Period, a new Enrollment is required to continue the
subscription.
f.

How to confirm orders. Microsoft will publish information about orders placed by Institution,
including an electronic confirmation of each order on a password-protected site on the World
Wide Web at https://licensing.microsoft.com or a successor site.
Upon Microsoft’s
acceptance of this agreement and Enrollments entered into under this agreement, the contact
identified for this purpose will be provided access to this site.

g. Step up to a higher Product edition. If a previously ordered Product has multiple editions,
Institution may migrate to the higher edition by stepping up (e.g. from Core CAL to Enterprise
CAL or from SQL Server Standard Edition to SQL Server Enterprise Edition.) The Institution
may step-up at the anniversary when placing the next anniversary or extension order by
replacing the previously ordered edition with the higher edition. The upsize order quantity
needs to be the same or higher quantity as the previous order.

7.

Making copies of Products and re-imaging rights.

Institution can make as many copies as it needs. The copies must be complete and made from
copies obtained from an authorized source. If Institution uses third parties to make copies,
Institution is responsible for them. Institution can make a specified number of complimentary
copies for evaluation. In certain circumstances, Institution has re-imaging rights.
a. Copies necessary for internal deployment. Institution may make as many copies of the
Products licensed as necessary to distribute the Products to its Users. All copies of any
Product must be true and complete copies (including copyright and trademark notices) and
be made from media or a network source acquired from or made available by a Microsoft
approved fulfillment source for that Product. Institution may also have a third party make or
distribute copies in its place but Institution is responsible for third-party actions to the same
extent Institution would be responsible if the third party were its employee. Institution must
make reasonable efforts to make employees, agents, and other individuals running a Product
aware that the Product is licensed from Microsoft and may only be run or transferred subject
to the terms of this agreement.
b. Copies for evaluation. During the term of its Enrollment, Institution may run up to 10
complimentary copies of any Product for a 60-day evaluation period.
c. Re-imaging rights. Re-imaging is permitted using the Product media on the following
conditions. If the Microsoft Product(s) is licensed (i) from an original equipment manufacturer
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(OEM), or (ii) as a full packaged Product through a retail source, then media provided under
this agreement may be used to create images for those licensed machines in place of media
provided through that separate source. This right is conditioned upon the following:
(i) A separate License must be owned from the separate source for each re-image.
(ii) The Product, language, version, and components licensed under the Enrollment must be
identical to the Product, language, version, and components licensed from the separate
source.
(iii) The Product type (e.g. upgrade or full License) must be identical to the Product type from
the separate source.
Re-images made under this subsection remain subject to the terms and use rights provided
with the License from the separate source. This subsection does not create or extend any
warranty or support obligation.

8.

Work at home rights.

Institution’s faculty and staff Users who are licensed to use a particular Product have the right to run
one copy of that Product on their home PC during the Licensed Period.
During the Licensed Period, faculty and staff Users who are licensed to use the particular Product, have
the right to run one copy of that Product on a home PC that they own or lease (or, for work at home rights
for a Client Access License, to access the server Product(s) from a home PC that they own or lease), for
work-related purposes only; provided that in the case of work at home rights for any Product under a
Enrollment, the total number of faculty and staff Users may not exceed the total number of eligible PCs
(for a School Enrollment) or full time equivalent (for a Campus Enrollment) included in that Enrollment.
As Microsoft offers both work at home rights and applicable home use program under Software
Assurance, the Institution will only be entitled for one benefit. Institution’s Users can choose to use either
work at home rights or applicable home use program rights for a particular Product as Microsoft offers
both work at home rights and applicable home use program rights.

9.

Distributing media.

To distribute Products to its faculty and staff, Institution must acquire the Products media from a
Microsoft-approved source for that Product or copy volume licensing media acquired from a Microsoftapproved fulfillment source for distribution to faculty and staff Users only.
a. To the faculty and staff. Institution may acquire the quantity of media as necessary to
distribute the Products to faculty and staff for use in accordance with the agreement. All
media for a particular Product must be acquired from a Microsoft-approved fulfillment source
for that Product. Institution may also copy volume licensing media acquired from a Microsoftapproved fulfillment source for distribution to faculty and staff Users only. All copies must be
true and complete copies (including copyright and trademark notices). Replication guidelines
are posted at http://selectug.mslicense.com/. Institution must maintain the security of any
volume licensing keys provided with volume licensing media in accordance with applicable
Product use rights and other restrictions and may disclose them only to employees
authorized to engage in the installation and support of the Products. Institution may not
disclose volume licensing keys to faculty and staff work-at-home or students or to any other
unauthorized third party.
b. To faculty and staff work at home Users and to student full time equivalent (FTE)
option Users. If Institution chooses faculty and staff work at home rights for selected
Products or selects the Student Option in an Enrollment, access to media by faculty and staff
for work at home purposes and by students must be restricted and regulated by Institution.
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All media for Products distributed to faculty and staff for work at home purposes and to
students must be acquired from a Microsoft approved fulfillment source, and such Products
may be distributed to such Users only in the following ways:
(i) if individual student-media CD-ROM or disk sets (collectively, “student media”) is
purchased for a particular Product, Institution may distribute one copy of such student
media directly to each authorized work at home or students (student media may contain
Product activation features that limit the number of installations); the reseller can identify
media and Products that contains Product activation features. Details on ordering and
distributing student media, including a list of the Products for which student media is
currently available, is at http://www.microsoft.com/education/StudentMedia.mspx); or
(ii) using volume licensing media acquired pursuant to this agreement, via (1) controlled
download from a secure network server(s) or other storage device(s), (2) manual
installation at a central location that Institution controls, or (3) a system of controlled
short-term checkout of applicable volume licensing media solely for purposes of
individual user installation, provided that this option (3) is available only for Products for
which a volume licensing key is not required.
c. To students. Institution may order media to distribute the Products to students for use in
accordance with this agreement. Institution’s order for media must specify version number
and country of usage. Institution may only use the media received under its Enrollment to
transfer Products to eligible student Users. Products may only be transferred in the same
media format that Institution receives under its Enrollment. Orders must be placed with the
reseller named on the Enrollment. Institution may use a third party to complete and process
eligible student Users’ orders for media under its Enrollment and to distribute media to
eligible student Users. Institution remains responsible for the third party’s actions to the
same extent Institution would be if the third party was its employee. Price and payment terms
for media ordered are determined by agreement with Institution’s designated reseller.
Institution’s designated reseller is authorized to purchase media Products from the Microsoft
authorized replicator identified by Microsoft from time to time (the “Microsoft Authorized
Replicator(s)”) solely for the purpose of fulfilling orders placed under the Enrollment.
Institution’s designated reseller may purchase from the Microsoft Authorized Replicators
media and documentation only for those Products available under the Enrollment.

10.

Redistribution of software updates to students.

Institution has limited rights to distribute software updates to its students. If it does so, it must use one
of the distribution methods and comply with the limitations described below. Institution has obligations
with regard to tracking and replacement of software updates that it distributes\. Microsoft disclaims all
warranties and limits its liabilities arising out of software updates. No support is provided for software
updates under this agreement.
a. License Grant. From time to time, Microsoft may make available to the general public
additional or replacement code of any portion of Microsoft’s licensed Products without a fee
(“software updates”). Microsoft grants Institution a limited, non-exclusive, royalty-free, nonassignable, non-transferable, revocable License to distribute the software updates to
Institution’s students in accordance with the terms of this section. Institution’s students must
use the software updates solely for their personal benefit in accordance with the end-user
License Agreement with Microsoft (“EULA”) included with each software update.
b. Redistribution of software updates. Institution may redistribute software updates to its
students (1) by electronic means provided that Institution’s method of electronic distribution is
adequately licensed and incorporates access control and security measures designed to
prevent modification of the software updates and access by the general public or (2) through
acquiring authorized copies on fixed media from a fulfillment source approved by Microsoft.
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c. Limitations. Institution may not (1) produce or replicate software updates on to CDs or other
distributable storage media, (2) combine the software updates with other non-Microsoft
software, (3) distribute any software updates as a stand-alone component via email
attachment, (4) charge for the software updates, other than to recover any reasonable costs
incurred in providing the updates to its students; (5) remove, modify, or interfere with the
EULA or the EULA acceptance functionality included by Microsoft with any software update;
or (6) alter the software updates in any way. Microsoft is not responsible for any cost related
to the acquisition, distribution, or recall of the software updates.
d. Tracking and recall, replacement software updates. Institution must track the quantity
and method of distribution of the software updates by means that will allow it to provide notice
of a recall and offer replacements as provided in this subsection. Institution agrees to stop
redistributing software updates within 10 days of receipt of a notice of recall from Microsoft
and within 30 days of that notice Institution agrees to (1) return to Microsoft or destroy all
copies of software updates in Institution’s possession and (2) notify Institution’s students of
the recall by the same or similar means in which they were notified of the availability of the
software updates.
If Microsoft makes available to Institution a replacement software update, Institution agrees to
make the replacement available to its students, within 10 days of receipt in the same quantity
and method of distribution as Institution made the original software update available. The
distribution of replacement software updates is subject to the same conditions and
restrictions as software updates under this section.
e. No warranties, exclusion of indirect, special, incidental, consequential, and certain
other damages. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in this agreement, and to the
extent permitted by law, software updates that Institution redistributes to its students are
provided “as is” without any warranties. Institution acknowledges that the provisions of this
paragraph with regard to the software updates are reasonable having regard to, among other
things, the fact that they are complex computer Products, and their performance will vary
depending upon hardware, platform and Products interactions, and configurations.
TO THE MAXIMUM EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, IN NO EVENT SHALL
MICROSOFT BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, INDIRECT, PUNITIVE,
CONSEQUENTIAL, OR INDIRECT DAMAGES THAT ARISE OUT OF OR ARE IN ANY
WAY RELATED TO INSTITUTION’S REDISTRIBUTION OF THE SOFTWARE UPDATES
TO ITS STUDENTS. FURTHERMORE, IN NO EVENT SHALL MICROSOFT BE LIABLE
FOR ANY SUCH DAMAGES BASED DIRECTLY OR INDIRECTLY UPON THE PROVISION
OF SOFTWARE UPDATES OR UNAVAILABILITY OF SOFTWARE UPDATES —
INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES DUE TO BUSINESS INTERRUPTION,
LOSS OF PROFITS, REVENUE OR BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY, LOSS OF DATA AND
THE LIKE, FAILURE TO MEET ANY DUTY, OR NEGLIGENCE.
f.

Limitation of liability. With respect to Institution’s redistribution of the software updates, the
limitation of liability provisions in this agreement shall apply in those situations in which
Institution or its Users have a right to claim damages or payment from Microsoft.

g. No support. Software updates that Institution redistributes to its students are provided
without any support obligation by Microsoft, including any benefits accruing from Software
Assurance.
h. Applicability. The provisions of this section shall not apply to distribution of Fixes to
students so long as (1) those students are licensed under Student Option, and (2) the Fix
provided to those students is for Products licensed to them under Student Option. All other
redistribution to students of additional or replacement code is subject to the provisions of this
section.
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11.

Transfer and reassigning Licenses.

Institution must obtain a perpetual License through the buy-out option before it can transfer licenses to
an Affiliate, or to third parties in connection with a divestiture, merger, or consolidation. Institution is
required to provide notice to Microsoft for such a transfer. Institution cannot transfer licenses to third
parties under other circumstances without Microsoft’s prior consent. Transferees must agree to be
bound by applicable terms. License transfers must be permanent and operating system licenses must
stay with the computer system on which they were first installed.
Institution may not transfer any licenses acquired under this agreement except by obtaining perpetual
licenses through the buy-out option described in the section titled “Options upon completion of a License
period” and transferring them in accordance with the procedures described in this section.
a. How to transfer perpetual licenses. Institution may transfer perpetual licenses ordered
under an Enrollment to an Affiliate or unaffiliated third party in connection with a divestiture or
privatization of an operating division, a merger, or a consolidation, as long as it provides
Microsoft with prior written and signed notice, on a form that Microsoft provides, that includes:
(1) the applicable Enrollment number; (2) the quantity of licenses being transferred by
Product and version; (3) the name, address and contact information of the transferee; and (4)
any other information that Microsoft may reasonably request.
For all other transfers of licenses, Microsoft’s written consent is required. Microsoft will not
withhold its consent unreasonably. No License transfer will be valid unless Institution
provides to the transferee, and the transferee accepts in writing, the applicable Product use
rights, use restrictions, limitations of liability, and the transfer restrictions in this section. Any
transfer made in violation of the requirements or restrictions of this section will be void. The
resale of licenses is expressly prohibited.
b. When transfers of perpetual licenses are not permitted. Institution may not transfer (1)
licenses on a short-term basis (either to third parties or by reassignment to different Users or
devices internally), or (2) upgrade Licenses for a desktop operating system Product
separately from the underlying desktop operating system License or from the computer
system on which the Product is first installed.

12.

Confidentiality.

Each party agrees not to use or disclose the other’s confidential information except as necessary to
further the purposes of this agreement. Each party agrees that if either party gives the other party
feedback about the other’s products or services, that feedback is not confidential.
Microsoft may use any technical information it derives from providing services related to Microsoft’s
Products for problem resolution, troubleshooting, product functionality enhancements, and Fixes for
Microsoft’s knowledge base. Microsoft agrees not to identify or disclose any confidential information in
any item in the knowledge base. Microsoft is not obligated to restrict the future work assignments of
people who have had access to Institution’s confidential information. In addition, the parties and these
people are free to use the information that these people remember related to information technology,
including ideas, concepts, know-how, or techniques so long as confidential information of the other party
is not disclosed in the course of such use.
To the extent permitted by applicable law, the terms and conditions of this agreement are confidential.
Neither party will disclose such terms and conditions, or the substance of any discussions that led to
them, to any third party other than Affiliates or agents, or to designated or prospective resellers who: (1)
have a need to know such information in order to assist in carrying out this agreement; and (2) have been
instructed by either party that all such information is to be handled in strict confidence.
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13.

Options upon completion of a Licensed Period.

Prior to completion of a Licensed Period, Institution will have the option to extend the Enrollment under
the Licensed Period; obtain perpetual Licenses for Products licensed under the Enrollment; or allow
the subscription to expire.
Microsoft will provide prior written notice of expiration of the Enrollment. The notice will advise Institution
of the option to: (1) extend the Enrollment under the one-year Licensed Period, (2) submit a new
Enrollment under the three-year Licensed Period, (3) exercise the buy-out option, or (4) allow the
Enrollment to expire. Microsoft will not unreasonably reject any extension order or Enrollment. However,
Microsoft may make a change to this program that will make it necessary for Institution to first enter into
new agreements and Enrollments. Each Licensed Period will start the day following the expiration of the
prior Licensed Period:
a. One-year Licensed Period. Institution may elect to extend its one-year Licensed Period for
12 calendar months by submitting an extension order.
b. Three-year Licensed Period. Institution may elect to extend its three-year Licensed Period
by completing a new Enrollment.
c. Buy-out option. An Institution may elect to obtain perpetual Licenses for Products licensed
under its Enrollment of one-year Licensed Period or three-year Licensed Period. The buy-out
pricing will depend on Institution’s selected and fulfilled Licensed Period.
The minimum buy-out quantity must be no less than the total number of covered devices for
Campus Enrollment or PCs for School Enrollment for:
(i) the Institution-wide Campus and School Desktop Platform Products or its components
defined in the Product List that are licensed under the initial Enrollment or extension term
through the date of its buy-out order; and
(ii) any copies of any new or additional Campus and School Desktop Platform Products or its
components Products added during the term of the initial Enrollment.
d. License confirmation. The order confirmation for the buy-out and any documentation
evidencing transfers of Licenses, together with proof of payment, will be evidence of a
perpetual License to run the latest version then available (or any prior version) for the copies
of Products covered by the buy-out order.
e. Allow the Enrollment to expire. Institution may allow the Enrollment to expire. If the
Enrollment expires, all Products must be deleted as provided in section titled “Term and
termination.”
Because all Licenses acquired under this agreement are temporary, Institution will not be eligible to
obtain Software Assurance for those Licenses under any other Microsoft volume licensing program
without first acquiring a perpetual License or License and Software Assurance (L&SA).

14.

Term and termination

This agreement stays in place until terminated. The term of each Enrollment is stated in the
Enrollment. Either party can terminate the agreement on notice, which will not affect any existing
Enrollments. Existing Enrollments may be terminated if either party breaches the agreement and does
not cure the breach in the time allotted.
a. Term. This agreement will remain in effect until terminated by either party as allowed. These
general terms and conditions apply to all Enrollments submitted. The terms of any
Enrollment(s) will be for the Licensed Period as specified in such Enrollment(s).
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b. Termination of the agreement. Either party may terminate this agreement for any reason
upon 60 days written notice.
Such termination will merely terminate either party’s ability to enter into new Enrollments
under this agreement. Such termination will not affect any Enrollments not otherwise
terminated, and any terms of this agreement applicable to any Enrollments not otherwise
terminated will continue in effect with respect to that Enrollment.
c. Termination of an Enrollment. Either party may terminate any Enrollment(s) if the other
party is in material breach or default of any obligation, which breach or default is not cured
within 30 days written notice of such breach. Microsoft may terminate this agreement and
any Enrollment(s) immediately if Institution fails to continue to qualify as a qualified
educational user as identified at http://microsoft.com/licensing/contracts. If no orders are
received under an Enrollment, the Enrollment will be terminated 13 months after the effective
date of this Enrollment.
d. Effect of termination and Licensed Period expiration. Users may only run the Products
and Fixes according to the terms of this agreement. Users are only licensed to run the
Products and Fixes during the Licensed Period. If this agreement is terminated, or if no
extension or anniversary order is submitted prior to the expiration of the Licensed Period or
the purchase of perpetual Licenses for the Products, then all Products and Fixes that run as a
result of this agreement must be deleted when the Licensed Period expires or is otherwise
earlier terminated.
Similarly, if Institution stops ordering any Products or Product quantities decrease upon an
extension of a Licensed Period, it must delete those Products prior to the beginning of the
extended Licensed Period. Institution must make reasonable efforts to ensure that faculty
and staff Users (1) delete and remove Products and Fixes copies from the temporary ram
(RAM) and permanent memory (e.g., hard disk) of their home PCs, and (2) disconnect
access to any server Products at the end of the Licensed Period.

15.

Warranties.

Microsoft warrants that its Products will work substantially as described in the accompanying
documentation, subject to certain limitations. If not, Microsoft will provide replacement Product or a
refund. Microsoft disclaims all other warranties.
a. Limited Product warranty. Microsoft warrants that each version of a Product licensed by
Institution will perform substantially as described in the applicable Microsoft user
documentation. This warranty is subject to the following limitations:
(i) the warranty applies for one year from the date Institution first runs a copy of the Product;
(ii) any implied warranties, guarantees or conditions last only during the term of the limited
warranty except where applicable law does not permit such a limitation;
(iii) the warranty does not cover problems caused by accident, abuse, or use of the Products
in a manner inconsistent with this agreement or the Product use rights, or resulting from
events beyond Microsoft’s reasonable control;
(iv) the warranty does not apply to components of Products that Institution is permitted to
redistribute; and
(v) the warranty does not apply to problems caused by the failure to meet minimum system
requirements.
b. Remedies for breach of limited Product warranty. If Institution notifies Microsoft within the
warranty period that a Product does not meet the limited warranty, then Microsoft will, at its
option, either (1) return the price paid for the Product, or (2) repair or replace the Product.
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These are Institution’s only remedies for breach of the limited warranty unless other remedies
are required to be provided under applicable law.
c. DISCLAIMER OF OTHER WARRANTIES. OTHER THAN THIS LIMITED WARRANTY,
MICROSOFT PROVIDES NO OTHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES.
MICROSOFT DISCLAIMS ANY IMPLIED REPRESENTATIONS, WARRANTIES OR
CONDITIONS, INCLUDING WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A
PARTICULAR PURPOSE, SATISFACTORY QUALITY, TITLE OR NON-INFRINGEMENT.
THESE DISCLAIMERS WILL APPLY UNLESS APPLICABLE LAW DOES NOT PERMIT
THEM.

16.

Defense of infringement and misappropriation claims.

Microsoft agrees to defend Institution against claims that Microsoft Product infringes someone else’s
intellectual property rights, and pay any damages awarded by a court or in a settlement. There are a
number of exceptions which limit Microsoft’s obligations in cases where Institution has contributed in
some way to the claim. If something Institution has done has caused the claim and Microsoft is
damaged, Institution must reimburse Microsoft.
If Microsoft believes that it is necessary to avoid an infringement claim, Microsoft may replace or
modify the Products Institution is using. If someone enjoins Institution’s use of a Product, Microsoft
will, at its option, replace the Product, modify it to make it non-infringing, obtain the rights Institution
needs to keep using it, or refund Institution’s money.
a. Agreement to Protect. Microsoft will defend Institution against any claims made by an
unaffiliated third party that any Product or Fix infringes its patent, copyright or trademark or makes
intentional unlawful use of its trade secret or undisclosed information. Microsoft will also pay the
amount of any resulting adverse final judgment (or settlement to which Microsoft consents).
This section provides Institution’s exclusive remedy for these claims. The term “undisclosed
information” is used in accordance with Article 39.2 of the TRIPs agreement.
b. What the Institution must do. Microsoft must be notified promptly in writing of the claim and
given sole control over its defense or settlement. Institution agrees to provide Microsoft with
reasonable assistance in defending the claim, and Microsoft will reimburse Institution for
reasonable out of pocket expenses incurred in providing that assistance.
c. Limitations on defense obligation. Microsoft’s obligations will not apply to the extent that the
claim or adverse final judgment is based on:
(i) running of the Product or Fix after notice to discontinue running due to such a claim;
(ii) combining the Product or Fix with a non-Microsoft product, data or business process;
(iii) damages attributable to the value of the use of a non-Microsoft product, data or business
process;
(iv) altering the Product or Fix;
(v) distribution of the Product or Fix to or its use for the benefit of, any third party;
(vi) use of Microsoft trademark(s) without express written consent to do so; or
(vii)any trade secret or undisclosed information claim, acquiring the trade secret or undisclosed
information (1) through improper means; (2) under circumstances giving rise to a duty to
maintain its secrecy or limit its use; or (3) from a person (other than Microsoft or its Affiliates)
who owed to the party asserting the claim a duty to maintain the secrecy or limit the use of
the trade secret or undisclosed information.
Institution will reimburse Microsoft for any costs or damages that result from these actions.
d. Specific rights and remedies in case of infringement.
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(i) Microsoft’s rights in addressing possible infringement. If Microsoft receives information
concerning an infringement claim related to the Product or a Fix, Microsoft may, at its
expense and without obligation to do so, either


procure the right to continue to run the allegedly infringing Product or Fix, or



modify the Product or Fix or replace it with a functional equivalent, to make it noninfringing, in which case running the allegedly infringing Product or Fix must be stopped
immediately.

(ii) Institution’s specific remedy in case of injunction. If, as a result of an infringement claim,
the use of the Product or a Fix is enjoined by a court of competent jurisdiction, Microsoft will,
at its option, either


procure the right to continue its use, or



replace it with a functional equivalent, modify it to make it non-infringing, or



refund the amount paid and terminate the License for the infringing Product or Fix.

If any other type of third party claim is brought regarding Microsoft’s intellectual property, Institution
must notify Microsoft promptly in writing. Microsoft may, at its option, choose to treat these claims as
being covered by this section. This section provides the exclusive remedy for third party infringement
and trade secret misappropriation claims.

17.

Limitation of liability.

Microsoft limits its and its contractors’ liability to Institution to the amount of money paid under this
agreement to Microsoft for the Product or service giving rise to the claim. This limit does not apply,
however, to Microsoft’s obligations under the section titled “Defense of infringement and
misappropriation claims,” or to damages Institution incurs because of Microsoft’s breach of its
confidentiality obligations or because of Microsoft’s gross negligence or willful misconduct.
Each party agrees that it will not be liable to the other for consequential, indirect, punitive, or special
damages, except those that result from a breach of confidentiality or from one party violating the
other’s intellectual property rights.
a. Limitation on liability. Except as otherwise provided in this section, to the extent permitted
by applicable law, Microsoft’s liability and that of Microsoft’s contractors to Institution arising
under this agreement shall be limited to direct damages up to the amount paid under this
agreement for the Product or services giving rise to that liability. In the case of free product,
services provided free of charge, or code that Institution is authorized to redistribute to third
parties without separate payment to Microsoft, Microsoft’s liability is limited to U.S. $5,000.
These limitations apply regardless of whether the liability is based on breach of contract, tort
(including negligence), strict liability, breach of warranties, or any other legal theory.
However, these limitations will not apply to:
(i) Microsoft’s obligations under the section titled “Defense of infringement and
misappropriation claims;” or
(ii) liability for damages for gross negligence or willful misconduct caused by Microsoft or its
agents and awarded by a court of final adjudication; or
(iii) liabilities arising out of any breach by Microsoft of its obligations under section titled
“Confidentiality”; or
(iv) liability for personal injury or death caused by Microsoft’s negligence or that of its
employees or agents or for fraudulent misrepresentation.
b. EXCLUSION OF CERTAIN DAMAGES. TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE
LAW, WHATEVER THE LEGAL BASIS FOR THE CLAIM, NEITHER PARTY, NOR ANY OF
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ITS AFFILIATES OR SUPPLIERS, WILL BE LIABLE FOR ANY INDIRECT DAMAGES
(INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, CONSEQUENTIAL, SPECIAL OR INCIDENTAL
DAMAGES, DAMAGES FOR LOST PROFITS OR REVENUES, BUSINESS
INTERRUPTION, OR LOSS OF BUSINESS INFORMATION) ARISING IN CONNECTION
WITH THIS AGREEMENT, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH
DAMAGES OR IF SUCH POSSIBILITY WAS REASONABLY FORESEEABLE.
HOWEVER, THIS EXCLUSION DOES NOT APPLY TO EITHER PARTY’S LIABILITY TO
THE OTHER FOR VIOLATION OF ITS CONFIDENTIALITY OBLIGATIONS OR OF THE
OTHER PARTY’S INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS.

18.

Verifying compliance.

Generally, Microsoft has the right to review Institution’s records or conduct an onsite audit through an
independent auditor. Microsoft will pay for the costs of the audit unless it reveals a material
noncompliance.
a. Right to verify compliance. Institution must keep records relating to the Products it and its
Affiliates use under any license agreement. Microsoft has the right to verify compliance with
the agreement, at Microsoft’s expense during the term of the applicable Enrollment and for a
period of one year thereafter.
b. Verification process and limitations. To verify compliance, Microsoft will engage an
independent accountant from an internationally recognized public accounting firm, which will
be subject to a confidentiality obligation. Verification will take place upon not fewer than 30
days notice, during normal business hours, and in a manner that does not interfere
unreasonably with Institution’s operations. As an alternative, Microsoft will have the option to
require Institution to complete Microsoft’s self-audit questionnaire relating to the Products
Institution and any of its Affiliates use under this agreement.
If Microsoft undertakes verification and does not find material unlicensed use (License
shortage of 5 percent or more), Microsoft will not undertake another verification of the same
entity for at least one year. Microsoft and Microsoft’s auditors will use the information
obtained in compliance verification only to enforce Microsoft’s rights and to determine
whether Institution is in compliance with the terms of this agreement. By invoking the rights
and procedures described above, Microsoft does not waive its rights to enforce this
agreement or to protect its intellectual property by any other means permitted by law.
c. Remedies for noncompliance. If verification or self-audit reveals any unlicensed use,
Institution must promptly order sufficient Licenses to cover its use. If material unlicensed use
is found, Institution must reimburse Microsoft for the costs Microsoft has incurred in
verification and acquire the necessary additional Licenses as single retail Licenses within 30
days.
d. Additionally, Institution must use reasonable efforts to make Users aware of the terms and
conditions upon which they are allowed to run the Products. Accordingly, Institution must:
(i) Notify all Users in advance of running the Products that:


their use of the Products is subject to the terms of this agreement, including but not
limited to limitations on liability, disclaimer of warranties and exclusion of remedies;



they are allowed to run the Products only during the Licensed Period;



if this agreement is terminated, or Institution does not submit an Enrollment or
extension order prior to the expiration of the Licensed Period or purchase perpetual
Licenses for the Products, then all Products run under this agreement must be
deleted when the Licensed Period expires or is otherwise earlier terminated,
whichever is first;
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(ii) Periodically publish in an Institution wide publication and applicable web sites a reference
to the location (either physical or on a computer network) where they can view the
Product List and Product use rights. Microsoft publishes a copy of the Product List and
Product use rights at http://microsoft.com/licensing/;
(iii) Notify Microsoft immediately if Institution becomes aware of any actual or potential
violation of this agreement; and
(iv) Provide all reasonable assistance and cooperation as requested by Microsoft to
investigate and remedy any unauthorized use of the Products by Users.
If Institution complies with this section, Institution will not be responsible for student Users’
failure to comply with the terms of this agreement.

19.

Miscellaneous.
a. Notices to Microsoft. Notices, authorizations, and requests in connection with this
agreement must be sent by regular or overnight mail, express courier, fax, or email to the
addresses and numbers listed on the signature form and in this agreement. Notices will be
treated as delivered on the date shown on the return receipt or on the courier, fax, or email
confirmation of delivery.
Copies should be sent to:
Microsoft Corporation
Law and Corporate Affairs
Volume Licensing Group
One Microsoft Way
Redmond, WA 98052
USA
Via Facsimile:(425) 936-7329

b. No transfer of ownership. Microsoft does not transfer any ownership rights in any licensed
Product. Microsoft reserves all rights not specifically granted. The Products are protected by
copyright and other intellectual property rights laws and international treaties.
c. Severability. If a court holds any provision of this agreement to be illegal, invalid or
unenforceable, the rest of the document will remain in full force and effect and this agreement
will be amended to give effect to the portion of the agreement that was eliminated to the
maximum extent possible. However, this agreement will be voidable by Microsoft at its option
if provisions of this agreement regarding warranty disclaimers, damages disclaimers,
limitations of liability, compliance verification, or obligations on termination are found to be
invalid or unenforceable.
d. Waiver. A waiver of any breach of this agreement is not a waiver of any other breach. Any
waiver must be in writing and signed by an authorized representative of the waiving party.
e. Resellers and other third parties cannot bind Microsoft. Resellers and other third parties
do not have authority to bind or impose any obligation or liability on Microsoft.
f.

This agreement is not exclusive. Institution is free to enter into agreements to license, use
or promote non-Microsoft products or services.

g.

Entire agreement. The documents identified on the cover page of this agreement constitute
the entire agreement concerning the subject matter, and supersede any prior or
contemporaneous communications. In the case of a conflict between any documents
identified in the first page that is not resolved expressly in the documents, their terms will
control in the following order: (1) these terms and conditions and the signature form; (2) the
Product List; (3) the Product use rights; and (4) all other Enrollments under this agreement.
The terms of any purchase order or any general terms and conditions Institution or its Users
maintain do not apply. This agreement (except the Product use rights, the Product List and
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the terms of any credit extending under any Enrollment) can be changed only by an
amendment signed by both parties.
h.

Assignment. Assignment or transfer of this agreement or the rights or obligations, must
have Microsoft’s prior written approval. Microsoft may transfer this agreement or its rights
and obligations to one of Microsoft’s Affiliates.

i.

Survival. Provisions regarding Product use rights, restrictions on use, transfer of Licenses,
warranties, defense of infringement and misappropriation claims, limitations of liability,
confidentiality, compliance verification, and obligations on termination or expiration will
survive termination or expiration of this agreement or any Enrollment.

j.

Advisor fee. Microsoft, or its Affiliates, sometimes pays fees to software advisors or other
third parties authorized by Microsoft or one of its Affiliates. The fees are in exchange for their
advisory services. The payment of fees depends upon several factors, including the type of
agreement under which Institution orders Licenses, which Licenses are ordered, and whether
Institution chooses to use an advisor. The fee amounts increase with the size of the orders
placed under this agreement.

k. Applicable law, venue, and jurisdiction. This agreement is governed by the laws of the
state where Institution is organized or formed. Both parties agree that the federal courts have
exclusive jurisdiction over disputes under this agreement and the resolution. Any legal
actions relating to this agreement must be brought in a court of competent jurisdiction within
federal courts located in the jurisdiction of the state where Institution is organized, and the
parties agree that jurisdiction and venue in such courts is appropriate.
l.

Institution’s export obligations. U.S. export laws and regulations apply to Products and
Fixes. Institution must obey all domestic and international export laws and regulations that
apply to Products and Fixes. These laws include restrictions on destinations, end users and
end use. For additional information, go to http://microsoft.com/exporting/.

m. Institution's rights to privacy. Microsoft and Institution will comply with all applicable
privacy and data protection laws and regulations. Institution will not give any data to
Microsoft containing personal information unless the owner of the data has specifically
authorized Institution to do so for use as contemplated in the last sentence of this subsection.
Institution agrees to allow Microsoft to use the contact information Institution gave to
Microsoft to allow Microsoft and other parties to help Institution comply with this agreement.
Any personal information Institution provides in connection with this agreement will be used
and protected according to the privacy statement available at https://licensing.microsoft.com.
n. Natural disaster. In the event of a “natural disaster,” Institution may have special rights,
please go to http://www.microsoft.com.
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Introduction
This guide can help you understand the Microsoft Volume Licensing Enrollment for Education Solutions (EES) subscription
offering. It is provided for informational purposes only. Your use is governed by the terms of your Microsoft Volume
Licensing Agreement and Enrollment if applicable. The Microsoft Licensing Product Use Rights (PUR) document, which is
updated regularly, has additional details regarding use rights for specific Microsoft licensed products acquired through
Volume Licensing programs.
The Microsoft Volume Licensing Enrollment for Education Solutions offering provides qualified academic customers, of all
sizes, a simplified way to acquire Microsoft software and services under a single, subscription agreement. EES provides
assured coverage for desktop platform products through one annual count of employees, the ability to add Additional
Products as needed, student licensing options, and the benefits of Microsoft Software Assurance.
You can obtain EES subscription licenses one of two ways, depending on the size of your organization.


Customers with as few as five (5) full-time equivalent (FTE) employees or students can license through an
Authorized Education Reseller (AER) by signing the simplified Open Value Subscription Agreement for Education
Solutions (OVS-ES), online e-agreement.



Larger customers with a minimum of 1,000 FTE employees or students can also license through a Licensing Solution
Provider (LSP) (formerly referred to as Large Account Reseller [LAR]) by signing the Campus and School Agreement
and the Enrollment for Education Solutions (CASA+EES).

For more information about these purchasing options, please see the How to Buy section in this document.

Content Specific to Individual Contract Options
Some of the content included in this document applies only to one of the above options, and we have noted such sections in
one of two ways:
1.

Marked the section title with “(CASA+EES Only)” or “(OVS-ES Only)”, for example:

2.

Separated the relevant content for each contract option into a two column table, for example:
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Academic Volume Licensing Overview
For education customers who license software in greater quantity and manage software across multiple devices, Microsoft
Volume Licensing programs can provide the most cost-effective way to acquire licenses.
Microsoft offers both “subscription” and “perpetual” Volume Licensing programs for education customers. This guide covers
the subscription licensing. For information on perpetual offerings, please refer to Select Plus for Academic and Open License
for Academic volume licensing programs at Microsoft.com/licensing.

Subscription Licensing
With subscription licensing programs, you have the right to run a selection of products, and any upgrades or downgrades of
those products, for a designated term. A subset of products, including specific application, system, and Client Access License
(CAL) products, designated by Microsoft as “desktop platform products,” are licensed on an organization-wide basis. For
these “desktop platform products,” you place an order for a quantity that is equal to the number of FTE employees in your
organization once per year. This way even if the number of devices or users grows, you remain fully licensed throughout the
designated term, and you only need to report an increase in the number of your FTE employees on your annual order.
The Enrollment for Education Solutions (EES) provides subscription licensing for primary/secondary and higher education
institutions of all sizes. EES offers the simplicity of licensing desktop platform products organization-wide through an annual
count of people instead of PCs/devices and the flexibility to add additional products in any quantity.
The Enrollment for Education Solutions offering is explained in detail in this guide.
Note: The School Enrollment for primary/secondary schools also offers subscription licensing based on counting PCs.

Enrollment for Education Solutions (EES) Introduction
Enrollment for Education Solutions is an easy, cost-effective offer that provides qualified academic customers a simplified
way to acquire Microsoft software and services under a single, subscription agreement. It offers benefits such as assured
coverage for desktop platform products with one annual count of employees, the ability to easily add Additional Products in
any quantity, self-service tools for simplified asset management, and immediate access to benefits such as product upgrades
through Microsoft Software Assurance so that you can boost the productivity of your faculty and staff and optimize the
return on your technology investments. EES offers participating institutions the benefits of the following:


Easy Compliance: Through the simplicity and predictability of counting FTE employees just once per year, you can
be confident you are fully covered for the desktop platform products you selected regardless of yearly fluctuations
in employees or devices.



Customized Solutions: Easily add Additional Products either organization-wide, department-wide, or for individual
licenses at any time during your subscription term so that you can deliver the right mix of technology and services
to your faculty, staff, and students.
o

A broad selection of Microsoft software products, such as Microsoft Visio drawing and diagramming
software, Microsoft Project, Office 365, the Windows Server operating system, and Microsoft Exchange
Server are available as Additional Products through EES.

o

Student Licensing options are also available and provide a convenient and cost-effective way for you to
license software and services for your students so that they can collaborate easily and access the software
they need.



Simplified Asset Management: Self-service tools such as the Microsoft Volume Licensing Service Center (VLSC)
enable you to easily track and manage your software assets and Software Assurance benefits from one convenient,
online location.



Cloud on Your Terms: Free* access to Office 365 Education A2, plus the ability to subscribe to additional Microsoft
Online Services through your EES means you have the flexibility to move users back and forth between on-premises
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software and cloud services, match and adjust online service plans to meet your users’ needs, and add and adjust
Online Services as needed so you can transition to the cloud on at your pace.
*No license fee; doesn’t include deployment or support costs associated with the service.



Low Administration: Subscription licensing eliminates the need to track licenses for the selected desktop platform
products on every PC, which enables your IT staff to be more productive because they no longer have to track
multiple licenses across the organization.



Lower Total Cost of Ownership (TCO): Realize the maximum value from your licensing investment with included
benefits such as access to current technology, Work at Home Rights (WAH) for faculty and staff, product evaluation
rights, Software Assurance for Microsoft Volume Licensing, and Microsoft Office 365 Education A2.



Student Advantage Benefit: When you license Office 365 ProPlus or Office Professional Plus organization-wide for
all of your faculty and staff employees, you qualify for no-cost Office 365 ProPlus subscription licenses for your
students through the EES Student Option.

Acquiring EES Coverage
Depending on the size of your organization, you can acquire EES subscription licenses through:


A Microsoft Authorized Education Reseller (AER) (for organizations with five or more FTE employees or students)



A Microsoft Licensing Solution Provider (LSP) (for organizations with 1,000 or more FTE employees or students and
organizations ordering at least one Platform Online Service for 1,000 or more users)

These resellers are authorized to sell Microsoft academic edition products and volume licenses to qualified education users.
To participate in EES or any of our other academic Volume Licensing programs, or to obtain current pricing, please contact
an AER or LSP.


Find an AER or LSP in the United States or Canada



For other regions, visit your regional Microsoft Volume Licensing website

EES Features
Easy Compliance and Administration
Although you report a faculty/staff FTE employee count when submitting your annual order for on-premises software, all
institution-owned or leased devices are licensed to run all products you choose to license organization-wide, during the
subscription year. Any new faculty or staff members added to the participating organization during the year are licensed to
use the devices running the licensed products.
Your students can also use the licensed product on institution-owned or leased devices located in classrooms or open access
labs within your defined organization. To license your students to run products on a device the student either personally
owns or is institution-owned and is assigned to an individual student for their exclusive use, you can enroll in the Student
Option (see The Student Option).

Flexibility for On-Premises, Cloud, and Hybrid IT Environments
EES makes it easy to transition to the cloud on your terms and at your pace. By participating in EES, you are eligible to order
Office 365 Education A2 at no license charge for you faculty/staff employees and students. You also have the option to order
other Office 365 Education Plans at academic discounts either through your EES or the Microsoft Online Subscription
Program. Get plan details.
For a current list of the available plans, refer to the Microsoft Volume Licensing Product List.
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Software Assurance
Software Assurance is a comprehensive maintenance offering that offers a broad range of benefits to help you get the most
out of your software license purchases. These benefits are available throughout the software management life cycle, so you
can access them when you need them. Software Assurance benefits contribute to the return on your technology investment
by helping you with budget predictability, minimized downtime, and improved productivity. Software Assurance can help you
lower the operating expenses for employee development, deployment, and support costs. This program also offers other
advantages, depending on how you activate and use the benefits.
Software Assurance benefits are included with your subscription, which not only gives you access to Windows Enterprise, but
also now enables flexible work styles by providing access to Windows instances in a variety of ways across devices. With
access to the unique offerings and use rights listed below, Software Assurance for Windows provides the maximum value for
your investment.
Below is a list of Software Assurance benefits that you may be eligible for based on your EES purchases.

New Products

Deployment



New Product
Versions



License Mobility Through
Software Assurance



Step-Up Licensing
Availability



Windows Virtual Desktop
Access (VDA) Rights



Microsoft Desktop
Optimization Pack
(MDOP)



Windows Companion
Subscription License



Windows RT Companion
VDA Rights



Windows To Go Use Rights



Windows Roaming Use
Rights



Windows Thin PC



Office Roaming Use Rights



TechNet Benefits



Microsoft Office MultiLanguage Pack

Training


E-Learning



Home Use Program

Specialized


Cold Backups for
Disaster Recovery



Spread Payments

With EES, Software Assurance is included with your software licenses.
For further details, refer to the following:


Academic Software Assurance Benefits Chart (PDF)



Software Assurance website



Microsoft Volume Licensing Product List (most current information on the benefits for which you qualify)

Licensing Software Products for On-Premises Deployment
The typical way to get started with EES is by licensing software for on-premises deployment. To do so, you must first meet
the minimum order requirement. You then have the option to acquire additional software and services for your faculty/staff
employees and students.
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Minimum Requirements
To qualify for EES by purchasing licenses for on-premises software, you must meet the following minimum requirements:
1.

Meet the minimum number of FTE employees.*
If licensing through an AER (OVS-ES contract option), you must have an organization-wide count of five (5) or more
FTE employees. If licensing through an LSP (CASA+EES options), you must have an organization-wide count of 1,000
or more FTE employees. (See below to learn how to calculate your FTE employee count.)
*There are two alternative ways to meet this minimum requirement: through a qualifying Student Option order or a
qualifying Platform Online Services order. See The Student Option and Licensing Online Services for details.

2.

License at least one desktop platform product.
You must license at least one desktop platform product for the organization-wide FTE employee count defined in
your enrollment or agreement.

You can define your “organization” as:


Your entire institution, including all of its affiliates, departments, and school locations.



Your institution only, including all of its departments and school locations, but not including any affiliates.



Your institution plus named affiliates, departments, school locations, and/or clearly defined user groups.



A selected list of departments, school locations, and/or clearly defined user groups, if your institution is a school
without departments or school locations.

Refer to your contract documents for legal definitions for defining your organization.

Qualifying for EES through on-premises software

EES Desktop Platform Products
EES offers you access to the most recent releases of the EES desktop platform products 1. One way to participate in EES, you
start by choosing at least one of the following desktop platform products that you will license organization-wide. The EES
desktop platform products are as follows:


Windows Enterprise Upgrade



Microsoft Office Professional Plus and Office for Mac



Office Professional Plus Subscription2
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Microsoft Core CAL Suite3 (Includes Windows Server CAL, SharePoint Server Standard CAL, Exchange Server
Standard CAL, System Center Configuration Manager Client Management License, System Center Endpoint
Protection, and Lync Server Standard CAL.)



Microsoft Enterprise CAL Suite3 (Includes all Core CAL Suite components plus Exchange Server Enterprise CAL with
Services [includes Data Loss Prevention and Exchange Online Protection], Exchange Online Archiving, SharePoint
Server Enterprise CAL, Lync Server Enterprise CAL, Windows Server Active Directory Rights Management Services
CAL, and System Center Client Management Suite)



Education Desktop with Core CAL Suite



Education Desktop with Enterprise CAL Suite

The products listed can be replaced by successor products, which in turn will also be considered desktop platform products.
You must order User Subscription Licenses (USLs) for each employee in the organization on a 1:1 basis.
3
Individual CAL Suite components must be ordered organization-wide but are not desktop platform products.
1
2

You can select individual EES desktop platform products to license organization-wide or you can license an EES Education
Desktop Platform Suite, which combines your Windows upgrade, Microsoft Office, and CAL Suite licenses into one
convenient stock-keeping unit (SKU). The Education Desktop Platform Suites offer savings when compared to the cost of
licensing each of the included products individually.
The EES Education Desktop platform suites include the following:
EDUCATION DESKTOP WITH CORE CAL SUITE

EDUCATION DESKTOP WITH ENTERPRISE CAL SUITE

Windows Enterprise Upgrade

Windows Enterprise Upgrade

Microsoft Office Professional Plus and Office for Mac

Microsoft Office Professional Plus and Office for Mac

Microsoft Core CAL Suite

Microsoft Enterprise CAL Suite

Note: You cannot substitute Office 365 ProPlus Subscription for Microsoft Office Professional Plus and Office for Mac in the desktop suites.

As with all software products licensed through the EES subscription offering, you can access the most recent releases and
choose to deploy downgrade versions (previous versions) in place of the current licensed version. For instance, you can
choose to deploy the Windows 7 Enterprise operating system instead of the Windows 8.1 Enterprise operating system.
For desktop platform products and certain additional products available to be licensed organization-wide, when a product is
licensed organization-wide (in a quantity equal to the FTE count), all devices and all users within the organization are fully
licensed to use that product in accordance with the Product Use Rights.

Additional Software Products
For on-premises deployment, a broad selection of software is available as additional products under your EES. They provide
the same License & Software Assurance coverage as desktop platform products. With the exception of Core CAL Suite or
Enterprise CAL Suite component CALs (which must be licensed organization-wide based on your FTE employee count), the
organization can license additional products for any quantity specified, ranging from one license to the entire FTE employee
count.
Examples of software products available as additional products include Microsoft Office Visio, Microsoft Project, Windows
Server, and Exchange Server. Examples of CALs available as additional products include the Microsoft SQL Server database
software CALs and Microsoft Dynamics CRM CALs. Examples of Online Services include Microsoft Office Live Meeting and
Microsoft Forefront Protection for Exchange. You can see a complete list of additional products on the Microsoft Volume
Licensing Product List.
When you license additional products organization-wide, the software can be deployed on any institution-owned or leased
device, including the institution’s labs, and can be used by any faculty, staff, or student belonging to the institution. (Not
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covered by the organization-wide count are student-owned devices and organization-owned devices that are assigned to an
individual student.)
If you choose to license a specific number of copies of the software:


Desktop application licenses are device-based, meaning for each license you acquire, you can only run the
software on one device in accordance with the PUR for the specific product.



CALs are device- or user-based, meaning you can choose whether to license a device (which can be used by
multiple users under a single CAL), or a user (who can use multiple devices under a single CAL).*

CALs Licensed Organization-Wide
CALs licensed organization-wide may be assigned as User and/or Device CALs. For each CAL licensed organization-wide, you
may assign it as Device CAL to each institution Qualified Desktop and as a User CAL to each faculty and staff member. All
CALs that are included in the Core CAL Suite or in the Enterprise CAL Suite (for example, Windows Server CAL, SharePoint
CAL, Exchange CAL, etc.) must be licensed organization-wide and therefore may be assigned to a user and/or a device.
CALs Licensed Non-Organization-Wide
CALs that are not licensed organization-wide (for example, SQL Server CAL, Microsoft Dynamics CRM CAL, etc.) may be
assigned as either a Device CAL or a User CAL, in accordance with the PUR. Each Device CAL permits one device, used by any
user, to access instances of the server software on your licensed servers. Each User CAL permits one user, using any device, to
access instances of the server software on your licensed servers. You may use a combination of Device and User CALs.
Server Products
When you license server products, you license a specific number of copies and you can use the software in accordance with
the PUR for the specific product.

Licensing Windows Upgrades through EES
When you license a desktop operating system through this Microsoft Volume Licensing offering, it is important to
understand that only upgrade licenses for Windows are available—full operating system licenses are not offered. Prior to
licensing a Windows upgrade license through your EES desktop platform, you need to have a full underlying license for a
qualifying operating system for each PC. Qualifying operating systems are listed in the Microsoft Volume Licensing Product
List.
Typically, customers purchase the full Windows operating system license in the following two ways:


For newly manufactured PCs, the best way to acquire a full Windows license is to have the original equipment
manufacturer (OEM) preinstall Windows on the PC.



If the OEM has not preinstalled Windows on the PC, you can purchase a full Windows license through retail fullpackaged product (FPP).

If you discover that you have existing PCs that lack the necessary full license for a qualifying operating system, talk to your
Microsoft reseller about the Get Genuine Windows Agreement for Academic (GGWA-A). GGWA-A provides a simple, costeffective way for you to acquire full licenses for Windows 8.1. These licenses fulfill the requirement for a full qualifying
operating system and may only be purchased to fulfill the underlying license requirement for the Windows Pro Upgrade or
the Education Desktop licenses. Once you have acquired the full operating system license, you are then eligible to license
those PCs for Windows Pro Upgrade through EES. Learn more.

Counting Desktop Platform Product Licenses
EES offers the convenience of licensing desktop software products and CALs based on the number of faculty/staff (FTE)
employees in the organization. Licenses for the desktop platform products and certain additional products require
organization-wide coverage.
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You can define your “organization” as:


Your entire institution, including all of its affiliates, departments, and school locations.



Your institution only, including all of its departments and school locations, but not including any affiliates.



Your institution plus named affiliates, departments, school locations, and/or clearly defined user groups.



A selected list of departments, school locations, and/or clearly defined user groups, if your institution is a school
without departments or school locations.

Counting Faculty/Staff Full-Time Equivalent (FTE) Employees
Use the formula below to determine the number of faculty/staff FTE employees you have. You will use this calculation when
licensing desktop software and CALs.
Note: Employees such as maintenance, grounds keeping, and cafeteria staff can be excluded from the faculty/staff FTE employee
count if they do not use institutional devices.

For example, you have 2,000 full-time faculty, 3,000 part-time faculty, 1,000 full-time staff, and 1,000 part-time staff. The FTE
employee count is calculated as follows:
2,000 + (3,000 ÷ 3) + 1,000 + (1,000 ÷ 2) = 4,500 FTE employees
In this case, your desktop platform product licenses would be based on 4,500 FTE employees.
Note: If you are outside the United States, the method for counting FTE employees may differ. Contact your local reseller for details.

Licensing Microsoft Online Services
If you are purchasing through an LSP, you can order any of the available Microsoft Online Services through your EES.
If you are purchasing through an AER, you can order Office 356 Education A3 or Office 365 ProPlus through your EES. You
can order additional Online Services (such as Microsoft Dynamics CRM Online and Windows Intune) separately through the
Microsoft Online Subscription Program.
Note: Refer to the Microsoft Volume Licensing Product List to confirm currently-available products and services.

EES Platform Online Services (CASA+EES Only)
Platform Online Services must be ordered for a minimum of 1,000 users. If you have not already met the minimum
requirement for participating in EES through an order for on-premises software, you can use your order for one or more
Platform Online Services to fulfill the requirement.
The EES Platform Online Services are as follows:


Office 365 Education A3 (includes Exchange Online Plan 2, SharePoint Online Plan 2, Lync Online Plan 2, Office
Professional Plus, and Office Web Apps)



Office 365 Education A4 (includes everything in Plan 3 and Lync Online Plus voice)
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Note: If you choose the Student Option, enrolling 1,000 or more students in at least one Platform Online Service also fulfills this minimum
requirement. See The Student Option for more information.

Qualifying for EES through Online Services for Faculty/Staff Employees

Additional Online Services
You may also order additional Microsoft Online Services (beyond Office 365 Education Plans) through your EES. All Microsoft
Online Services licensed through the EES have the same expiration date as the EES. When adding Online Services midterm,
the User Subscription License (USL) is prorated to the month. The minimum term length for the services is one month.

Purchasing Office 365 Through an AER (OVS-ES Only)
If you are purchasing through an AER and you have met the minimum requirement of ordering at least one desktop platform
product organization-wide (for a minimum of 5 FTE employees), you can order user subscription licenses (USLs) for the
offerings listed below in any quantity. USLs are user-based (not FTE-based), so you order the number of USLs equal to the
number of individuals who will use the service. You can order additional USLs at any time.


Office 365 Education A3



Project Pro for Office 365



Office 365 ProPlus



Project Online



A3 Add-on from Office Professional Plus



Project Online with Project Pro for Office 365



Exchange Online Plan 2



Visio Pro for Office 365

Office 365 Add-ons
If you have licensed Office Professional Plus and/or the Core CAL Suite or Enterprise CAL Suite for on-premises deployment
and you want to take advantage of the additional functionality provided by Office 365, you may do so by adding an Office
365 Add-on. In essence, these Add-ons give you credit for your existing Office Professional Plus and/or CAL Suite
investments by allowing you to subscribe to Plan A3 or Plan A4 (if purchasing through an LSP) at a discounted price. The
available Add-ons are as follows:


A3 Add-on from Core CAL/Enterprise CAL + Office
Professional Plus



A4 Add-on from Core CAL/Enterprise CAL + Office
Professional Plus*



A3 Add-on from Core CAL/Enterprise CAL



A4 Add-on from Core CAL/Enterprise CAL*



A3 Add-on from Office Professional Plus



A4 Add-on from Office Professional Plus*

*Available only when purchasing through an LSP.
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Special Use Rights
Work at Home Rights
Your institution can offer limited Work at Home (WAH) rights to your faculty and staff members only with no additional
license charge. These limited rights permit using application, system, and CAL products on a personally owned device for
work-related purposes only. You can choose to extend these rights to your faculty and staff members only for licensed
products for which you have institutional licenses through your EES.
If you extend WAH rights, your institution accepts responsibility for communicating the terms and conditions to your faculty
and staff members. This includes keeping accurate records of licensed product use and distribution and ensuring that your
faculty and staff agree to the stated terms and conditions.
For your convenience, we have provided a Faculty/Staff Acceptance Form that you may want to have your users sign when
granting WAH rights to them.
Employees who do not use institutional devices, such as maintenance, grounds keeping, and cafeteria staff are excluded from
WAH rights if they were not included in the FTE employee count when placing your order.
*The school may incur some costs for obtaining and distributing the WAH media.

Distributing Media for Work at Home Use
Electronic software distribution services are offered by Microsoft’s authorized Digital Distribution Service Provider (DDSP).
The DDSP sets up a web store for you or your reseller to facilitate delivering software and any keys necessary for activating
individual products to your faculty/staff for Work at Home. (You can also use this facility to distribute software to eligible
students under the Student Option.) For more information, contact your reseller.
If you do not use this electronic software distribution service, you may distribute software to licensed users in the following
ways:
For All Products (Including Those That Require Activation):
Purchase and distribute one copy of each applicable CD-ROM or disk set to each authorized user. You must purchase these
CDs or disk sets (known as “student media”) from your reseller in minimum quantities of five (5) per title up to the number of
licensed users. You cannot replicate media for Work at Home use.
Note: Most products, including Windows and Microsoft Office suites, require activation. For those products, you can use the option above
which use non-Volume Licensing media and activation keys. You CANNOT distribute Volume Licensing media and Volume License Keys
(VLKs) for products that require activation to users for WAH use. See a complete list of products that require activation.

For Products That Do Not Require Activation:


Have users bring in their devices for manual installation by you at a central location that you control using
Volume Licensing media acquired from a Microsoft-approved fulfillment source.



Use a system of controlled short-term checkout of applicable Volume Licensing media (acquired from a
Microsoft-approved fulfillment source) solely for the purposes of individual user installation.

Home Use Program
In addition to WAH rights, EES also provides your faculty and staff members access to the Microsoft Office system desktop
PC programs to use on their personally owned PC through the Home Use Program (HUP). This is a benefit of Microsoft
Software Assurance. With HUP, your faculty and staff members can get the Microsoft Office system programs to use on their
home PC for both work and personal use at a nominal cost. Providing the HUP licensed product is easy for the institution,
because the institution does not have to handle distributing the software. After your Software Assurance benefits
administrator activates the benefit, individual faculty and staff members can order and pay for shipping of their licensed
product online.
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Note: Though Microsoft may offer both WAH and HUP rights under Software Assurance for a Product, you must choose either WAH or HUP
rights for such Product.

HUP and WAH availability by product pool:
PRODUCT POOL

HUP

WAH

X*

X*

Applications
Systems

X*

Servers

X*

*You cannot provide licensed product for the same title to your faculty and staff using both HUP and WAH.

Get information about HUP.

Multi-Language Rights
During the term of the subscription, you are granted the right to run the licensed product in any available language. This
includes the right to run the Multi-Language version of Microsoft Office and its corresponding features, such as a global
interface and multi-language proofing tools.

Upgrade/Downgrade Rights
You are allowed to run any new versions of the licensed products included in your subscription coverage that are released
during the licensed term. Additionally, you can run any previous version of the licensed product in place of the current
version. These upgrade and downgrade rights also apply to the individual components of the licensed product.

Product Evaluation Rights
During the term of your subscription, you can also download products for trial purposes. The evaluation bits for certain
software products are available for download from the Volume Licensing Service Center . After you receive the product bits,
you will have 60 days to evaluate the product, after which you can place a license order or uninstall the software.
Online Services can be evaluated for a 30-day trial via the Microsoft Online Subscription Program portal.
Note: To transfer account information from your trial to a paid subscription, you must use the same Windows Live ID for the trial account as
the subscription account.

Additional Benefits
DreamSpark
With an EES subscription, your institution is eligible to receive an organization-wide, free online subscription of DreamSpark
Standard for instructional use by your teachers and students in your classrooms and labs. DreamSpark enables you to outfit
your labs with the latest Microsoft developer, design, and server tools to support personal or in-class learning for your
students and educators. With a DreamSpark Standard membership, students get the professional-level developer and
designer tools they would use to build real sites, apps, and games for Xbox Live/360, Kinect, Windows Phone, and more.
DreamSpark enables students to get a head start on a career or do better in class.
DreamSpark Premium is also available for departments that teach Science, Technology, Engineering, or Math (STEM
Departments). DreamSpark Premium makes available additional premium design, development, and server tools software as
well as additional Microsoft Office applications and Windows client solely for instructional use inside the STEM Departments.
DreamSpark Premium is not available for use institution-wide and additional terms and restrictions apply that are found in
DreamSpark Premium use rights.
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Software acquired through the DreamSpark Standard subscriptions may be used for instructional purposes only and may not
be used for commercial purposes or for institution’s production use. See the complete terms and conditions.
Information about how to activate your free DreamSpark memberships will be included in your EES welcome letter, which
you will receive when your enrollment is processed. Get more information about DreamSpark,
While we provide the complimentary membership to customers with an EES subscription, the DreamSpark Standard and
DreamSpark Premium membership is completely separate from the EES subscription. The software licenses provided through
the DreamSpark membership carry certain restrictions that EES subscription licenses do not. You can use DreamSpark
licensed product only for instructional and not-for-profit research purposes within your organization. You cannot use the
licensed product to run the infrastructure of your department or institution.

Microsoft IT Academy
The Microsoft IT Academy Program is an annual subscription-based program designed for accredited academic institutions
worldwide. It empowers academic institutions to help students realize their skills and career potential through relevant, highquality and latest technology training resources. With these resources, educators can prepare their students to enter the
workforce with skills that are in demand by employers. The Microsoft IT Academy Program resources are flexible, and easy to
integrate into new or existing curricula. And, with today’s tighter budgets, they help schools keep pace with technology and
save money.
The IT Academy membership is available through the EES offering as a Services Subscription License (SSL). Rather than
counting FTE employees, the SSL can be acquired to license the entire institution or department.

License Term
The IT Academy membership has the same expiration date as the EES subscription under which it is licensed. When adding IT
Academy mid-term, the SSL is pro-rated to the month.
Get more information about Microsoft IT Academy.

How to Buy
You can participate in the EES offering in two ways. The best contract option for your organization depends primarily on
whether you have five (5) or more FTE employees (Microsoft Open Value Subscription Agreement for Education Solutions
[OVS-ES] contract) or 1,000 or more FTE employees (Campus and School Agreement plus Enrollment for Education Solutions
[CASA+EES] contracts).
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How to buy depending on organization size
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OVS-ES CONTRACT OPTION

CASA+EES CONTRACTS OPTION

(FOR ORGANIZATIONS WITH FIVE OR

(FOR ORGANIZATIONS WITH 1,000 OR

MORE FTE EMPLOYEES)

MORE FTE EMPLOYEES OR STUDENTS, OR 1,000 USERS
LICENSE FOR A PLATFORM ONLINE SERVICE)

If your organization has five (5) FTE employees or
more*, you can subscribe to the EES offer through a
Microsoft Authorized Education Reseller by signing an
electronic agreement (e-Agreement) called the
Microsoft Open Value Subscription Agreement for
Education Solutions (OVS-ES). The agreement contains
general terms and conditions, program terms and
definitions, and is used to provide contact information,
define your organization, and enroll in the Student
Option. This document also specifies the licensed
period (one or three years) and the total FTE count
that you will cover in the first annual order. The OVSES agreement is designed for smaller academic
customers to provide a simplified purchasing
experience. The OVS-ES subscription offers
comparable benefits to the enrollment under the
Campus and School Agreement. The primary
difference in the programs is that Office 365 Education
A3 and Office 365 ProPlus are the only Online Service
available through OVS-ES. Other You can, however,
order other Online Services through the Microsoft
Online Subscription Program.
*An FTE student count (if you elect the Student Option)
of five or more also fulfills this minimum requirement.
See The Student Option for more information.
Find an AER in the United States or Canada, or refer to
your regional Microsoft Volume Licensing website for
other regions.
Note: You will be an “Open Value Subscription”
customer and will be referred to and identified as such
in communications to you from Microsoft and in
Microsoft tools to which you have access.

If your organization has 1,000 or more FTE employees*
(or you are licensing at least one Platform Online
Service for at least 1,000 users), you can instead
subscribe to the EES offer through a Microsoft
Licensing Solution Provider (LSP).
*An FTE student count (if you include the Student
Option) of 1,000 or more also fulfills this minimum
requirement. See The Student Option for more
information.
Working with your LSP, you will complete and sign the
following documents:
Campus and School Agreement (CASA)
For organizations with 1,000 or more FTE employees,
the EES is an enrollment under the Campus and School
Agreement. This agreement contains an overview of
the program and general terms and conditions, plus
details on such topics as distributing software to
licensed users and Work at Home rights. The Campus
and School Agreement has no expiration date. After
this agreement is in place, you do not have to sign
another one when renewing your annual coverage. If
your organization has a current Campus Enrollment or
School Enrollment under a Campus and School
Agreement, you do not need to sign a new CASA; you
only need to sign the EES form, which will replace your
previous Campus Enrollment or School Enrollment.
Enrollment for Education Solutions
The Enrollment for Education Solutions form provides
an overview of enrollment, includes additional
program terms and definitions, and is used to provide
contact information, define your organization, and
enroll in the Student Option. This document also
specifies the licensed period (one or three years) and
the total FTE count (for on-premises products) that you
will cover in the first annual order.
Find an LSP in the United States or Canada, or refer to
your regional Microsoft Volume Licensing website for
other regions.
Note: You will be a “Campus” program customer and
will be referred to and identified as such in
communications to you from Microsoft and in Microsoft
tools to which you have access.
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Additional Orders
Whether you choose the one-year or three-year option, you can place licensed product orders with your reseller at any time
during the year after your initial order.
Note (CASA+EES Only): When you place an additional order for on-premises software through your LSP (CASA+EES contract option), you
will be charged a prorated price based on the number of months remaining in the annual term, with a minimum price of 50 percent of the
full annual per-product price. For instance, if you order a product at month three, you will pay for nine months (.75 x the annual per-product
price). If you order a product at month nine, you will pay for six months (.5 x the annual per-product price). Proration is not available under
the OVS-ES contract, therefore, customers with the OVS-ES contract will be charged the full annual per-product price when placing an
additional order midterm.

When placing an additional order for Online Services through your LSP (CASA+EES contract option), you will be charged a
prorated price based on the number of months remaining in your EES term, with a minimum price of one month's
subscription.

Extending or Renewing Your EES Coverage
OVS-ES CONTRACT OPTION

CASA+EES CONTRACT OPTION

(FOR ORGANIZATIONS WITH FIVE OR

(FOR ORGANIZATIONS WITH 1,000 OR

MORE FTE EMPLOYEES)

MORE FTE EMPLOYEES OR STUDENTS, OR 1,000 USERS
LICENSED FOR A PLATFORM ONLINE SERVICE)

Extending Your Coverage

Extending Your Coverage

Your institution can extend the temporary
licenses after your initial term for one
additional three-year term, after which you
must complete a new OVS-ES agreement
to continue with the program.

If you have a one-year subscription, your institution can extend the
temporary licenses after the first year for an additional one year at a
time (up to five times) or for one three-year term, after which you
must complete a new EES to continue with the program.

With your extension order, you include an
updated FTE employee count, any changes
to your product selections, and a new FTE
student count (if you chose the Student
Option on your OVS-ES contract).
If you choose to extend the agreement,
the price level will be reset at the start of
the extension term based on your
organization-wide count at the time that
the extension order is placed. Extension
orders are subject to the five FTE
minimum.
Renewing Your Coverage
If you have already extended your
coverage for one three-year term, or you
want to add coverage for only one year
(instead of using the three-year extension),
you can do so by submitting a new OVSES agreement through your reseller.
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With your extension order, you include an updated FTE employee
count, any changes to your product selections, and a new FTE
student count (if you chose the Student Option on your EES).
If you have a three-year subscription, your institution submits an
anniversary order at the end of year one and year two. At the end of
year three, you can extend your EES coverage for an additional one
year at a time (up to three times) or once for an additional three-year
term by submitting an extension order through your reseller before
the expiration of your initial EES subscription term. With your
extension order, you can change orders to reflect a new FTE count,
product selection, and/or new FTE student count (if you chose the
Student Option on your EES). Extension orders are subject to the
same EES minimum requirements as your initial EES.
If you choose to extend the enrollment, the price level will be reset at
the start of the extension term based on your organization-wide
count at the time that the extension order is placed.
Renewing Your Coverage
If you have reached the maximum number of EES extensions and you
want to continue your coverage, you can do so by submitting a new
one-year or three-year enrollment.
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Discontinuing Your Coverage
If you choose not to extend or renew your EES subscription, you have the following options at the end of your licensed
period:
1.

Purchase perpetual licenses using the Buy-out Option.

If you had three years or more of coverage, you can purchase perpetual licenses for the products and quantities you want to
continue using by acquiring discounted “buy-out” licenses offered under the program.
When exercising the Buy-out Option, the following limitations apply:

2.



You can purchase perpetual licenses for your on-premises software through the Buy-out Option only for the
product(s) covered under your EES enrollment or OVS-ES agreement.



The Buy-out Option is not available for products licensed under the Student Option or for Online Services.



Devices that were not covered by the subscription cannot be included. For example, if the corresponding
subscription is limited to a particular department, perpetual licenses cannot be purchased through the Buy-out
Option for devices outside of that department.



You can only exercise the Buy-out Option prior to the expiration of your subscription term.



For products licensed organization-wide, the buy-out quantity shall be at least equal to the organization-wide
count, but shall not exceed the total quantity of devices covered by EES on the date of the buy-out order. For
example, during the subscription term, if you have ordered licenses for 1,000 FTEs and have run software on 1,100
devices, during the buy-out, you must purchase at least 1,000 but no more than 1,100 perpetual licenses per
applicable product through the Buy-out Option.



For additional products that you have licensed non-organization wide, you must acquire perpetual licenses in the
lowest total quantity of copies ordered during any of the three 12-month periods immediately preceding expiration
of the enrollment or agreement.



If you have fewer than three years of EES coverage and want to migrate to perpetual licenses, you can acquire the
licenses you need through the Microsoft Volume Licensing Open for Academic or Select Plus for Academic
programs.

Remove the software.

If you do not submit an extension order (after a one-year term) or anniversary order (during a three-year term), and do not
sign a new EES or OVS-ES, or exercise the Buy-out Option, you are required to remove all products from every device, and
your institution must revert to using the product that you had licenses for prior to the start of your EES coverage.
3.

Choose a combination.

You can choose a combination of the choices listed above.
For example, you want an additional 12 months of EES coverage for Windows Pro Upgrade, perpetual licenses for Visual
Studio, and you no longer want to use any of the other products covered under your current enrollment. To obtain this, you
can submit a new order for Windows upgrade, purchase perpetual licenses for Visual Studio using the Buy-out Option, and
remove the remaining products from all devices.
Online Service Expiration or Termination
Upon expiration or termination of your online service subscription, you may contact Microsoft and tell whether to do one of
the following with your data:
1.

Disable your account and then delete the customer data; or

2.

Retain your customer data stored in the online service in a limited function account for at least 90 days after expiration
or termination of your subscription (the “retention period”) so that you may extract the data.
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If you indicate (1), you will not be able to extract the customer data from your account. If you do not indicate (1) or (2), we
will retain the customer data in accordance with (2).
Following the expiration of the retention period, we will disable your account and then delete your customer data. Cached or
back-up copies will be purged within 30 days of the end of the retention period.
The online service may not support retention or extraction of software provided by you to run in the online service.

Deploying Your EES Licensed Software
Agreement and Order Confirmation
When your enrollment has been processed and activated, you will receive an acceptance letter from Microsoft.
Note: You will be referred to and identified as an “Open Value Subscription” (OVS-ES Option) or “Campus” (CASA+EES Option) customer in
all communications from Microsoft.) The acceptance letter will include the effective start and end dates of your licensed period, confirmation
of your distributor and reseller, and the promotion code for activating your complimentary DreamSpark membership.

With your acceptance letter, you will also receive your Open Value Subscription for Education Solutions Agreement Number
(OVS-ES Option) or your Campus and School Agreement and Enrollment for Education Solutions numbers (CASA+EES
Option). These numbers are very important because they are required to place orders for CDs with your reseller. You must
place all CD orders with the reseller listed on your acceptance letter. If you want to change your reseller, see Changing Your
Reseller in this guide.
Once an order has been processed, you will receive a letter confirming your order with details such as products ordered and
agreement details in a summary table, and Microsoft will publish order confirmation information to the Microsoft Volume
Licensing Service Center (VLSC). The VLSC is the single location for Microsoft Volume Licensing customers to view their
licensing information, download licensed software, find the appropriate product keys, and view a Software Assurance
summary. In the VLSC, customers can also view or manage Microsoft Subscriptions, including MSDN Subscriptions, TechNet
Subscriptions, and Expression Subscriptions from the VLSC.
You will need a Windows Live ID to access the VLSC.
Note: When you access tools such as VLSC, your EES information will be listed under the “Open Value Subscription” program (OVS-ES
Option) or “Campus” program (CASA+EES Option).

When you accept your EES subscription order, the contact you identified will have access to the VLSC. Your order
confirmation will also include any required Volume License Product Keys, part numbers for your licensed products, product
descriptions, and quantities for the products you have ordered.

Receiving Your Software
The default method for receiving your licensed software is by accessing the software digitally through the VLSC. This aligns
to Microsoft's efforts to reduce our carbon footprint by eliminating the need to produce, package, and store discs.
Digital by Choice
Through the Digital by Choice initiative, customers have the option to access your licensed software digitally, instead of
receiving physical media. By choosing this option, you help Microsoft in our efforts to reduce our carbon footprint by
eliminating the need for discs, packaging, and shipping.

Product System Requirements
You can find detailed product information, including system requirements, in the Microsoft Volume Licensing Product List.
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Activating Your Products
Windows product activation is a set of technologies enabling customers to confirm that their copy of Windows is properly
licensed. Volume Activation allows enterprise customers to automate the activation process and make it transparent to users.
Volume Activation applies to computers that are covered under a Volume Licensing program, and for customers using
Volume Licensing media that were first introduced with Windows Vista and have since been enhanced. It is used strictly as a
tool for activation, and it is not tied to license invoicing or billing.

Activation Through Key Management Service and Multiple Activation Key
Key Management Service (KMS) allows organizations to activate computers within customer environment through an
internally hosted service (KMS), and Multiple Activation Key (MAK) activates computers on a one-time basis by using the
hosted activation services provided by Microsoft. Customers can use either or both key types to activate computers in their
environments.
Note: You may not provide unsecured access to your KMS machines over an uncontrolled network such as the Internet. Microsoft may
prevent further activations, deactivate, or otherwise block the key from activation or validation in the case of unauthorized use or disclosure
of MAK or KMS keys. Refer to the “PROPER USE OF KMS” and “UNAUTHORIZED USE OF MAK OR KMS KEYS” sections in the Microsoft
Volume Licensing PUR for specifics.

Activation Through Microsoft Active Directory
During Active Directory-based activation, any computers connected to the domain and running Windows 8 or Windows
Server 2012 (or later versions) will activate automatically during computer setup. These clients stay activated as long as they
remain members of the domain and maintain periodic contact with a domain controller.
Learn more about volume activation at www.technet.com/volumeactivation.

Online Services
The activation process for online services depends on the online service and the program under which those online services
are purchased.
How to activate your Online Services purchased through EES Agreement (CASA+EES Only):
You must first activate a service before you can use it. You can activate the service by using the link provided in your
Activation email. Please make sure to choose the right option:
1.

Sign In: If you have used Microsoft Online Services before and know your Microsoft Online Services ID, choose this
option if you wish to retain your previous settings.

2.

Sign Up: If you haven’t used Microsoft Online Services before, select Sign Up.

How to activate your Online Services purchased through OVS-ES Agreement (OVS-ES Only):
1.

2.

Please obtain your Product Key from VLSC. The Online Service Activation (OSA) Keys can be found at either of the
following locations from the VLSC Home page:


Download & Keys > find the Product/Service name > click Key



Licenses > Relationship Summary > Click the License Number > Product Key

Copy the Keys and activate Office 365 at http://www.office.com/setup/365.

If you are already an Office 365 customer, choose the Sign In option to apply your product key to your existing account. If
you have not used Office 365, get started with Office 365 at http://www.office.com/setup/365.
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Distributing Media to Faculty and Staff
Institutions that purchase subscription licenses using the EES offering can distribute the licensed product to faculty and staff
for installation on covered institution devices using the methods below. You must acquire all installation media from a
Microsoft-approved fulfillment source.
1.

Load the licensed product on a secured site and have eligible faculty and staff download the licensed product to
covered institution devices that they manage.

2.

Have faculty and staff bring the licensed devices that they manage to a central location designated by the university
and download from the campus network or CDs.

3.

Set up a library checkout system for CDs for faculty and staff.

4.

Replicate CDs for faculty and staff. (See Replication Rights below.)

5.

Purchase individual CDs to distribute to your faculty and staff. You can obtain CD pricing information from your
reseller.

For information on distributing media to faculty and staff members for Work at Home use, see the Special Use Rights section
of this guide.

Replication Rights
Your EES subscription allows you to acquire the quantity of media necessary to distribute the licensed product to your users
for installation on covered institution devices. This includes the right to replicate media acquired from a Microsoft-approved
fulfillment source. All such copies must be true and complete copies (including copyright and trademark notices).
You do not have the right to replicate media for the Student Option or WAH use. For information on acquiring and
distributing media to students under the Student Option and teachers and staff under WAH rights, see the Student Option
and Use Rights sections of this guide.
Authorized Replicator
We recommend that you contact a Microsoft Authorized Replicator for assistance. The following Microsoft Authorized
Replicator can assist you with CD replication:
Arvato Services Inc.
29011 Commerce Center Drive
Valencia, CA 91355
Tel: (866) 618-0020
Fax: (661) 702-2944

Administering Software Assurance Benefits
To get the most from Software Assurance, we recommend that you assign responsibility to a Benefits Administrator who will
manage your benefits and track benefits consumption at the VLSC. Information on how to access the VLSC and how to
receive these benefits is sent to all Software Assurance customers. You can designate a specific person as your Software
Assurance benefits administrator on your EES order.


Find additional information about Software Assurance.



If you need help using the VLSC, please contact the Support Center at 1-866-230-0560 or
mvlshelpa@msdirectservices.com (United States and Canada only). Worldwide VLSC Support Center contact
information is available on the VLSC site.
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Education Server Platform Licensing Option
If you are purchasing through the CASA+EES option, you have an additional option that simplifies server licensing. When you
license one or more of the CAL Products listed in the table below organization-wide for all your faculty, staff, and students,
and you license the corresponding Server Platform Product(s), you may run unlimited instances of the corresponding Server
Products. This option requires licensing a minimum of 1,000 FTE employees and 1,000 FTE students.
Server Platform Products licensed under this licensing option may only be used by your licensed faculty, staff and students
and by licensed external users using the Server Platform Products for the benefit of your institution.

CAL PRODUCT

CORRESPONDING SERVER
PLATFORM PRODUCT

CORRESPONDING SERVER PRODUCTS (FOR
UNLIMITED DEPLOYMENT)

SQL Server CAL

SQL Server Platform Academic

SQL Server Enterprise
SQL Server Standard
SQL Server Business Intelligence
Microsoft BizTalk Server (all editions)

Core CAL Suite

Core Server Platform
Academic

Windows Server (all editions)
Microsoft SharePoint Server (all editions)
Microsoft Exchange Server (all editions)
Microsoft Lync Server (all editions)
Windows Sever External Connector

Enterprise CAL Suite

Enterprise Server Platform
Academic

Microsoft System Center Datacenter
Windows RMS External Connector

Note: The products listed may be replaced from time to time by successor products.

The Student Option
The EES Student Option provides a convenient and cost-effective way for you to license selected software and services for
use by your students on a personally owned device or an institution-owned device assigned to the student’s exclusive use
(for example, a device checked out to a student for the school year). If you choose the three-year subscription, each
anniversary order must include at least the same number of student users as in the year 1 order.

Getting Started with the Student Option
To get started with EES Student Option, you license at least one desktop platform product or Platform Online Service for an
organization-wide FTE student count of five (5) or more.
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Qualifying for EES through software for students

Calculating FTE Students
Use the following formula to calculate the number of FTE students in the participating organization:

Notes:


If you are outside the United States, the method for counting FTE students may differ. Contact your local reseller for details.



The Student FTE calculation is used for licensing desktop software products and CALs organization-wide for use of the licensed
products on a personally owned device or an institution-owned device assigned to a student’s exclusive use. It is not used for
licensing Online Services. Online Services are licensed per user on a 1:1 basis.

Like with the faculty/staff subscription, you can define your “organization” for purposes of the Student Option as students
within:


Your entire institution, including all of its affiliates, departments, and school locations



Your institution only, including all of its departments and school locations, but not including any affiliates



Your institution plus named affiliates, departments, school locations, and/or clearly defined user groups



A selected list of departments, school locations, and/or clearly defined user groups if your institution is a school
without departments or school locations

Desktop and CAL Products for Students
Desktop Platform Products
As with your faculty and staff FTE employees, EES offers the convenience of licensing Student Option products based on the
number of FTE students in the organization. All Desktop Platform Products licensed through Student Option require
organization-wide coverage. EES offers you access to the most recent releases of the EES desktop platform products 4 for
students. The EES desktop platform products are as follows:
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4



Windows Enterprise Upgrade5



Microsoft Office Professional Plus and Office for Mac



Office 365 ProPlus Subscription



Microsoft Core CAL Suite6 (Includes Windows Server CAL, SharePoint Server Standard CAL, Exchange Server
Standard CAL, System Center Configuration Manager Client Management License, System Center Endpoint
Protection, and Lync Server Standard CAL.)



Microsoft Enterprise CAL Suite7 (Includes all Core CAL Suite components plus Exchange Server Enterprise CAL with
Services (includes Data Loss Prevention and Exchange Online Protection),, SharePoint Server Enterprise CAL, Lync
Server Enterprise CAL, Windows Server Active Directory Rights Management Services CAL, and System Center Client
Management Suite)



Education Desktop with Core CAL Suite



Education Desktop with Enterprise CAL Suite

The products listed can be replaced by successor products, which in turn will also be considered desktop platform products.

5

Windows Pro Upgrade and Education Desktop products purchased through Student Option exclude the right to install Volume Licensing media
and Windows Enterprise on students’ personally owned devices. See Obtaining and Distributing Student Media.

6

You must order User Subscription Licenses (USLs) for each employee in the organization on a 1:1 basis.

7

Individual CAL Suite components must be ordered organization-wide but are not desktop platform products.

You can select individual EES desktop platform products to license organization-wide for students, or you can license an EES
Education Desktop platform suite, which combines your Windows Upgrade, Microsoft Office, and CAL Suite licenses into one
convenient SKU at a price that offers savings when compared to the cost of licensing those products individually.
The EES Education Desktop platform suites include:
EDUCATION DESKTOP WITH CORE CAL SUITE

EDUCATION DESKTOP WITH ENTERPRISE CAL SUITE

Windows Enterprise Upgrade

Windows Enterprise Upgrade

Microsoft Office Professional Plus and Office for Mac

Microsoft Office Professional Plus and Office for Mac

Microsoft Core CAL Suite

Microsoft Enterprise CAL Suite

Note: You cannot substitute Office 365 ProPlus Subscription for Microsoft Office Professional Plus and Office for Mac in the desktop suites.

Price Levels
Tiered pricing is available for desktop platform products ordered under the CASA+EES contract option. These levels are as
follows:
STUDENT FTE COUNT

PRICE LEVEL

1,000

A

3,000

B

10,000

C

25,000

D

Notes:


There is a single price level under CASA+EES for Online Services



There is a single price level under the OVS-ES contract option, which is equivalent to CASA+EES Level A.
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Additional Desktop and CAL Products for Students
Several Additional Products are available under the Student Option. They provide the same License & Software Assurance
coverage as desktop platform products. All Additional Products licensed through Student Option (at student pricing) must be
licensed for the organization-wide Student FTE count. Please see the Product List for a list of products available through the
Student Option (denoted by an “ST” in the product table).
Note: Additional Products available at faculty/staff pricing (for example, those products that are not available at student pricing) can also be
licensed for students in any quantity and at the published price. Please refer to the Product List for a list of Additional Products.

Online Services for Students
You have following two options for Licensing Online services for students:
1.

Student Advantage Benefit
When you license Office 365 ProPlus or Office Professional Plus for all of your faculty/staff FTE employees
organization-wide, you are eligible to license Office 365 ProPlus for students within the same defined organization
at no additional charge. Order the no-cost Office 365 ProPlus A for Students under the Student Option to receive
this benefit.

2.

Paid Online Services
If you do not license Office 365 ProPlus or Office Professional Plus for all of your faculty/staff FTE employees
organization-wide, or you want to license students for Online Services other than Office 365 ProPlus, you have the
options detailed below.

Ordering Platform Online Services for Students (CASA+EES Only)
When you purchase through an LSP (CASA+EES contract option), you can order one or more of the following Platform Online
Services for a minimum of 1,000 students:


Office 365 Education A3 (includes Exchange Online Plan 2, SharePoint Online Plan 2, Lync Online Plan 2, Office
Professional Plus, and Office Web Apps)



Office 365 Education A4 (includes everything in Plan 3 and Lync Online Plus voice)

Note: An order of one or more Platform Online Services for students can be used to fulfill the minimum requirement for participating in EES.

Qualifying for EES through online services for students
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Ordering Office 365 Add-Ons
If you have licensed Office Professional Plus and/or the Core CAL Suite or Enterprise CAL Suite for students and you want to
take advantage of the additional functionality provided by Office 365, may do so by adding an Office 365 Add-on. In essence,
these Add-ons give you credit for your existing Office Professional Plus and/or CAL Suite investments by allowing you to
subscribe to Plan A3 or Plan A4 (through LSP only) at a discounted price. You may order Office 365 Add-ons in any quantity.
The available Add-ons are as follows:


A3 Add-on from Core CAL/Enterprise CAL + Office
Professional Plus



A4 Add-on from Core CAL/Enterprise CAL + Office
Professional Plus*



A3 Add-on from Core CAL/Enterprise CAL



A4 Add-on from Core CAL/Enterprise CAL*



A3 Add-on from Office Professional Plus



A4 Add-on from Office Professional Plus*

*Available only when purchasing through an LSP (CASA+EES contract option).

Ordering Office 365 for Students through OVS-ES
Under the OVS-ES contract option, you can order the following for students on a per-user basis:


Office 365 Education A3



Project Pro for Office 365



Office 365 ProPlus



Project Online



A3 Add-on from Office Professional Plus



Project Online with Project Pro for Office 365



Exchange Online Plan 2



Visio Pro for Office 365

Ordering Additional Online Services through CASA+EES
Beyond Office 365 Education Plans, you may also order additional Microsoft Online Services for students (such as Microsoft
Dynamics CRM Online and Windows Intune) through the CASA+EES contract option. All Microsoft Online Services licensed
through the CASA+EES have the same expiration date as the EES. When adding Online Services midterm, the User
Subscription License (USL) is prorated to the month. The minimum term length for the services is one month. You may order
these additional Online Services in any quantity.
Note: If you are purchasing through and AER (OVS-ES contract option), you can order additional Online Services for students separately
through the Microsoft Online Subscription Program.

How to Enroll in the Student Option
How you enroll in the Student Options depends upon which EES contract option you use:


OVS-ES Contract Option: Complete an OVS-ES e-agreement specifically for students. This is separate from your
OVS-ES e-agreement for faculty and staff.
Note: You may include your student and faculty/staff on a single OVS-ES agreement if you order the same desktop platform
products for students and faculty/staff.



CASA+EES Contract Option: Include Student Option on the same enrollment as your faculty and staff.

Note: You may qualify for the CASA+EES contract option with either a faculty/staff FTE employee count of 1,000 or more, a FTE student
count of 1,000 or more, or by subscribing to one or more Platform Online Services for at least 1,000 users. You may not combine your
faculty/staff and student counts to meet this minimum requirement.

Obtaining and Distributing Student Media
To help make it simple and cost effective to provide software for your students, Microsoft provides free electronic software
distribution services through an authorized Digital Distribution Service Provider (DDSP). The DDSP sets up a web store for
you or your reseller to facilitate delivering software and any keys necessary for activating individual products to your licensed
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students. Free phone- and email-based activation support is also provided to students by the DDSP. For more information,
contact your reseller.
If you choose to not take advantage of the free electronic software distribution service, you may distribute software to
licensed users in the following ways:
For All Products (Including Those That Require Activation):
Purchase and distribute one copy of each applicable CD-ROM or disk set to each authorized user. You must purchase these
CDs or disk sets (known as “student media”) from your reseller in minimum quantities of five (5) per title up to the number of
licensed users. You cannot replicate media for Work at Home use. For a list of products for which CDs or disk sets are
currently available, please contact your reseller.
Note: Most products, including Windows desktop operating system and Microsoft Office, require activation. For those products, you can use
the option above, which use non-Volume Licensing media and activation keys. You may not distribute Volume Licensing media and Volume
License Keys (VLKs) for products that require activation to Student users or for WAH use. Click here for a complete list of products that
require activation.

For Products That Do Not Require Activation:
1.

Have users bring in their devices for manual installation by you at a central location that you control using
Volume Licensing media acquired from a Microsoft-approved fulfillment source.

2.

Use a system of controlled short-term checkout of applicable Volume Licensing media (acquired from a
Microsoft-approved fulfillment source) solely for the purposes of individual user installation.

Student Use Rights
The terms of your license agreement governs your student licensed product use. The Microsoft Volume Licensing Product
Use Rights, which are published quarterly, provide additional details regarding current use rights for specific Microsoft
products acquired through Volume Licensing programs. For a copy of the current PUR, please go to
www.microsoft.com/licensing/about-licensing/product-licensing.aspx.
Students are only licensed to use the product during the subscription term. These licenses are non-perpetual (meaning the
student does not own the license). On leaving the school or expiration of the EES, students are required to remove the
licensed product (unless the student has graduated). Your institution is responsible for communicating the appropriate use
rights to students when distributing the licensed product.
Guidelines for facilitating compliance are outlined in the EES contracts’ subscription terms and conditions. Provided that your
institution follows these guidelines, you will not be held responsible for students’ failure to remove the licensed product.
Perpetual Use Rights for Graduating Students
On graduation, graduate students licensed under the Student Option can be granted perpetual use rights for the current
version of the licensed products as of graduation. “Graduate” means a student has completed (i) a grade or a level in a
school or an educational institution that qualifies the student for enrollment into college or university, or (ii) a diploma or
degree from college or university. To transfer perpetual use rights, you must provide each graduate with a license agreement
and must secure from the graduate his or her acceptance of the terms of the license agreement. On accepting the license
agreement, the graduate’s right to run the products identified in the license confirmation becomes perpetual. These rights do
not apply to access licenses, including CALs, or to Online Services.

Changing Your Reseller
If for some reason you want to change your reseller, you can select a new one. You are responsible as the customer to drive
the change of reseller process from start to finish. To do so, complete, sign, and submit a Change of Channel Partner form to
Microsoft. Detailed instructions are included on the form. You can download the form for your region and language.
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Redistribution of Software Updates to Students
From time to time, we can make available to the general public additional or replacement code of any portion of our licensed
products without a fee, which we refer to as “Software Updates.” To help academic Volume Licensing customers provide a
more secure technology environment, you are allowed to redistribute these Software Updates to your students even if you
have not included the Student Option. With these rights, you can better manage the electronic distribution of Software
Updates within your networks.
You can redistribute Software Updates to your students in the following ways:
1.

By electronic means provided that your method is adequately licensed and incorporates access control and
security measures designed to prevent modification of the Software Updates and prevent access by the general
public.

2.

By physical means provided that you acquire authorized copies on fixed media from a Microsoft-approved
fulfillment source.

Note: You cannot replicate the Software Updates onto CDs or other media for distribution to students.

Additional terms and limitations apply to the redistribution of Software Updates. For complete details, refer to your Campus
and School Agreement or OVS-ES Agreement.

Additional Resources
Locating an Authorized Education Reseller (AER)
To find an AER in the United States or Canada, use our search tool at www.microsoft.com/education/enus/buy/licensing/Pages/resellers.aspx.
Software Assurance
Learn more about the Software Assurance benefits you receive as an EES customer at
http://download.microsoft.com/download/0/0/3/0039F316-45CF-4083-AA6EC35DA9D25C1B/SA_Customer_Academic_Benefits_Chart.pdf.
Microsoft Volume Licensing Service Center (VLSC)
Track licenses, access Volume License Keys, download software, and administer Software Assurance benefits at
https://www.microsoft.com/licensing/servicecenter/.
Microsoft DreamSpark
Find information about the DreamSpark program at http://dreamspark.com.
TechNet
You can find a wealth of how-to details on evaluating, deploying, maintaining, and supporting Microsoft technology at
technet.microsoft.com.
Volume Licensing for Education Customers
For a complete list of licensing options for education customers, please visit our website at
http://www.microsoft.com/licensing/licensing-options/for-industries.aspx#tab=2 or contact a reseller.
Microsoft Online Subscription Program
Learn about Online Services, including Office 365, and start a trial subscription at www.microsoft.com/online.
Microsoft IT Academy
Find out more about the opportunities for students, faculty, and staff through Microsoft IT Academy at
www.microsoft.com/education/MSITAcademy/default.mspx.
Electronic Software Distribution
To sign up for ESD, contact your Channel Partner who can manage this on your behalf.
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Glossary
Academic Edition (AE)
Microsoft products available for purchase by Qualified Education Users.
Authorized Education Reseller (AER)
Reseller that is authorized to sell licenses for Microsoft Academic Edition products and Volume Licensing programs.
Buy-out Option
Option in EES by which customers can stop running products on a subscription basis on expiration of the enrollment and
purchase perpetual licenses for products they want to continue using.
CAL (Client Access License)
License permitting the user to access a Microsoft server.
Deploy
Install and use the licensed products as permitted in a license agreement.
Downgrade
Any version of a licensed product that was released prior to the most recent version (for example, Word 2007 is a downgrade
of Word 2010).
DreamSpark
Online subscription providing labs with the latest Microsoft developer, design, and server tools to support personal or inclass learning for your students and educators.
Fulfillment
Process by which media is obtained.
EES
The new subscription licensing offering from Microsoft available to qualified education customers with as few as five FTE.
Customers with five or more FTE can acquire the EES subscription through an AER by signing the OVS-ES agreement.
Customers with 1,000 or more FTE can acquire the EES subscription through an LSP by signing the CASA+EES contracts.
Full-time Equivalent (FTE)
Calculation of the population size that equates a combination of full- and part-time faculty/staff or students to the equivalent
number of full-time employees or students.
Licensing Solution Provider (LSP)
Reseller who is qualified to sell licenses through Microsoft Select Plus, Enterprise Agreement, and CASA+EES.
Media
Storage device (typically CD-ROM) that contains the files needed to install a software program.
Non-perpetual License
License granting the rights to run a software program for a limited period of time.
Open License for Academic
Specialized version of the Microsoft Open License program through which perpetual licenses can be purchased by academic
institutions of any size through a reseller.
Perpetual License
License granting the rights to run a specific version of a program for an unlimited period of time.
Product List
Document published monthly that provides information about Microsoft software and Online Services licensed through
Microsoft Volume Licensing programs, including product availability, point or unit values, migration paths, and Software
Assurance benefits.
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Product Use Rights (PUR)
Part of the Microsoft license agreements that outlines the rights the customer and its users have to deploy, use, and copy
specific Microsoft licensed products.
Qualified Education Users
Customers who are permitted to purchase academic Volume Licensing agreements or Academic Edition products by meeting
a set of criteria (see www.microsoft.com/education/en-us/buy/Pages/eligible.aspx for criteria in the United States).
Replication
Making a copy or copies of software media (for example, burning a CD).
Reseller
Third-party vendor that sells Microsoft licenses for Microsoft products, including licenses sold through Microsoft Volume
Licensing agreements.
Select Plus for Academic
Specialized version of Microsoft Select Plus through which perpetual licenses can be purchased by qualifying institutions
through a Licensing Solution Provider (LSP).
Software Assurance
Software Assurance is an offering for Microsoft Volume Licensing customers. It provides you with the ability to spread out
payments annually and gives you licensed product upgrades, support and tools, and training.
User Subscription License (USL)
Licenses a user to access Microsoft Online Service.
Student Employee
Student of an institution who is employed by the institution in a full- or part-time position.
Student Option
Option in EES by which an institution can license its students for use of a selection of licensed products on a personally
owned or leased device or an institution-owned or leased device designated for a student’s exclusive use.
Subscription Licensing
Licensing programs that grant the rights to use licensed products for a specified period of time (temporary licenses).
Temporary License
License granting the rights to run a software program for a limited period of time.
Update Subscription
Subscription service through which EES customers automatically receive CDs for new versions of the products included in the
Welcome CD Kit and new products.
Upgrade
A more recent version of a product (for example, Windows 8 is an upgrade of Windows 7).
User
The institution and the faculty, staff, and students of the institution or institutions that are designated on the OVS-ES
Agreement or EES enrollment form under the CASA agreement to run the licensed product. Users must also be Qualified
Education Users (see www.microsoft.com/education/en-us/buy/Pages/eligible.aspx for criteria in the United States).
Volume Licensing Service Center (VLSC)
Self-service tool where customers can access and manage their Microsoft software and services licenses, Software Assurance
benefits, subscriptions, and product downloads.
Work at Home Rights
Set of limited rights that academic institutions can offer to their faculty/staff granting permission to use certain Microsoft
products on a personally owned or leased device for work-related purposes only.
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This document is for informational purposes only. MICROSOFT MAKES NO WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, IN THIS DOCUMENT. This information is
provided to help guide your authorized use of products you license; it is not your agreement. Your use of products licensed under your volume license
agreement is governed by the terms and conditions of that agreement. In the case of any conflict between this information and your agreement, the terms and
conditions of your agreement control. Prices for licenses acquired through Microsoft resellers are determined by the reseller.
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School Board Briefing/Proposed Action Report
Informational (no action required by Board)
DATE:
FROM:
LEAD STAFF:

I.

Action Report (Board will be required to take action)

April 6, 2016
Dr. Larry Nyland, Superintendent
Dr. Lester Herndon, Associate Superintendent, Facilities & Operations
(206) 252-0644, ltherndon@seattleschools.org

TITLE

BTA III: Program Project Underspend transfer to the
Leschi Reroof Project Budget.
II.

For Introduction: May 4, 2016
For Action:
May 18, 2016

WHY BOARD ACTION IS NECESSARY

Budgets are set pursuant to Board Policy No. 6000, Program Planning, Budget Preparation,
Adoption and Implementation, which in part states: “Funds may be transferred from one budget
classification to another subject to such restrictions as may be imposed by the Board.” This
action will increase the project budget for the Leschi Reroof Project by $950,000, and is
considered a major change to the budget requiring Board Action.
III. FISCAL IMPACT/REVENUE SOURCE
Transfer of funds from the BTA III Program Project Underspend of $950,000 to the Leschi
Reroof Project budget.
The revenue source for the Leschi Reroof Project has multiple Capital Levy funding sources
listed below. The original project budget for this project was $710,280.
Project Budget:
BTA III
BEX IV
Total Original Project Budget:
BTA III Program Project Underspend Transfer
Adjusted Total Project Budget
Expenditure:

One-time

Annual

$ 446,255
$ 264,025
$ 710,280
$ 950,000
$ 1,660,280

Other Source

IV. POLICY IMPLICATION
This action is in compliance with Board Policy No. 6000, Program Planning, Budget
Preparation, Adoption and Implementation, which in part states: “Funds may be transferred from
one budget classification to another subject to such restrictions as may be imposed by the
Board.” This action will increase the original project budget by $950,000, and is considered a
major change to the budget requiring Board Action.
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V.

RECOMMENDED MOTION

I move that the School Board increase the original project budget for the Leschi Reroof Project
from $710,280 to $1,660,280 and approve the transfer of $950,000 from the BTA III Program
Project Underspend to the Leschi Reroof Project budget.
VI. BOARD COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATION
This motion was discussed at the Operations Committee meeting on April 21, 2016. The
Committee recommended _________________________________________________.
VII. BACKGROUND INFORMATION
On April 28, 2016, Seattle Public Schools publicly opened bids for the Leschi Reroof project.
(_______) bidders, (_______), (_______), (_______), and (_______) submitted bids to construct
the project.
(_______) was the apparent low bidder with a total base bid evaluation amount of ($_______).
The Maximum Allowable Construction Cost (MACC) was set at $440,374. The Construction
Documents Probable Cost Estimate performed by Robinson Company was $1,364,099, including
alternate bids determined to be in the best interests of the District to accept. The difference
between the bid evaluation amount and the Construction Documents Probable Cost Estimate is
($_______). The difference between the bid evaluation amount and the project MACC is
($_______).
It was known in advance of bidding that additional funds would be required to complete the
project, as replacement of the entire roof assembly had not originally been fully funded.
However, Facility Operations placed an extremely high importance on replacing the entire
roofing assembly, due to the high incidence of roof leaks and water intrusion into the building.
In order to retain a reasonable construction contingency and Washington State sales tax (WSST)
to the project, along with additional project soft costs, it has been determined through a budget
evaluation that an additional $950,000 will need to be added to the Project Budget to perform the
work and construct the project.
In addition to the increased cost for replacement of the entire roof assembly, it is anticipated that
we will experience higher bid amounts due to: 1)Additional structural work that is being
performed to reinforce existing beams in support of the geothermal wells project being done at
the school this summer; and 2) Additional roof insulation, double roof underlayment, vented
seismic sheathing diaphragm and masonry removal/replacement work, which is being performed
to achieve maximum energy efficiency and weatherproofing properties.
VIII. STATEMENT OF ISSUE
Whether to approve the Leschi Reroof Project budget increase of $950,000.
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IX. ALTERNATIVES
Do not approve the Leschi Reroof Project budget increase of $950,000. This is not
recommended because the planned schedule for this Capital Construction Project will not be
maintained and will negatively impact the District goal to replace aging building systems before
they begin to significantly impact the ability of Facility Operations to continue to address
maintenance and repairs. It would also have a negative impact on the quality of the learning
environment, and adversely impact students and school staff.
X.
•
•
•
•

RESEARCH AND DATA SOURCES / BENCHMARKS
Bid Tabulations dated April 28, 2016
Robinson Company Construction Documents Probable Construction Costs Estimate
dated April 5, 2016.
Meng Analysis Facility Assessment Report dated August 2014
Seattle Public Schools Technical Building Standards dated December 2012

XI. TIMELINE FOR IMPLEMENTATION / COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT
Upon Board approval, the construction contract will be executed and a Notice to Proceed will be
issued to the contractor.
XII. ATTACHMENTS
• Bid Tab (placeholder)
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School Board Briefing/Proposed Action Report
Informational (no action required by Board)
DATE:
FROM:
LEAD STAFF:
I.

Action Report (Board will be required to take action)

March 30, 2016
Dr Larry Nyland, Superintendent
Dr Lester Herndon, Associate Superintendent of Facilities and Operations
(206) 252-0644 Itherndon@seattleschools.org

TITLE

BEX IV & BTA IV: Award Architectural & Engineering
Services Contract P1436, to Bassetti Architects, for
modernization of Lincoln High School.
II.

For Introduction: May 4, 2016
May 18, 2016
For Action:

WHY BOARD ACTION IS NECESSARY

Per Board Policy No. 6220, Procurement, all contracts exceeding $250,000 must be approved by
the Board. The contract for the full scope of Architectural and Engineering Services for
modernization of Lincoln High School will exceed $250,000.
III. FISCAL IMPACT/REVENUE SOURCE
Fiscal impact to this action will be Six Million, Seven Hundred and Five Thousand, Five Hundred
and Eighty-Eight Dollars ($6,705,588), plus Reimbursable Expenses .
The revenue source for this motion is BEX IV & BTA IV Capital Funds.
Expenditure:
One-time
Annual
Other Source
IV. POLICY IMPLICATION
Per Board Policy No. 6220, Procurement, any contract over $250,000 must be brought before the
Board for approval.
V.

RECOMMENDED MOTION

I move that the School Board authorize the Superintendent to execute an agreement with Bassetti
Architects, in the amount of $6,705,588, plus Washington State sales tax (WSST), for
Architectural and Engineering Services for BEX IV & BTA IV project at Lincoln High School,
in the form of the draft agreement attached to the Board Action Report, with any minor
additions, deletions, and modifications deemed necessary by the Superintendent and to take any
necessary actions to implement the agreement.
VI:

BOARD COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATION

This motion was discussed at the Operations Committee on April 21, 2016. The Committee
_______________________.
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VI.

BACKGROUND INFORMATION

The project is intended to address the projected high school enrollment growth in north and
central Seattle and reduce overcrowding at the earliest achievable date. In February of 2013 the
six-year capital levy (BEX IV) was approved by voters. BEX IV provides funds to repurpose the
existing Lincoln building into a High School and meet the educational needs of a High School.
The proposed BTA IV funding will address additional basic infrastructure improvements
including health and safety issues that maintain the physical integrity of the District’s schools
and buildings. It was necessary to begin project specific planning and design work to allow
bidding and construction to be completed by the scheduled opening date, September 2019. An
interim contract for preliminary site conditions assessment, site specific planning, School Design
Advisory Team (SDAT) process and conceptual design work with compensation for services and
reimbursable expenses not to exceed $233,481 enabled the beginning of project specific work in
mid-November 2015. In addition, a modification to the aforementioned agreement was approved
in the amount of $49,447 for master planning of the site, General Contractor/Construction
Manager (GCCM) procurement assistance and value analysis of the concept design estimate.
The Lincoln High School building is to be reconfigured as a comprehensive high school to
service the north and central regions ready for the 2019/2020 school year. The scope of work
includes but not limited to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Repurposing & reconfiguring space to support high school educational programs
Improvements to the life/safety systems (seismic, fire sprinklers, fire alarm)
Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) upgrades
Mechanical improvements
Electrical improvements
Low voltage systems improvements: data, telecom, security, closed-circuit television
(CCTV)
Building interior architectural finishes
Balance of roof replacement
Technology infrastructure

The firm of Bassetti Architects was selected through the Architectural & Engineering (A/E)
selection procedures established in Superintendent Procedure 6220SP.C., Architectural and
Engineering Consultants Selection. Sixteen firms submitted their qualifications. Three firms
were shortlisted and interviewed. Of the three interviewed, Bassetti Architects was judged to be
the most qualified to provide design.
VII.

STATEMENT OF ISSUE

Whether to execute the architectural and engineering contract with Bassetti Architects for
Lincoln High School.
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VIII. ALTERNATIVES
Do not execute the contract. This is not recommended because if design work is not started
immediately, school opening may be delayed and the District’s significant capacity shortfall in
north and central Seattle will not be addressed at the earliest possible date.
IX. RESEARCH AND DATA SOURCES / BENCHMARKS
The architect will employ the following resources when planning and beginning design of this
project:
• Educational Specifications for High Schools currently being produced
• Site specific educational specifications developed during the SDAT process
• Seattle Public Schools Facilities Technical Standards, dated 2012
• Office of Financial Management - Guidelines for Determining Architect/Engineer Fees
for Public Works Contracts
• BEX IV & BTA IV Robinson cost estimate for A/E services
• MENG Analysis Facilities Condition Assessment Report, dated 2014

X.

TIMELINE FOR IMPLEMENTATION / COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT

Upon Board approval, the Superintendent will execute an agreement, thus planning will be
completed and design will begin.
XI.
•
•
•
•

ATTACHMENTS
Interim Contract for Architectural Services, P1418, Phase I – Lincoln High School.
Modification 1 to P1418 Architect Agreement
Contract P1436
AE Form – Contract for Architectural Services for Lincoln High School Modernization.
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CONTRACT
FOR
CONSULTING SERVICES

Owner: Seattle School District No. 1,
And
Consultant: Bassetti Architects
Tax I.D. # 91-1089745

Lincoln High School Modernization
Contract No. P1418

DocuSign Envelope ID: BECD4721-1223-4DE7-85DE-2E13E99042DD

CONSULTING SERVICES CONTRACT
This Agreement, Contract No. P1418 made by and between Seattle School District No. 1, a Washington municipal
corporation ("District"), and Bassetti Architects ("Contractor"). District and Contractor agree as follows:
1.

SCOPE OF WORK AND SCHEDULE
a.

Contractor shall provide professional and related services as described in Exhibit A hereto, on the
schedule set forth therein (“Services”). Contractor is authorized to proceed (check one):
Upon receipt of this signed Agreement
On ________

b.
2.

Unless modified by a change order, this contract terminates on close of business March 11, 2016.

CONTRACT PRICE
[CHECK ONE ONLY]
a.
District agrees to pay Contractor, on a time and expenses basis, a sum not to exceed:
________________________ (the “Maximum Authorized Compensation”) payable according to
Contractor’s schedule of fees and reimbursable expenses specified in Exhibit B hereto. This amount shall
constitute complete compensation for all costs and fees incurred, including any expenses for meals, travel,
lodging and Washington State sales tax, if applicable. Additional services must be authorized in writing by
District prior to performance.
or
b.
District agrees to pay Contractor a lump sum of Two Hundred and Twenty-Six Thousand Four
Hundred & Eighty-One Dollars ($226,481) as full and complete compensation for all services hereto,
exclusive of reimburseable expenses described in Exhibit B, if any.
Compensation will be paid only to the extent that Contractor presents documented evidence of fees earned
and expenses incurred during the period for which payment is requested, and in no case shall the total
compensation exceed the Maximum Authorized Compensation. Contractor shall submit its invoices in the
form and according to the schedule prescribed in the General Conditions, Exhibit C, to the address listed in
paragraph 3. A W-9 form must be attached if Contractor is an individual.

3.

COMMUNICATIONS
The District’s representative for this contract is Lucy Morello. All correspondence, requests, notices and
other communications to District, in relation to this Agreement, shall be in writing and shall be delivered
to:
To the District: Mailing Address:
Lucy Morello
Senior Project Manager
Seattle School District No. 1
Mail Stop (MS #22-334)
PO Box 34165
Seattle, WA 98124-1165

To the Contractor:

Caroline Lemay
Principal
Bassetti Architects
71 Columbia Street
#500
Seattle, WA 98104

Physical Location:
2445 Third Avenue South
Seattle, WA 98134
Either party may from time to time change such address by giving the other party notice of such change in
accordance with the provisions of this Paragraph 3
Consulting Services Contract Short From
Revised 1/1/13
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4.

CONTRACTOR'S REPORTS
Contractor shall provide reports as requested by District in a format proposed by Contractor and approved
by District.

5.

PERSONNEL
Contractor shall assign the personnel listed below to the performance of the Work and shall not (for so long
as they remain in Contractor's employ) reassign or remove any of them without the prior written consent of
District.

6.

Name

Title

Role

Lorne McConachie

Principal

Design Principal

Caroline Lemay

Principal

Principal-in-Charge

Michael Davis

Senior Associate

Project Manager

Ross Parker

Senior Associate

Project Architect

Rebecca Pheasant Reis

Staff

Staff Architect (historical)

THIS AGREEMENT INCLUDES THE FOLLOWING ATTACHMENTS:
Exhibit

Topic

A

Scope of Services and Schedule

B

Fees and Reimburseable Costs

C

General Conditions of Personal Services Contract (Short
Form) dated March 1, 2001 (revised 1/18/13)

Modifications and revisions, if any, to the General Conditions are made by the parties in an attached
Exhibit D.
CONTRACTOR:

DISTRICT:

Signature

Signature

Caroline Lemay
Typed Name (Above)

Kathie Technow
Typed Name (Above)

Principal
Title

Accounting Manager
Title

Date Signed

Date Signed

Bassetti Architects
Company Name
91-1089745
Employer I.D. No. or Social Security No.

Consulting Services Contract Short From
Revised 1/1/13
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Exhibit A

SCOPE OF SERVICES AND SCHEDULE
Scope of work* covers as defined in Bassetti’s proposal, dated 10/16/2015:















Meetings with Owner Designated Groups (6 meetings).
Generic high school Educational Specification development participation (9 meetings)
Educational Specification site specific adaptation resulting from SDAT meetings and
concept design options
SDAT workshops (5 meetings); lead, plan, participate and record discussions and results
WSSP Integrated design charrette, lead, plan, participate and record
Existing conditions assessment including visual assessments, evaluation of major
structural, mechanical & electrical systems, interior
Conceptual design including early code review, and master planning.
Early Landmarks Meetings (concept design discussion)
Concept design construction cost estimate. Estimate to be in Master Format in sufficient
detail to identify the scope of the project, list of assumptions and clarifications,
exclusions, design contingency and escalation to mid-point of construction
Scoping Meetings with Project Team
Site visits to ascertain conditions
Review existing data (ie, geotech reports, hazmat reports, previous improvements)
Attend Community Meetings as part of the owner/architect meetings per Bassetti’s
written scope (usually in the evenings)

Note* - Bassetti’s proposed written scope of work is made part of this agreement
Meeting minutes to be provided by Bassetti.
The time period of the services is upon receipt of this signed Agreement through March 11,
2016. A primary design contract will take effect on or about March 11, 2016 after Board
approval on March 2, 2016.







Deliverables

Target Submission Date

Existing Conditions Report
WSSP Charrette Report
Site Specific Educational Specifications
Concept Plan (final) w/ narrative
Concept Cost Estimate

12/11/15
01/27/16
03/16/16
03/23/16
03/30/16

These dates are subject to change based on the schedule for the SDAT process.

Consultant Services Contract Short Form
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Exhibit B
FEES AND REIMBURSABLE COSTS
Lump sum (level of service) of $226,481 is based on Bassetti’s revised proposal, dated
10/16/15. The staff hourly rates included in the Bassetti proposal are listed below.

Staff

Position

2015/2016

Lorne McConachie

Design Principal

$200

Caroline Lemay
Michael Davis
Ross Parker
Rebecca Pheasant Reis
Elaine Erwin
Clare Garvey

Principal-in-Charge
Project Manager
Project Architect
Staff Architect (historical)
Graphics
Administrative Assistant

$200
$120
$138
$104
$70
$75

Allowance for Reimbursable Expenses:

Consultant Services Contract Short Form
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Exhibit C
SERVICES CONTRACT
GENERAL CONDITIONS (SHORT FORM)
ARTICLE 1 - CONTRACTOR'S SERVICES AND RESPONSIBILITIES
Services. Contractor shall furnish all personnel, equipment and materials for the performance of all
services under this Agreement. Such services, together with all drawings, specifications, materials, information,
property, and other items provided or to be provided to District under this Agreement, are sometimes collectively
referred to herein as the "Services."
1.2
Manner of Performance. Contractor's Services shall be performed with the degree of care and
diligence ordinarily exercised under similar circumstances in the applicable disciplines and as expeditiously as is
consistent with such standards of professional skill and care and the orderly progress of the Services. At the time of
performance, Contractor shall be properly licensed, equipped, organized and financed to perform the Services.
1.3
District’s Representatives. District may designate one or more individuals or firms as its
representative for administration of this contract. If a representative is assigned by District, it shall not have
authority to assign additional Services or to reduce the Services to be performed by the Contractor under this
contract.
1.4
Correction of Noncompliances. Contractor shall, at no cost to District, promptly and
satisfactorily correct any Services found to be defective or not in compliance with the requirements of this
Agreement or the requirements of any governmental authority, law, regulations or ordinances.
1.5
Contractor’s Personnel. All personnel employed by Contractor engaged in the Services and
Services shall be fully qualified and shall be authorized under applicable federal, state, and local law to perform
such Services and Services. Contractor shall, if so requested by District, remove from the performance of the
Services any person District reasonably deems incompetent. Failure of District to so object shall not relieve
Contractor of responsibility for such person. If any personnel are reassigned or replaced by Contractor upon
District's request, Contractor shall replace them with personnel approved by District.
1.6
Contractor Employee Background. Pursuant to RCW 28A.400.330, Contractor shall prohibit
from providing Services at a public school where there may be contact with children, any employee of Contractor
who has pled guilty to or been convicted of any felony crime involving the physical neglect of a child under Chapter
9A.42 RCW, the physical injury or death of a child under Chapter 9A.32 or 9A.36 RCW (except motor vehicle
violations under Chapter 46.61 RCW), sexual exploitation of a child under Chapter 9.68A RCW, sexual offenses
under Chapter 9A.44 RCW where a minor is the victim, promoting prostitution of a minor under Chapter 9A.88
RCW, the sale or purchase of a minor child under RCW 9A.64.030, or violation of similar laws of another
jurisdiction. Failure to comply with this section shall be grounds for District to immediately terminate the contract.
1.7

Compliance With Laws

1.7.1
General. Contractor shall comply, and be certain that its Services comply, with all applicable
laws, ordinances, regulations, resolutions, licenses of record, permits of record, and other requirements applicable to
the Services, in effect at the time of performance of the Services and as interpreted by cognizant authorities.
Contractor shall furnish such documents as may be required to effect or evidence such compliance. All laws,
ordinances, regulations, and resolutions required to be incorporated in agreements of this character are incorporated
in this Agreement by this reference.
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Exhibit C
1.7.2

Nondiscrimination.

A.
Applicable state laws concerning prevailing wages, hours, workers’ compensation and other
conditions of employment are called to the attention of bidders for their compliance. Bidder shall include in the bid
any filing fees required to comply with applicable labor laws.
B.
During the term of this Agreement, Contractor shall comply with applicable local, state and
federal laws prohibiting discrimination with regard to race, creed, color, national origin, sex, sexual orientation,
marital status, age or the presence of any sensory, mental or physical handicap.
C.
Any contractor who is in violation of these requirements, or an applicable nondiscrimination
program shall be barred forthwith from receiving awards of any purchase order from Seattle School District No. 1 or
shall be subject to other legal action or contract cancellation unless satisfactory showing is made that discriminatory
practices have terminated, and that reoccurrence of such acts is unlikely. This includes compliance with Section 503
and 504 of the Vocational Rehabilitation Act of 1973 and Sections 2012 and 2014 of the Vietnam Era Veterans
Readjustment Act of 1974.
ARTICLE 2 - PAYMENTS TO CONTRACTOR
The compensation shall be made no more frequently than monthly and if paid on a lump sum
basis shall be in proportion to the Services performed. Each of Contractor's invoices shall set forth in a detailed and
clear manner a complete description of the Services covered thereby, on a form substantially similar to that
customarily used by District and shall be supported by such receipts, documents, and other information as District
may reasonably request. The invoice shall include separate listings of Services for particular schools or programs, if
requested by the District. District shall pay each of Contractor's invoices within thirty (30) days after District's
receipt, provided that all required documentation is included and accurate.
ARTICLE 3 - REIMBURSABLE EXPENSES
Reimbursable Expenses are in addition to the hourly rates for Services and include actual reasonable
expenditures made by Contractor and Contractor's employees and subcontractors in the interest of the Project for the
expenses listed in the following subparagraphs. Contractor represents that Schedule B sets forth Contractor's best
estimate of the Reimbursable Expenses under this Agreement. Notwithstanding any other provision of this
Agreement to the contrary, District shall not be obligated to pay Contractor, and Contractor shall not invoice District
for, any Reimbursable Expenses which exceed Schedule B, unless authorized by a budget approved in writing by
District. District hereby approves the attached schedule as an initial budget for the Reimbursable Expenses.
Contractor shall immediately notify District if, in Contractor's best judgment, the then current estimate of the
Reimbursable Expenses exceeds the approved budget therefor. Travel expenses are not Reimbursable Expenses,
provided, however, that travel more than 75 miles from the site of the Services is a Reimbursable Expense at the
Internal Revenue Service allowed rate.
ARTICLE 4 - CONTRACTOR'S ACCOUNTING RECORDS
The Contractor's records of performance of Services shall at all times be subject to review by and the
approval of District, but the making of (or failure or delay in making) such review or approval shall not relieve
Contractor of responsibility for performance of the Services in accordance with this Agreement. Records of
Reimbursable Expenses shall be kept in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles.
Contractor shall promptly furnish District with such information related to the Services as may be requested
by District. Until the expiration of three (3) years after final payment of the compensation payable under this
Agreement, Contractor shall provide District access to (and District shall have the right to examine, audit and copy)
all of Contractor's books, documents, papers and records which are related to the Services or this Agreement.
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ARTICLE 5 - DISTRICT OWNERSHIP AND USE OF DOCUMENTS
District Ownership. All drawings, specifications, materials, information, property and other items obtained
or developed in connection with the Services or the cost of which is included in the Reimbursable Expenses
(including, but not limited to, documents, designs, drawings, plans, specifications, calculations, maps, sketches,
notes, reports, data, estimates, reproductions, renderings, models, mock-ups, completed Services and Services in
progress), together with all rights associated with Districtship of such items (such as copyright, patent, trade secret
and other proprietary rights), shall become the property of District when so obtained or developed or when such
expense is incurred, as the case may be, whether or not delivered to District. Contractor shall deliver such items,
together with all materials, information, property and other items furnished by District or the cost of which is
included in the Reimbursable Expenses, to District upon request and in any event upon the completion, termination
or cancellation of this Agreement. However, Contractor may at its own expense retain copies of any such items for
its own records or for use in the furtherance of its professional knowledge.
License. District shall have a permanent, assignable, nonexclusive, royalty-free license and right to use all
concepts, methods, processes, products, writings and other items (whether or not copyrightable or patentable)
developed or first reduced to practice in the performance of the Services or otherwise whether by Contractor, any of
its subcontractors, or any employee(s) of Contractor in connection with this Agreement. District shall hold
Contractor or its subcontractors harmless for District's reuse of documents on a project other than this Project.
5.3
Nondisclosure. Contractor shall not, without the prior written consent of District, disclose to
third parties any information obtained in connection with the Services unless: (a) the information is known to
Contractor prior to obtaining the same directly or indirectly from District or in connection with the Services; (b) the
information is in the public domain at the time of disclosure by Contractor; or (c) the information is obtained by
Contractor from a third party who did not obtain the same directly or indirectly from District or in connection with
the Services. If so requested by District, Contractor shall obtain from its employees, subcontractors and their
respective employees nondisclosure agreements in the form and content satisfactory to District. Submission or
distribution to meet official regulatory requirements or for other purposes in connection with the activity for which
the Services were rendered is not to be construed as publication in derogation of District's or Contractor's rights.
ARTICLE 6 - RELEASE, INDEMNIFICATION AND HOLD HARMLESS
6.1
Release and Indemnification. Contractor releases and shall indemnify and hold harmless
District, its successors and assigns, and the directors, officers, employees and agents of District and their successors
and assigns (collectively, the "Indemnitees") from all losses, harm, costs, liabilities, damages and expenses
(including, but not limited to, reasonable attorneys' fees) relating to the Services to the extent arising (whether
before or after completion of the Services) out of any intentionally wrongful act or any negligent act, error or
omission of any of the following: Contractor; Contractor's subcontractors or subcontractors; the directors, officers,
employees or agents of Contractor or any of its subcontractors or subcontractors; or anyone acting on Contractor's
behalf in connection with the Services or this Agreement. However, Contractor shall not be required to so
indemnify any of the Indemnitees against liability or damages to the extent caused by or resulting from the
negligence of any of the Indemnitees. The indemnification obligation under this paragraph shall not be affected by
any limitation on the amount or type of damages, compensation or benefits payable by or for Contractor or any
subcontractor under any worker’s compensation act, including Title 51, RCW, any disability benefit acts, or any
other employee benefit acts. Contractor and any subcontractor hereby waive, for themselves and their successors,
any right to claim such limitation as a defense, set off, or other reduction of rights to indemnification under this
paragraph. Contractor further agrees that this waiver has been mutually negotiated by the parties.
6.2
Workers’ Compensation. For purposes of the foregoing commitment to indemnify and hold
harmless, and only as between the contractor and the Indemnities, Contractor expressly waives any immunity or
limitations (e.g., on the type or amount of damages, compensation, benefits or liability payable by Contractor) that
might otherwise be afforded under any industrial insurance, Workers' compensation, disability benefit or similar
law, rule, regulation or order of any governmental authority having jurisdiction (including, but not limited to, the
Washington Industrial Act, Title 51 of the Revised Code of Washington). By executing this Agreement, Contractor
acknowledges that the foregoing waiver has been mutually negotiated by the parties.
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6.3
Patent; Copyright. Contractor releases and shall defend, indemnify and hold harmless the
Indemnitees from all claims, losses, harm, costs, liabilities, damages, expenses (including, but not limited to,
reasonable attorneys' fees) and royalties arising (whether before or after completion of the Services) out of or in
connection with any claim, action, suit or proceeding based upon infringement of any patent, copyright, trade secret
or other proprietary right or upon the wrongful use of any confidential or proprietary concept, method, process,
product, writing, information or other item and arising out of or in connection with performance of the Services or
the use or intended use of any of the Services. Further, if any of the Services or any use or intended use of the
Services constitutes an infringement of any patent, copyright, trade secret or other proprietary right or the wrongful
use of any confidential or proprietary concept, method, process, product, writing, information or other item,
Contractor shall at its expense either procure for the Indemnitees the right to use the infringing item, replace the
infringing item with a substantially equal but noninfringing item or modify the infringing item so that it becomes
noninfringing; provided, however, that this paragraph 6.3 does not apply to any claim, action, suit or proceeding
based upon infringement which is related to any materials or equipment designated solely by District for use by the
District.
ARTICLE 7 - INSURANCE
7.1
Workers' Compensation; Employer's Liability Insurance. Contractor shall, at its sole expense,
require that, with respect to all persons performing the Services, Contractor and its subcontractors maintain in effect
at all times during performance of the Services coverage or insurance in accordance with the applicable laws relating
to Workers' compensation and employer's liability insurance (including, but not limited to, the Washington
Industrial Insurance Act and the laws of the state in which any such person was hired).
7.2
Liability Insurance. In addition, Contractor shall, at its sole expense, maintain in effect at all
times during performance of the Services and for a period of at least two (2) years after completion thereof such
insurance as will protect Contractor and the District from all claims, losses, harm, costs, liabilities, damages and
expenses arising out of property damage or personal injury (including death) that may occur in connection with
performance of the Services. Contractor shall promptly furnish to District upon request certificates of insurance and
other evidence (such as copies of insurance policies and Certificates of Compliance issued by the Washington State
Department of Labor and Industries) of the insurance required under this Article 7. Without limitation of the
foregoing, such insurance shall include personal injury (including death) and property damage combined insurance
with limits of $1,000,000 CSL each occurrence and annual aggregate for the following coverages:
(a)

Commercial general liability/general (including premises operations, completed
operations, blanket/contractual, broad form property damage and contractor’s protective).

(b)

Commercial auto liability (including owned, hired and nonowned).

(c)

Professional liability (E & O)

7.3
Additional Insured; Subrogation. Any policy of insurance required under this Article shall
name the District, its employees, officers and agents (“Indemnitees”) additional insureds and contain a waiver of the
insurer's right of subrogation against the Indemnitees. To the full extent permitted by its policies, Contractor hereby
waives such rights of subrogation. Such policies shall not be terminated or canceled without giving forty-five (45)
days' advance written notice thereof to District.
ARTICLE 8 - CHANGES
8.1
Notice. District may at any time, by written notice thereof to Contractor, make changes in the
Services to be performed under this Agreement (including, but not limited to, additions to or deletions from any
Services, suspension of performance, and changes in the schedule and location of performance). Contractor shall,
within ten (10) days after receipt of notice of any change which Contractor believes to be outside the scope of
Services, give District written notice of such belief, otherwise the change shall be deemed to be within the scope of
Services.
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8.2
Adjustment. If any change under paragraph 8.1 causes an increase or decrease in the cost of or
the time required for performance of the Services, an equitable adjustment in the compensation and/or schedule
under this Agreement shall be made to reflect such increase or decrease and this Agreement shall be modified in
writing accordingly. Such equitable adjustment shall constitute full compensation to Contractor for such change.
ARTICLE 9 - TERMINATION OF THIS AGREEMENT
9.1

Termination of Agreement by District for Cause.

9.1.1
If Contractor shall fail to fulfill in a timely and proper manner its obligations under this
Agreement, or if Contractor shall violate any of the provisions of this Agreement, or if Contractor becomes insolvent
or the subject of any proceeding under bankruptcy, insolvency or receivership law or makes an assignment for the
benefit of creditors, District shall thereupon have the right to terminate this Agreement by giving written notice of
such termination and specifying the effective date thereof as a certain date at least seven (7) days after the notice,
during which period Contractor shall have the right to cure the default.
9.1.2
Whether or not this Agreement is so terminated, Contractor shall be liable to District for any
damage or loss resulting from such failure or violation by Contractor described in subparagraph 9.1.1, including, but
not limited to, costs in addition to those agreed to herein for prosecuting Services to completion and delay damages
paid or incurred by District. The rights and remedies of District provided by this paragraph are cumulative with and
in addition to any other rights and remedies provided by law or this Agreement.
9.1.3
District shall be liable to Contractor for Contractor's just and equitable compensation for any
satisfactory services completed, but in no event shall this compensation exceed the percentage of total services
satisfactorily completed at the time of termination times the total compensation payable under this Agreement.
District may withhold payments to Contractor equal to any claim made in writing by District for the purpose of setoff until such time as the exact amount of damages due District from Contractor is determined. In no event shall
District be liable for any consequential or incidental damages, including, but not limited to, loss of profit on other
projects or of reputation incurred by Contractor as a result of such termination. If District purports to terminate all
or a part of this Agreement for cause, and it is determined that insufficient cause existed, such termination shall be
deemed to have been a termination for convenience of District pursuant to paragraph 10.2, and the rights of the
parties shall be determined accordingly.
9.2
Termination for Convenience by District. District may, at its option, terminate all or a portion
of the services not then performed under this Agreement at any time by so notifying Contractor in writing. In that
event, all finished or unfinished documents and other materials as described above shall, at the option of District,
become its property upon compensation therefor in accordance with this Agreement, and District shall indemnify
and hold harmless Contractor and its agents and employees from any claims arising from District's subsequent use
of such documents and other materials, except to the extent Contractor is solely or concurrently negligent. If the
Agreement is terminated by District as provided herein, Contractor's compensation for the Services shall be (i) that
portion of the compensation for services performed prior to termination, and (ii) proper compensation for
Reimbursable Expenses. District shall not be liable for any consequential or incidental damages, including, but not
limited to, loss of profits on other projects or of reputation incurred by Contractor as a result of such termination.
ARTICLE 10 - MISCELLANEOUS
10.1

Time. Time is of the essence with regard to performance of this Agreement.

10.2
Subcontracting. Except for any services to be performed by subcontractors specified in Exhibit
A, Contractor shall not (by contract, operation of law or otherwise) delegate or subcontract performance of any
Services to any other person or entity without the prior written consent of District.
10.3
Independent Contractor. Contractor shall at all times be an independent contractor and not an
agent or representative of District with regard to performance of the Services as authorized by this Agreement.
Contractor shall not represent that it is, or hold itself out as, an agent or representative of District.
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10.4
Nonwaiver. The failure of either party to insist upon or enforce strict performance by the other
party of any of the provisions of this Agreement or to exercise any rights under this Agreement shall not be
construed as a waiver or relinquishment to any extent of its rights to assert or rely upon any such provisions or rights
in that or any other instance.
10.5
Assignment. Neither District nor Contractor shall assign, sublet or transfer any interest in this
Agreement without the written consent of the other.
10.6
Entire Agreement. This Agreement represents the entire and integrated agreement between
District and Contractor and supersedes all prior negotiations, representations or agreements, either written or oral.
This Agreement may be amended only by written instrument signed by both District and Contractor.
10.7
Applicable Law; Venue. This Agreement shall be interpreted, construed, and enforced in all
respects in accordance with the laws of the State of Washington. Venue in any litigation shall be in King County,
Washington.
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PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
CONTRACT MODIFICATION
SEATTLE SCHOOL DISTRICT CAPITAL PROJECTS
Project Name
Project #

Lincoln
A33

MOD #
Contract #
Date

TO CONSULTANT:

BASSETTI ARCHITECTS, P.S.
STE 500 71 COLUMBIA ST
SEATTLE, WA 98104

1
P1418
2/2/16

The following changes in your contract with the Seattle School
District dated (contract date) are hereby approved as indicated
below:

Federal ID Tax Number

91-0939210

DESCRIPTION OF SERVICES CHANGE:
*Except as specifically modified below, the Original Contract
remains in force.

Add Services - ASP.01 - Master Plan of Gym & Theater
Replacement, GCCM PRC Assistance, and VE Exercise

AMOUNT

$49,447.00

DATE EXTENSTION CHANGE: (Indicate reason for extension of time in Description of Services Change area)
ORIGINAL CONTRACT DATE:
MODIFIED DATE(S):

Original Contract Sum:
Net Change of Previously Authorized Modifications:
Contract Sum Prior to this Modification:
Contract Sum will be increased (decreased) by Mod:
Net Contract Sum including this Modification:

$226,481.00
$ 0.00
$226,481.00
$49,447.00
$275,928.00

This modification becomes a part of the original contract when signed by the consultant and the Seattle School district:
I hereby approve and authorize change to this contract.
CONSULTANT/ARCHITECT

APPROVAL BY DISTRICT

DATE:

DATE:

CONTRACT
FOR
ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES
Owner: Seattle School District No. 1,
And
Architect: Bassetti Architects
Tax I.D. # 91-0939210
Contract No. P1436
Lincoln High School Modernization

AE FORM 1 - CONTRACT FOR ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES

This Agreement, Contract No. P1436, is made by and between Seattle School District No. 1,
a Washington municipal corporation ("Owner"), and Bassetti Architects (“Architect”).
Owner and Architect agree as follows:
1.

SCOPE OF WORK AND SCHEDULE
Architect shall provide professional architectural services pertaining to the planning,
design, and construction of the Lincoln High School Modernization project pursuant
to the terms and provisions of this Agreement and the attached AIA B103, as revised
by the Owner.

2.

CONTRACT PRICE AND SCHEDULE
As full compensation for performance of all Services except Additional Services,
Owner shall pay Architect Six Million, Seven Hundred and Five Thousand, Five
Hundred and Eighty-Eight Dollars ($6,705,588), plus Reimbursable Expenses not to
exceed Two Hundred and Fifty Dollars ($250,000), subject to adjustments as
provided elsewhere in this Agreement. This Fee covers all Basic Services of the
Architect and its consultants, regardless of whether or not such Basic Services are
eligible for State matching dollars. The Architect shall provide a spreadsheet which
divides its Fee between Basic Services that are eligible for State matching dollars and
Basic Services that are not eligible for State matching dollars. Architect shall
commence work and complete the various phases of work at the prices and according
to the schedule set forth in this Agreement. Owner has an urgent need for the use of
facilities and time is of the essence.

3.

COMMUNICATIONS
(a) All correspondence, requests, notices, and other communications to Owner, in
relation to this Agreement, shall be in writing and shall be delivered to:
Mailing Address:

Lucy Morello
Senior Project Manager
Mail Stop 22-334
P. O. Box 34165
Seattle, WA 98124-1165

Location:

2445 Third Avenue South
Seattle, WA 98134
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In the event Owner has designated a Construction Manager in paragraph 4 of
this Agreement, below, all of the aforementioned communications to Owner
should be directed to Construction Manager, unless the Owner otherwise
indicates in writing.
(b)

All correspondence, requests, notices, and other communications to Architect,
in relation to this Agreement, shall be in writing and shall be delivered to:
Caroline Lemay, Principle
Bassetti Architects
71 Columbia Street, Suite 500
Seattle, WA 98104

Either party may from time to time change such address by giving the other party
notice of such change in accordance with the provisions of this paragraph.
4.

CONSTRUCTION MANAGER
Owner designates the below listed firm as its representative to act on Owner's behalf
in connection with the administration of this Agreement and the subject Project. Said
firm is referred to in this Agreement and related Agreements as "Construction
Manager" and/or "Owner's Representative," and where a Construction Manager is
used the term "Owner" shall mean and refer to the Construction Manager unless
otherwise indicated. “Construction Manager” as used in this Agreement is not the
GC/CM for projects in which the Owner utilizes RCW 39.10. The Construction
Manager shall act as Owner's Representative in the administration of this Agreement
and Project. Unless and until directed by Owner to the contrary, and except for any
directions which authorize Additional Services or which otherwise entitle the
Architect to additional Fee, Architect shall be entitled to rely upon the authority of the
Construction Manager as Owner's Representative. The Construction Manager for this
Agreement, if any, is:
Mike Finnegan, Senior Construction Manager
Heery International
500 Union Street, Suite 1000
Seattle, WA 98101
Mailed correspondence to be sent to District’s address:
Mail Stop 22-334
P. O. Box 34165
Seattle, WA 98124-1165
Owner reserves the right to change the Construction Manager and will provide
Architect with notice of any such change.
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5.

THIS AGREEMENT INCLUDES THE FOLLOWING DOCUMENTS:
(a)

Contract for Architectural Services--AE Form 1, 7 pages, revision date
January, 2016,

(b)

AIA Document B103, as revised by the Owner, revision date of March 24,
2016 (“B103”) and

(c)

Schedules listed below:
Schedule
A
B
C
D
E

6.

Topic
Scope of Project
Project Milestones and Consultant Listing
Fees & Reimbursable Expenses
Contract Price Adjustment Factors
Nondiscrimination Statement

Pages
1
2
2
4
2

SUPPLEMENTAL CONDITIONS
The parties make the following modifications and revisions to the B103 (in addition
to the revisions made by the Owner within the B103):
Owner Consultants:
Services Provided
Arborist
Building Envelope
Building Façade Condition Review
Construction Cost Review
Construction Schedule Review
Environmental (SEPA Checklist)
Geotechnical
Regulated Materials
Testing and Inspections
Topography and Boundary Surveying
Traffic / Parking

Firm Name
Tree Solutions, Inc.
(to be determined)
Wiss, Janney, Elstner Associates
Heery International, Inc.
Heery International, Inc.
Environmental Services Associates
(ESA)
AMEC Foster Wheeler
PBS Engineering + Environmental
(to be determined)
Reid Middleton, Inc.
Heffron Transportation, Inc.

Architect shall participate in the procurement of GCCM services as follows:
•
•

Review and provide comments on the Owner’s Request for Qualifications
soliciting GCCM contractors
Participate in the review and scoring of submitted proposals based on Owner
scoring evaluation criteria
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•
•
•

Review and provide comments on Owner developed Contract Documents
Participate on the interview panel for shortlisted GCCM contractors
Participate in the review and scoring of interviewed GCCM contractors for a
shortlisting of firms to submit pricing proposals.

3.5.2.2 The Architect shall participate in 25 pre-conference meetings, responding to
questions and preparing addenda, for subcontract bidding. The Contractor shall issue
addend.
3.5.2.7 The Architect shall prepare and issue a conformed set of Contract Documents
for each subcontract awarded.
7.

KEY PERSONNEL
Architect shall assign the following personnel to the performance of the Services and
shall not (for so long as they remain in the Architect’s employ) reassign or remove
any of them without the prior written consent of the Owner. In the event any such
individual leaves the Architect’s employ or the Owner requests reassignment, the
Architect shall replace such individual with another person of equivalent skills and
experience satisfactory to the Owner.

Name
Lorne McConachie
Caroline Lemay
Michael Davis
Ross Parker
Garrett Cress

8.

Project Role
Design Principal
Managing Principal
Project Manager
Project Architect
Technical Lead

MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE CONSTRUCTION COST AND OWNER
CONTROLLED ALTERNATES
The Maximum Allowable Construction Cost ("MACC") for this Project, not
including hazardous material abatement shall not exceed Fifty-Four Million and
Thirty-Three Thousand Dollars ($54,033,000). Owner Controlled Alternates
(“OCA”), if known, are identified in Schedule A, and/ or otherwise will be addressed
according to the B103.
Note: For the purposes of this Contract the “MACC” in these contract
documents means a time of construction amount that includes 1) Subcontract
bid amounts, 2) Specified General Conditions, 3) Negotiated Support Services
allowance and 4) Bid Fee. Both contract parties acknowledge that the term
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“MACC” in these contract documents is not the same as the “MACC” identified
in RCW 39.10.
9.

SITE OBSERVATION
During the course of the Construction Phase, the Architect and its consultants shall
perform visits to the project site as provided in the B103.

10.

INVOICES
Architect shall submit its invoices in the form and according to the schedule
prescribed in the revised B103 to the following address:
Mailing Address:

11.

Mike Finnegan
Location: 2445 Third Ave.
Senior Construction Manager
Seattle, WA 98134
Mail Stop 22-331
P.O. Box 34165
Seattle, WA 98124-1165

INSURANCE
Architect shall maintain insurance with insurers and under such forms of policies as
may be acceptable to Owner (and with an A.M. Best rating of A- or better) as
follows:
Commercial General Liability Including premises operations, products, and
completed operations, blanket contractual, broad form property damage including
completed operations, stop-gap employers liability, personal injury including, but not
limited to libel and slander, advertising liability coverage, premises medical, fire legal
liability, and owners contractors protective liability.
Limits of Liability to include Bodily Injury and Property Damage Limit and Personal
Injury per occurrence. During the required coverage period, Architect shall notify the
Owner of any claim(s) which may impair the level of coverage. In such event, Owner
shall have the right to require Architect to obtain additional coverage, at no additional
cost to the Owner, to assure the Per Occurrence amount of available insurance for
each liability coverage.
Each Occurrence Limit
Fire Damage Limit (any one fire)
Medical Expense Limit
Personal & Advertising Injury Limit
General Aggregate Limit
Products – Completed Operations Aggregate Limit
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Workers Compensation
Limits of Liability

Statutory

Employers Liability
Each Accident
Disease – Each Employee
Disease – Policy Limit

$1,000,000
$1,000,000
$1,000,000

Commercial Automobile Liability including owned, hired, and
non-owned auto. Coverage to include Bodily Injury and
Property Damage Combined Single Limit.
Limits of Liability

$1,000,000

Professional Liability including coverage for contractual
liability. If contract is claims-made, a three (3) year discovery
period shall be included.
Limits of Liability

$1,000,000 per
claim and
$2,000,000
annual aggregate

During the required coverage period, the Architect shall notify the Owner of any claim(s)
which may impair the Architect’s level of coverage. In such event, the Owner shall have the
right to require the Architect to obtain additional coverage, at no additional cost to the
Owner, to assure the Per Claim or occurrence amount of insurance is available for each
liability coverage (Commercial General Liability occurrence and Professional Liability
claims). Solely regarding Professional Liability, Architect shall notify the Owner on an
annual basis (each May) for any claims and or reserves established by its insurers that exceed
$500K. However, this is not applicable to any claims made by Owner against Architect.
12.

AGREEMENT
This Agreement supersedes any and all prior agreements and is the entire agreement
between Architect and Owner regarding the scope of the work for this project.

13.

EFFECTIVE DATE
This Agreement is effective as of the date executed by both parties.
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14.

SIGNATURES
Architect:

Owner:

Signature

Signature

Typed Name

Dr. Larry Nyland
Typed Name

Principal
Title

Superintendent
Title

_______________
Company Name

Seattle School District_____________
Company Name

Date Signed

_________________________
Date Signed
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SCHEDULE A
Scope of Project

SCOPE OF PROJECT
LINCOLN HIGH SCHOOL MODERNIZATION
The project will convert the existing Lincoln School campus into a new comprehensive high
school to increase high school capacity in the District’s growing north central community.
The scope includes the modernization of the existing Lincoln School structures (and
improvements to the site. The existing structure allows for 246,000 sf of assignable space.
The goal is to accommodate 1,600 students and a comprehensive high school program.
Lincoln High School: is located at 4400 Interlake Avenue. N. Seattle WA 98103, on a site
area of 291,852 sq. ft. The existing school is approximately 257,257 sq. ft. Lincoln opened
in 1907 as a high school. Since 1997, it has served as an interim site for multiple schools and
programs. The central wing was modernized in 1997. This project will modernize the
building in preparation for reopening as a comprehensive high school. Infrastructure
improvements include building envelope, mechanical, electrical, ADA, life safety and
sustainability upgrades.
Scope of Work
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Space reconfiguration to meet site specific education specifications and program
(provided at the end of the pre-design phase)
ADA improvements
Building code upgrades
Exterior doors
Seismic improvements, including ASCE 41 Tier 1 evaluation
Plumbing replacement
HVAC replacement including controls
Fire protection
Electrical replacement
Fire alarm replacement
Intercom replacement
Security system
Site improvements
Distributed antenna system (DAS) design

Scope Exclusions
•

Exterior façade enhancements with exception of life safety remediation work.
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SCHEDULE B
Project Milestones

PROJECT MILESTONES AND CONSULTANT LISTING
LINCOLN HIGH SCHOOL MODERNIZATION
TASK
1.
2.
3.
4.

DATE

Execute A/E Contract
Conferences with District Staff
GCCM Notice to Proceed Preconstruction Services
Schematic Design Submittal
Cost Estimate Submittal by Architect
Cost Estimate by GCCM
4. SSD Schematic Design Review Complete
5. Meet with District Staff
6. Design Development Submittal
Cost Estimate Submittal by Architect
Cost Submittal by GCCM
7. SSD Design Development Review Complete
8. 75% Construction Documents Permit Submittal
9. 75% Construction Documents SSD Review Complete
10. 90% Construction Documents Submittal
10. 90% Documents for GCCM MACC Negotiations
11. 90% SSD Review Documents Complete
12. Permit Submittal (12-week turnaround)
13. 100% Submittal of Construction Documents for GCCM use
14. GCCM Contract Negotiations Complete
15. Operations Committee Review
16. Board Introduction
17. Board Approval
18. GCCM Contract Executed
22. GCCM Notice to Proceed (full contract)
25. Substantial Completion
26. Final Completion

05/01/16
TBD
06/06/16
07/05/16
07/19/16
07/19/16
08/02/16
TBD
12/13/16
12/13/16
12/13/16
12/27/16
03/24/17
04/14/17
06/07/17
06/07/17
06/21/17
03/24/17
07/12/17
07/19/17
08/17/17
09/06/17
09/20/17
09/29/17
10/02/17
05/29/19
12/31/19

Consultants:
Services Provided
Civil
Structural
Electrical
Telecommunications
Intercom / Clock
Security System
Audio Visual
Contract for Architectural Services
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Firm Name
LPD Engineering
Coughlin Porter Lundeen
Hargis
Hargis
Hargis
Hargis
Hargis
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SCHEDULE B
Project Milestones

Services Provided
Distributed Antenna System (DAS)
Fire Alarm
Plumbing
HVAC
Automatic Fire Suppression System
Landscaping
Cost Estimating
Audio Visual – Theater/ Black Box
Acoustics
Theater Design
Food Service
Door Hardware
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Firm Name
Hargis
Hargis
Metrix Engineers
Metrix Engineers
Metrix Engineers
Cascade Design Collaborative
The Robinson Company
Stantec
Stantec
PLAdesigns
JLR Design Group
Adams Consulting
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SCHEDULE C
Fees & Reimbursable Expenses

BASIC SERVICES FEE
Item
A

Description
BASIC DESIGN FEE (BDF)

OTHER CONSULTANT BASIC SERVICES
B
Landscape Architect
C
Theater Design
D
Kitchen Drawings
E
Cost Estimating
F

Acoustic

G
H
I
J
K

A-V Design
Hardware
Accessibility Consultant
Lighting Design
Civil Engineering
Telecommunications & Intercom District
Standards
Security Systems Design & CA
Total Other Consultant Basic Services

L
M

Fee

Billing

$4,917,003

% Complete

$145,750
$84,583
$19,250
$75,790
$87,230

% Complete
% Complete
% Complete
% Complete

$145,563
$0
$0
$0

% Complete
% Complete
% Complete
% Complete
% Complete
Inclusive in BDF above

$148,000 % Complete
$40,200 % Complete
$749,346

OTHER BASIC SERVICES (Item numbers refer to Bassetti detailed proposal for continuity)
1
Materials Testing and Tier 2 Evaluation
$18,350 % Complete
3
Landmarks Coordination/ Presentation
$75,660 Hourly Not to Exceed
4
MUP/ Departures Support/ Hearings
$50,530 Hourly Not to Exceed
5
6
7
10
13
14
15
16
18
20
21
22
25
26
22

SEPA Coordination
NPDES
Community / Owner Presentations
School Board / Oversight Meetings (beyond 2)
Salvage Inventory
OSPI-D Form Preparation
Off-Site Work/ SDOT Coordination
Earthwork Analysis
WSSP Coordination (documentation)
ELCCA/ Energy Conservation Report
Value Engineering
Constructability Review Assistance
Commissioning Assistance
Record Drawings
Extended Construction Administration
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$7,730
$5,910
$27,663
$10,860
$10,060
$6,120
$7,775
$0
$39,007
$35,476
$46,710
$36,826
$50,634
$72,490
$222,210

Hourly Not to Exceed
% Complete
Hourly Not to Exceed
Hourly Not to Exceed
Hourly Not to Exceed
% Complete
% Complete
Inclusive to BDF
% Complete
% Complete
% Complete
% Complete
Hourly Not to Exceed
% Complete
% Complete
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SCHEDULE C
Fees & Reimbursable Expenses

Item

Description

29
37
38

Energy Modelling
DAS System Consulting
Utilities Rebates / Coordination
Civil Engineering Specialty Services TESC/
Utilities /Drainage
Pre-Bid Conferences/Addend/Conformed Sets
Working Set of Construction Documents
Total Other Basic Services

41
42
43

TOTAL BASIC SERVICES

Fee

Billing

$35,390
$7,070
$31,772

% Complete
% Complete
Hourly Not to Exceed

$82,500

% Complete

$143,876 Hourly Not to Exceed
$10,000 Hourly Not to Exceed
$1,039,239
$6,705,588

Note: For items identified above that are designated Hourly Not to Exceed, the Architect
shall present to the Owner on a bi-weekly basis an accounting of the time and fee spent along
with names of the staff (including Consultants) performing the work. Documentation shall be
collected and submitted via an Excel Work Sheet. Failure to submit the required
documentation on a timely basis may result in non-payment or delayed payment.
REIMBURSABLE EXPENSES

Reimbursable expenses for this Project as identified in the General Conditions shall be
limited to the not-to-exceed amount of: Two-Hundred and Fifty Thousand Dollars
($250,000).
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SCHEDULE D
Contract Price Adjustment Factors

CONTRACT PRICE ADJUSTMENT FACTORS
The following Price Adjustment Factors apply to, and will be used for, any and all
adjustments of the contract price (other than reimbursable expenses listed in Schedule C)
that may be required under the provisions for Additional Services (Article 1.7), the
contract's Changes provisions (Article 11), or any other provision. These factors apply to
both additions to and reductions in the Basic Services. They apply to Architect and all
consultants (except consultants with rates as specifically provided herein) and others that
Architect may retain in connection with the performance of Services under this Contract,
unless the applicable Architect’s consultant normally charges a lower hourly rate than
listed below in which case the lower rate will be utilized.
POSITION (BASSETTI)

RATE/HOUR

Principal
Project Manager
Project Architect
Staff Architect
Lead Interior Designer
Interior Designer
CADD / Graphics
Clerical
Construction Admin./Spec Writer

$225/HR
$160/HR
$145/HR
$130/HR
$120/HR
$75/HR
$80/HR
$75/HR
$130/HR

POSITION (CPL)

RATE/HOUR

Principal
Senior Project Manager
Project Engineer
Engineer
Clerical
Construction Admin./Spec Writer

$190/HR
$150/HR
$125/HR
$105/HR
$60/HR
$125/HR

POSITION (Hargis)

RATE/HOUR

Principal
Senior Project Engineer
Project Engineer
Senior Designer
Designer
Drafter
Clerical
Construction Admin./Spec Writer

$160/HR
$145/HR
$135/HR
$115/HR
$105/HR
$90/HR
$60/HR
$135/HR
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SCHEDULE D
Contract Price Adjustment Factors

POSITION (METRIX)

RATE/HOUR

Principal
Project Manager
Engineer
Drafter
Clerical

$175/HR
$135/HR
$115/HR
$90/HR
$60/HR

POSITION (LPD)

RATE/HOUR

Principal
Project Manager
Engineer
Drafter
Clerical
Construction Admin./Spec Writer

$175/HR
$145-170/HR
$105-125/HR
$60-125/HR
$45/HR
$130/HR

POSITION (STANTEC/ Acoustical &
Audio Visual)
Principal
Senior Acoustician I
Senior Acoustician II
Acoustician I
Acoustician II
Acoustician III
Acoustician IV
CADD / BIM Specialist
Project Support Staff

RATE/HOUR

POSITION (CDC)

RATE/HOUR

Principal
Senior Associate
Professional Staff

$135/HR
$116/HR
$95/HR

POSITION (PLAdesigns)

RATE/HOUR

Principal
Senior Theater / Lighting
Theater / Lighting
Project Admin., CAD

$150/HR
$125/HR
$100/HR
$75/HR
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$216/HR
$186/HR
$161/HR
$140/HR
$131/HR
$114/HR
$105/HR
$114/HR
$85/HR
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SCHEDULE D
Contract Price Adjustment Factors

POSITION (JLR)

RATE/HOUR

Project Manager
Project Designer
Drafter

$125 /HR
$110 /HR
$80/HR

POSITION (The Robinson Company)

RATE/HOUR

Principal
Senior Estimator
Estimator
MEP Estimator
Landscape Estimator

$165 /HR
$155 /HR
$145 /HR
$145/HR
$100 /HR

1.

COMPOSITE RATES - The above rates are composite rates that include salaries,
hourly pay, all personnel benefits, overhead, taxes, G&A expenses, office
supplies, travel, all other expenses (other than reimbursable expenses listed in
Schedule C), profit, supervision, and all other costs or charges that Architect, its
associates and consultants may incur in the performance of their services under
this contract.

2.

ARCHITECT ALLOWANCE - For work performed by principals or employees
of the Architect, the Architect will be compensated at 100% of the rate per hour
indicated above for the personnel involved.

3.

CONSULTANT ALLOWANCE - For work performed by subcontractors or
consultants to the Architect, the Architect will be compensated at 110% of the
consultant’s rate per hour for subcontractor or consultant personnel involved.

4.

5.

ADJUSTMENT OF COMPOSITE RATES - The Composite Rates are valid for
the entire contract term. They will be adjusted only in those circumstances where
the Architect or the Owner establishes that unusual or exceptional conditions
exist, which could not have been anticipated at the time of contract negotiation,
and that those conditions make existing rates unreasonable. If the project exceeds
36 months in duration, and the cost of living increases greater than 8% during this
period based on the CPI-U for the Seattle area, the Architect shall be allowed an
adjustment of rates for services performed beyond the 36 month duration upon
negotiation. The CPI-U will be as referenced on the chart on the www.seattle.gov
website.
Should the parties not be able to agree on the price and/or duration for additional
work prior to the start of the work, the OWNER shall, at the start of the work,
unilaterally modify the contract to provide what it believes is a reasonable
payment and schedule for that work. The Architect may request resolution of the
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disagreement pursuant to the contract Disputes procedures. Any failure to agree
on price or duration shall not relieve the Architect from performing the specified
services in a fully competent, professional and timely manner.
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SCHEDULE E
Nondiscrimination Statement

SEATTLE SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. 1
NONDISCRIMINATION STATEMENT
Architects who desire to provide the Seattle School District No. 1 with equipment,
supplies and/or professional services must comply with the following contract
requirements. During the performance of this contract, the Architect agrees as follows:
1.

Architect agrees to comply with all local, state and federal laws prohibiting
discrimination with regard to race, creed, color, national origin, sex, marital
status, age or the presence of any sensory, mental or physical handicap.

2.

Architect will not discriminate against any otherwise qualified employee or
applicant for employment because of race, creed, color, national origin, age, sex,
marital status, sensory, mental or physical handicap unless, in some rare cases, the
contractor may establish a bona fide occupational qualification as defined by law.
Architect will ensure that applicants are employed, and that employees are treated
during employment, without regard to race, creed, color, national origin, sex,
marital status, age or the presence of any sensory, mental or physical handicap.
Such action shall include, but not be limited to the following: employment,
upgrading, demotion or transfer; recruitment or recruitment advertising; layoff or
termination; rates of pay or other forms of compensation; and selection for
training, including apprenticeship. Architect agrees to post in conspicuous places,
available to employees and applicants for employment, any notices to be provided
by the Owner setting forth the provisions of this nondiscrimination clause.

3.

Architect will, in all solicitations or advertisements for employees placed by or on
behalf of Architect, state that all qualified applicants will receive consideration for
employment without regard to race, creed, color, national origin, age, sex, marital
status, sensory, mental or physical handicap.

4.

Architect will send to each labor union or representative or workers with which
he/she has a collective bargaining agreement or other contract or understanding, a
notice, to be provided by the agency contracting officer, advising the labor union
or workers' representative of the Architect’s nondiscrimination commitments, and
shall post copies of the notice in conspicuous places available to employees and
applicants for employment.

5.

Any Architect who is in violation of these requirements shall be barred forthwith
from receiving awards of any purchase order or contract from Seattle School
District No. 1 or shall be subject to other legal action or contract cancellation
unless a satisfactory showing is made that discriminatory practices have
terminated, and that reoccurrence of such acts is unlikely. This includes
compliance with Section 503 and 504 of the Vocational Rehabilitation Act of 1973
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and Sections 2012 and 2014 of the Vietnam Era Veterans’ Readjustment
Assistance Act of 1974.
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September 22, 2015

Mike Skutack
Seattle Public Schools
2445 3rd Ave South
Seattle, WA 98134
RE:

Pinehurst K-8 School, Phase 1 Construction
121-13002

Dear Mike,
We have reviewed the contract documents, project records and work on site. To the best of our knowledge,
information and belief, all work required of Iliad.Inc, under the terms and conditions of this Contract have been
completed. Pending your receipt of required affadavits and lien releases, we recommend Final Acceptance of
the Pinehurst K-8 School Phase 1 Construction project, Bid Number B03449.
Sincerely,

Matthew Rumbaugh
Principal
cc:

Scott Lund, Heery International

121-13002/718a/final-acceptance-recommendation.docx

>2025 First Avenue, Suite 300, Seattle, WA 98121-3131
206 441 4522 / nacarchitecture.com
Seattle / Spokane / Los Angeles

Memorandum
Date:

March 2, 2016

To:

Mike Skutack, Senior Project Manager
Project No. A22
Project Name: Pinehurst School

From:

Scott Lund, Construction Manager

Re:

Change Order Summary for Contract: P5054/Iliad – Abatement/Demo/Grading/Water
Vault at Pinehurst School Project

The project’s original base contract was an amount of $1,835,859.00
Change Order #1: $8,367.00 Covered the added unforeseen abatement at the boiler room.
Change Order #2: $310,413.00 Provided 36 additional wells for a total of 72 wells. Spacing has changed
from 30 feet on center to 15 feet on center. Also provided two additional zones with header piping to the
wells and back to the boiler room aligning with the base bid documents. Provided shop drawings of
dimensioned well locations and header piping prior to drilling to confirm locations with footings and
structural.
Change Order #3: $0.00 Included the addition of CCD #3 $197,697.00 which added trucking and
dumping costs due to delay of permit issuance; CCD #4 $36,555.00 for permit drawing revisions and
added backfill at the detention vault walls per the DPD permit review and the deduction of ($234,252.00)
for the deduction of Import/Export unit pricing not used in the original contract.
Change Order #4: ($18,382.52) for the deduction of the General Conditions, Import/Export, TESC,
Additional Mobilization, PCS line item. All were unit pricing not used in the original contract.
Original Construction Contract:
Change Order #1 (Add):
Change Order #2 (Add):
Change Order #3 (Zero):
Change Order #4 (Deduct):
Adjusted Construction Contract:
Total Change Orders (0.16%)

CAPITAL PROJECTS & PLANNING

$1,835,859.00
$
8,367.00
$ 310,413.00
$
0.00
( $ 18,382.52 )
$2,136,256.00
$ 300,397.00

John Stanford Center for Educational Excellence 2445 3rd Avenue South 98134 www.seattleschools.org
Mailing Address: MS 22-334 PO Box 34165 Seattle, WA 98124-1165 Tel:206.252.0561 Fax:206.252.0573

Hazel Wolf @ Pinehurst Phase 1
Capital Project Budget
(Life to Date as of February 2016)

Construction

Scope of Work

Change Order

Sales Tax

Professional/
Owner Costs

Hard Costs
Iliad Construction P5054
Lydig Construction P5045

1,835,859
12,579,378

Soft Costs
A/E Contract
Other Professional Services
Owner Costs
Totals
$ 14,415,237 $

300,397
79,943

380,341 $

* Numbers presented may not add up precisely to the totals due to rounding

203,544
1,215,295

1,418,839 $

Total
Expenditures
To Date*
16,214,417
2,339,801
13,874,616

Approved
Budget

3,759,899
2,144,238
2,144,238
1,345,035
1,345,035
270,625
270,625
3,759,899 $ 19,974,316 $ 39,219,245

SCHEDULE OF VALUES

AIA DOCUMENT G703

AIA Document G702, APPLICATION AND CERTIFICATE FOR PAYMENT,
containing Contractor's signed Certification is attached.
In tabulations below, amounts are stated to the nearest dollar.

APPLICATION NO:
APPLICATION DATE:
PERIOD TO:

Use column 1 on Contracts where variable retainage for line items may apply.

PROJECT NO:

A
ITEM
NO.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
17
18

B
DESCRIPTION OF WORK

C
SCHEDULED
VALUE

General Conditions
Bond Fee
Structural demolition and abatement
Concrete vault
Geo Loop
Site preparation
TESC
Earthwork
Storm

$125,026.00
$24,900.00
$382,752.00
$173,880.00
$273,024.00
$53,760.00
$9,900.00
$401,319.00
$35,148.00

Excavation/ removal of unsuitable soils
Import and place structural fill
Additional mobilization
Asbestos pipe insulation
PCS

$157,400.00
$170,000.00
$13,500.00
$6,000.00
$9,250.00

$125,026.48
$24,900.00
$382,752.00
$173,800.00
$273,024.00
$53,760.00
$11,100.00
$401,319.00
$35,148.00
$0.00
$157,400.00
$170,367.00
$2,700.00
$6,180.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$1,817,476.48

($0.48)
$0.00
$0.00
$80.00
$0.00
$0.00
($1,200.00)
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
($367.00)
$10,800.00
($180.00)
$9,250.00
$0.00
$0.00
$18,382.52

$8,367.00
$310,413.00
$0.00
($18,382.52)

$8,367.00
$310,413.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00

$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
($18,382.52)
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00

$300,397.48

$318,780.00

($18,382.52)

$1,835,859.00

20
21
22
23
24
25
26
TOTALS

CHANGE ORDERS
Change Order #1
Change Order #2
Change Order #3
Change Order #4

D
E
WORK COMPLETED
FROM PREVIOUS
THIS PERIOD
APPLICATION
(D+E)

F
MATERIALS
PRESENTLY
STORED
(NOT IN
D OR E)

$0.00

G
TOTAL
COMPLETED
AND STORED
TO DATE
(D+E+F)
$125,026.00
$24,900.00
$382,752.00
$173,880.00
$273,024.00
$53,760.00
$9,900.00
$401,319.00
$35,148.00
$0.00
$157,400.00
$170,000.00
$13,500.00
$6,000.00
$9,250.00
$0.00
$0.00
$1,835,859.00

$8,367.00
$310,413.00
$0.00
($18,382.52)
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00

$300,397.48

%
(G/C)

100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
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#REF!
#REF!
#REF!
#REF!

H
BALANCE
TO FINISH
(C-G)

I
RETAINAGE

100%

$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00

100%
100%
#DIV/0!
100%
#DIV/0!
#DIV/0!
#DIV/0!

$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00

$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00

100%

$0.00

$0.00

100%
100%
100%
100%
100%

$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
#REF!

Policy 3208 Annual Report to School Board
To:
From:
Date:
Re:

School Board Directors
Larry Nyland, Superintendent
April 11, 2016
Policy 3208 – Annual Report to School Board by Superintendent

Context
The district's policies and procedures for Sexual Harassment are Policy 3208 and
Superintendent Procedure 3208SP.
As a recipient of federal funds from the U.S. Department of Education, the district is
required to comply with Title IX of the Educational Amendments of 1972 (Title IX). Title IX
is a federal law prohibiting sex discrimination in programs or activities receiving Federal
financial assistance. 1 Sexual harassment is a recognized a form of sex discrimination and
the U.S. Department of Education’s Office for Civil Rights (OCR), which enforces Title IX, has
issued several guidance documents on the issue and the role of Title IX Coordinators in
addressing sexual harassment in recent years. Since late 2014, the district’s work on sexual
harassment and its consideration of Policy 3208 and Superintendent Procedure 3208SP has
been to align the district’s policy, procedure, and practices with OCR’s guidance.
Board Policy 3208 requires the Superintendent to make an annual report to the Board.
Board Policy 3208 states, “The Superintendent shall make an annual report to the Board
reviewing the use and efficacy of this policy and related procedures. Recommendations for
changes to this policy, if applicable, shall be included in the report. The Superintendent is
encouraged to involve staff, students, and volunteers and parents in the review process.”
This document and the accompanying oral report presented during Superintendent
comments at the March 16, 2016, School Board meeting by Assistant Superintendent for
Human Resources Clover Codd are the annual report under Policy 3208 for the 2014-15
school year.2
1

The district is also subject to several other laws prohibiting sex discrimination, including: Title VII of the Civil Rights Act
of 1964, which prohibits discrimination on the basis of sex by covered employers; Title IV of the Civil Rights Act of 1964,
which relates to school desegregation; the Washington Law Against Discrimination, Chapter 49.60 RCW; and Common
School provisions, Chapter 28A.642 RCW.
2
The 3208 Policy Report is different from the annual reporting requirements of Superintendent Procedure 3208SP.
Under 3208SP, the Title IX Coordinator and the Assistant Superintendent for Human Resources submit reports to me
discussing in more detail the number and types of sexual assault cases reported; the steps taken to disseminate
information about sexual harassment, and training provided to students and staff. I received an interim report from the
Title IX Compliance Officer dated May 29, 2015.

Background of Annual Reports and Communication under SPS Policy 3208
Brent Jones and Pegi McEvoy presented the last report under SPS Policy 3208 to the
Operations Committee of the School Board in August and September 2014. For a variety of
reasons, there was not a written annual report submitted under Policy 3208 in August 2015
to the Operations Committee. However, there were several updates provided to the School
Board and the community regarding the District’s work related to the Policy 3208 and the
associated Superintendent Procedure 3208SP. Those reports are outlined below:
•

August 20, 2015, Operations Committee Meeting presentation - Deputy
Superintendent Charles Wright distributed the May 29, 2105, Interim Report of
Seattle Public Schools Task Force for Prevention of and Response to Sexual
Harassment and Sexual Assault; the May 29, 2015, Title IX Coordinator Interim
Report; and the July 30, 2015, Addendum to Interim Report of Seattle Schools Task
Force for Prevention of and Response to Sexual Harassment and Sexual Assault.
Deputy Superintendent Wright provided an overview of each document.

•

Updates in the Superintendent Friday Memos to the School Board. The memos
included the following Deputy Superintendent announcements:
o a December 4, 2105, update regarding the annual report required under
3208 and the Task Force for Prevention of and Response to Sexual
Harassment and Sexual Assault’s (the Task Force) work underway;
o a December 18, 2015, update on, and a copy of, the December 9, 2015, final
report of the Task Force;
o a January 8, 2016, update regarding changes to the Superintendent
Procedure 3208SPand the communication and process used to include and
inform staff regarding revisions to 3208 SP; and
o a January 29, 2016, update regarding the hiring of a permanent, full-time
Title IX Coordinator and the district’s response to the Task Force’s final
report.

•

January 21, 2016, Operations Committee Meeting - Kelli Schmidt, the District’s new
Student Civil Rights Compliance Officer described the work of the new Office of
Student Civil Rights, revisions to 3208SP, and reviewed the district’s response to
recommendations made by the Task Force.

Each year the Assistant Superintendents of HR and Operations work with the
Superintendent and their respective teams to resolve claims of sexual harassment or
misconduct of a sexual nature. In 2014-2015 the number of Sexual Misconduct cases

reported to Human Resources, Safety and Security and the Interim Title IX Coordinator are
outlined below:
Type of Case
Adult-Adult
Adult-Student
Student-Student
Total

Number of Cases in 14-15
3
17
22
42

Organizational Changes/Process Improvements
In addition to keeping the School Board and the community updated regarding efforts to
comply with Board Policy 3208, the Superintendent and the District have taken several
steps to ensure students and staff has access to an education and work environment free
from discrimination, including sexual harassment. Those steps are outlined below.
1. In November 2014, the district convened a Task Force for Prevention of and
Response to Sexual Harassment and Sexual Assault (Task Force). The Task Force
was formed to respond to community dissatisfaction and perceptions that Seattle
Public Schools (SPS) was not complying with the U.S. Department of Education’s
Office for Civil Rights’ guidance on addressing sexual harassment and sexual
violence under Title IX. As part of their work, the Task Force conducted a
comprehensive review of the district's policy and procedures to prevent and
respond to instances of sexual harassment, including sexual assault. The Task Force
consisted of a multi-disciplinary team including 4 principals, 1 teacher, 2 parents, 2
students, 3 sexual assault experts, 2 specialists, 1 classified employee, and 1 district
staff person. The Task Force’s charter required the group to produce two reports:
an interim report and a final report. Both reports contained recommendations that
are intended to move the district beyond mere legal compliance with Title IX. The
Task Force met at least once a month from November 2014 through December
2015. During that time they provided the district with an Interim Report (May
2015); Sexual Assault and Harassment Prevention, Response and Policy Survey
Summary (May 2015); an Addendum to the Interim Report (July 2015); and SPS
Policy 3208 Procedure recommendations. The Task Force submitted its Final Report
in December 2015. More information about the Task Force can be found online at:
http://www.seattleschools.org/cms/One.aspx?portalId=627&pageId=1287636
2. The District designated a Title IX Coordinator for the 2014-2015 school year, who
wrote an interim report and submitted it to the Superintendent on May 29, 2015.

3. The District opened a Student Civil Rights Compliance Office and hired a Student
Civil Rights Compliance Officer, Kelli Schmidt, to head that office starting in October
2015. That office includes an Accessibility Coordinator (who started at in November
2015), a full-time Title IX Compliance Officer (who started in January 2016), and
another full-time staff person who will respond to other types of harassment and
discrimination complaints (to start in March 2016).
4. In July 2015 the District convened a joint team made up of PASS, Risk Management,
Executive Directors, and their Sr. Administrative Assistants, DOTS, Policy, and
Communication to redesign the field trip procedures for supervision and oversight.
5. The District created a Seattle School District Sexual Harassment Notice (attached).
6. The District adopted a revised Sexual Harassment Procedure (3208SP) in December
2015 (attached).
Use and Efficacy of Policy 3208 and Superintendent Procedure 3208SP
Based on the above information:
•

I find that Board Policy 3208 is sufficient and does not need modification at this
time.

•

I find that Superintendent Procedure 3208SP was in need of modification and that it
was modified and a new procedure was signed by me on December 7, 2015
(attached).

•

Pursuant to the recommendations of the Task Force, the Student Civil Rights
Compliance Office will form an Advisory Committee to continue to consider these
issues and will begin formation and outreach efforts in Spring 2016.

Next Steps
•

Support the district in its implementation of the accepted Task Force
recommendations and consider the issues that were not accepted because further
consideration is needed, see:
http://www.seattleschools.org/UserFiles/Servers/Server_543/File/District/Departm
ents/title_ix/district_response_to_finalreport_taskforce_jan2016.pdf

•

Per Board Policy 3208, the next annual report for the 2015-2016 school year will be
submitted to the Operations Committee in August 2016.

